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ABSTRACT
This study investigates some aspects of grammatical variation in vernacular Jordanian Arabic
(JA), namely word order variation and pro(noun)-drop variation. Much previous research on
word order and subject expression in Arabic has been hampered by the use of eclectic
methodologies (Bakir 1980; Eid 1983; El-Yasin 1985; Fassi Fehri 1993; Aoun & Li 1993;
Brustad 2000). Conspicuously rare in contemporary studies of syntactic variation in Arabic are
systematic analyses of spontaneous speech data (Edwards 2010: 94; but see e.g., Owens,
Dodsworth & Rockwood 2009; Owens, Dodsworth & Kohn 2013).
The dearth of quantitative studies of word order variation, as well as pro-drop variation, in
colloquial Arabic provides the primary motivation for the present investigation. Drawing on the
framework of variationist sociolinguistics (Labov 1972), I conduct an accountable analysis of
word order variation, as well as pro-drop variation in a corpus of vernacular Jordanian Arabic
recorded in the Irbid metropolitan area in 2014. The corpus is based on over 30 hours of digitized
recordings obtained from 30 speakers stratified by age, sex, education, as well as urban/rural
origin. I exploit these spontaneous speech data to: (i) assess the frequency of different word order
and pro-drop variants in vernacular JA; (ii) ascertain which social and linguistic factors constrain
the selection of major word order and pro-drop variants; and (iii) determine whether the apparent
time component incorporated into the research design reveals any evidence of change in
progress.
Distributional and multivariate analyses of 4500 tokens (2049 for word order and 2422 for prodrop) coded for the aforementioned social factors, in addition to an array of linguistic factors
hypothesized to constrain variant choice (e.g., morphloexical class of subject, grammatical
person and number, type of clause and transitivity) confirm that word order variation, as well as
pro-drop variation, are subject to multiple constraints (Holes 1995; Owens et al. 2013). A first
important finding concerns the quantitative preponderance of SV(O) word order in vernacular
JA, which competes with less frequent VS(O). Another important finding is that null subject
pronouns are the norm in vernacular JA. Statistical analyses of the linguistic factors conditioning
the observed variability reveal that transitivity and definite subject pronouns are key predictors
of SV(O) word order choice, while switch reference and person and number of subject are key
predictors of overt subject pronouns, as determined by the relative magnitude of these effects.
Particularly compelling is the social embedding of the variation in the case of word order
variation. Age- and sex-differentiations in the data (Labov 1990), in addition to urban-rural split,
reveal statistically significant differences, offering provisional indications that alternation
between SV(O) and VS(O) word orders is implicated in ongoing change. Younger speakers,
women and urban-origin speakers lead in the use of SV(O).
The results foreground the utility of empirically accountable analyses of spontaneous speech in
elucidating key issues relating to syntactic variation in modern varieties of spoken Arabic. The
results generated by this approach reveal new findings not previously available from the intuited,
elicited or written material on which much previous work on Arabic has been based.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.0 Above and beyond phonology
In spite of the cumulative advances in the study of Arabic vernaculars during the past few
decades (Brustad 2000), "there is a paucity of studies dealing with syntax" (Miller 2007: 24).
This thesis is therefore intended as a contribution to the syntax of modern spoken varieties of
Arabic in general and the syntax of Jordanian Arabic (hereafter JA) in particular, as spoken in
the Irbid metropolitan area.
The dearth of quantitative community-based studies on syntactic variation in colloquial Arabic
provides the primary motivation for the present investigation. Peled (2009: 21) states, for
example, that “Arabic dialects are dealt with by some grammarians, usually in a sporadic form,
without reference to the social aspects of their use. In other words, one cannot find in the
grammarians’ writings anything that is in any way similar to modern typological or
sociolinguistic studies.” Sociolinguistic studies of Arabic above and beyond phonology are
relatively sparse (but see Owens et al. 2009, 2010, 2013; Omari 2011). Describing the linguistic
outcomes of the urbanization of the Middle East, Miller (2007: 2) posits that "for a number of
cities, we find relatively old dialect descriptions, which usually fail to account for variation and
change. For others, we have more focused variationist studies, restricted to a small number of
phonological variables." Among these studies are: Schmidt (1974) for Egyptian Arabic (q), (dʒ),
(θ), (aw) and (ay); Schulz (1980) for Egyptian Arabic (q); Shorrab (1981) for Palestinian Arabic
(q), (θ) and (D); Holes (1983, 1986) for Bahraini Arabic (q), (θ) and (D); Al-Jehani (1985) for
Makkan Arabic (θ), (ð), (D); Daher (1997) for Damascene Arabic (q), (θ)/(ð) and (aw)/(ay); AlAmadihi (1985) for Qatari Arabic (q) and (dʒ); Haeri (1991) for Cairene Arabic (q).
1

Jordanian Arabic 1 is no exception. Most of the pioneering variationist studies in Jordan
investigate similar phonological variables in Amman City: Abdel-Jawad 1981, 1986 (q), (θ), (ð),
(D) and (k); Al-Wer 1991, 1999 (θ), (D), (q) and (dʒ) and Irbid City: Al-Khatib 1988 (k), (q),
(θ), (dʒ); Al-Tamimi 2001 (q), (k) and (θ); Al-Ali & Arafa 2007 (θ), (dʒ) and (ð). Abdel-Jawad
(1981: 25) describes his study on JA as “the first of its kind to study spoken Arabic in Amman in
its sociocultural context based on the concepts, fieldwork, and analytical techniques recently
developed and used in other studies of other speech communities by sociolinguists such as
Labov, Sankoff, Fasold, Wolfram, Bickerton...etc.” Al-Khatib (1988: 1) confirms that “even
though much work has been done on Arabic in terms of ‘diglossia’2, ‘triglossia’ or more discrete
varieties, there has been a scarcity of literature dealing with Jordanian Arabic in general and the
language spoken in this speech community in particular 3 in terms of its relationship with the
society in which it is used.”
Summarizing, the bulk of sociolinguistic studies of Arabic have privileged phonology at the
expense of other variable linguistic components. Innovative in the present study is its focus on
syntactic variation. To the best of my knowledge, there is no single study that takes syntactic

1

JA, one of the modern varieties of Arabic, is the native dialect of more than six million speakers living in Jordan
(Salim 2013). "As no concise up-to-date description is available" (Cleveland 1963: 56), there is not much to say
about the evolution of JA during the first half of the past century. Yet, JA is generally classified into three main subdialects (Al-Khatib 1988): Urban or Madani (spoken by those who came from big cities in Syria and Palestine, as
well as those who were born in big cities in Jordan such as Amman, Irbid, Zarqa), rural or FallaaHi (spoken by
those who came from rural areas in Palestine, as well as speakers living in rural areas and towns in Jordan) and
Bedouin (spoken by those living in the southern and eastern regions in Jordan). This classification is mainly based
on phonological differences regarding the realization of some consonants (e.g., q, k, l) "since lexical, syntactic and
morphological features of spoken dialects tend to shade into one another and overlap" (Cleveland 1963: 60). This
classification is very important to the present study as it accurately resembles the linguistic situation of the Irbid
metropolitan area (as will be shown in section 3.1 about the speech community targeted in the present study).
2
Like other modern varieties of Arabic, JA is used in a diglossic situation (Ferguson 1959) where MSA (the H
variety) is the language of instruction, media, public speeches and religious ceremonies while JA (the L variety) is
used in everyday communications.
3
Al-Khatib (1988) refers here to Irbid City.

2

variation in JA as its primary focus. To bridge this gap, this study investigates two syntactic
variables, namely word order variability and pro(noun)-drop variability in JA.
1.1 word order in JA
JA is reported to have flexible word order (El-Yasin 1985; Al-Sarayreh 2012) as can be seen in
(1.1-3).
1.1)
Haliyyan TTaalib
biftaH l-net
yiqra
kilmteen 'an
lmawDuu'4
Now
the student opens internet reads
two words about the topic
‘Now, the student searches on the internet and reads about the topic.’
SVO (JAC/2/13:15)5
1.2)
iDa
yi'raf l?ab
waaHad
ma yi'raf
awlaad-uh
if
know the father someone
NEG know
kids-his
‘If father has a friend, he does not know his friend's children.’

VSO (JAC/2/19:35)

1.3)
l-makaan kaan mumayyaz kanat dghaam'ih kuliSSifaat
haDiik rriHlih
the place was outstanding was
inclusive all characteristics that
the trip
‘The place was amazing. That trip was perfect by all meaures.’
VOS (JAC/2/3:05)
Previous research on word order in Arabic mainly draws on decontextualized and intuitive
examples (mainly from written Arabic) to show that a particular word order is the basic word
order in Arabic varieties (Bakir 1980; El-Yasin 1985; Mohammad 2000; Ouhalla 2004; Aoun,
Benmamoun, & Chouri 2010; Al-Sarayreh 2012). Conspicuously absent from contemporary
investigations of word order variation in Arabic are quantitative studies of spontaneous speech
adopting a community-based perspective (but see e.g., Owens, Dodsworth & Rockwood 2009;
Owens, Dodsworth & Kohn 2013). Edwards (2010: 94) observes that there are no “systematic
studies of word order in the spoken dialects” [of Arabic]. There are few studies that address word
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order in spoken Arabic although they do not adopt a systematic community-based approach (e.g.,
Dahlgren 1998, 2001; Brustad 2000).
Another major issue arising from previous investigations of word order in Arabic is that there
have been many assertions in the literature that vernacular Arabic has changed from VSO to
SVO, but very few, if any, empirical demonstrations that this is indeed the case. El-Yasin (1985:
107) claims that JA “would be an example of a language changing from a VSO language (in its
Classical form) into a SVO language (in the case of Jordanian).” In terms of the evidence
adduced to reach this conclusion, it is notable that El-Yasin (1985) simply relies on native
speaker intuitions, as well as questionable comparisons drawn with Classical Arabic. No actual
speech data are provided to assess the validity of his intuitive claims. As a result, due to the lack
of diachronic data pertinent to the historical evolution of the spoken dialects of Arabic, and the
paucity of synchronic corpus-based studies targeting everyday speech, such claims about the
change from VSO in CA to SVO in the spoken dialects cannot be accepted at face value.
Innovative in the present study is its focus on actual everyday speech in order to offer an
accountable analysis of the dominant word order(s) in JA, the social and linguistic factors that
constrain word order variant choice, as well as the direction of change (if any) in word order.
1.2 Pro-drop in JA
The second variable targeted in the present study is the variable expression of subject pronouns
in JA, also referred to as pro-drop. JA permits both overt and null subject pronouns as can be
seen in (1.4-5).
1.4)
ana baHib
llahdgih
I
like
dialect
'I like Jordanian Arabic.'

l-urduniyyih
the Jordanian
(JAC/2/36:16)
4

1.5)
Ø baHki-il-hum
innuh
speak-to-them
that
'I tell them that I am Arabian.'

ana
I

'arabiyyeh
Arabian
(JAC/16/41:07)

Subjects in Arabic are mainly approached from a syntactic point of view (Abdo 1983; Bakir
1980; Aoun & Li 1993; Fassi Fehri 1993; Mohammad 2000). Previous sociolinguistic research
on variable expression of subject in Arabic is limited (Owens et al. 2009, 2010, 2013; Omari
2011). Owens et al. (2010: 23) point out that "a less developed issue in the study of subjects has
been the explanation of their variable overt and null realization in some languages." Quantitative
studies on variable expression of subject pronouns in Arabic are very rare (Schulte-Nafeh 2005).
Consequently, the present study utilizes spontaneous speech data in order to investigate variable
expression of subject pronouns in JA, as well as the social and linguistic constraints that
condition the selection of overt and null subject pronouns. This investigation will provide a
chance to compare the variable expression of subject pronouns in Arabic with the wellestablished research on this issue in other languages (see Florres-Ferran 2004; Cameron 1992;
Otheguy & Zantella 2012 on Spanish).
1.3 Research questions
Drawing on the variationist sociolinguistics (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog 1968; Labov 1972),
this study addresses the following questions:
1-What is the dominant word order in contemporary JA?
2-What are the constraints (social and linguistic) that determine word order variation in JA?
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3- Is there any evidence of word order change in JA, as inferred from an apparent-time
comparison of younger [18-40 years old] and older [40+ years old] speakers?6
4- What are the constraints (social and linguistic) that determine pro-drop variation in JA?
5- To what extent is word order a relevant discourse and syntactic parameter in constraining the
realization of overt and null subject pronouns in JA?
1.4 The data
In order to achieve the aforementioned objectives, I conduct accountable analyses of the targeted
variables in a corpus of vernacular Jordanian Arabic, Jordanian Arabic Corpus (hereafter JAC),
that was recorded in the Irbid metropolitan area in 2014. Irbid City is an excellent place to
investigate language variation and change as it is a relatively new city and the locus of dialect
mixing due to the social diversity that it exhibits. Irbid City and its environs are part of Horaan
Plain which "encompasses the south-western part of Syria and the northern part of Jordan" (AlKhatib 1988: 2). The corpus is based on over 30 hours of digitized recordings obtained from
thirty speakers stratified by age, sex, education, as well as urban/rural origin. The data were
recorded in the form of sociolinguistic interviews (Labov 1972) lasting in the range of 45-70
minutes. These interviews constitute the raw data for analysis (see chapter 3 for more details
about the speakers and data) within the framework of variationist sociolinguistics (Labov 1972).
1.5 Theoretical framework
The framework underpinning the present study is based on variationist approach (Labov 1972).
This approach holds the notion that variability is an inherent part of human language (Labov
1969) in that the same function can be expressed in different forms (Sankoff 1988; Poplack &
6

A more fine-grained age division is also used in order to offer a more detailed assessment about the presence and
directionality of any possible word order change in progress in JA: 19-29, 30-39, 40-59 and 60+ years old.
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Tagliamonte 2001). Thus, the primary analytical construct of the variationist approach is the
linguistic variable defined as "two or more ways of saying the same thing" (Labov 1972: 271).
However, this variability is not random; rather, it is structured (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog
1968) and rule-governed by a multiplicity of social and linguistic factors that constrain variant
choice (Bayley 2013). The effects of these social and linguistic factors on variant choice can be
modelled via statistical analysis (Tagliamonte 2006; Poplack & Tagliamonte 2001). That is why
the variationist approach is the appropriate tool to quantitatively uncover the constraints and
distribution rates of variable patterns or structures. Additionally, comparing the underlying
variablegrammar of younger and older speakers enable us to assess how similar or different these
grammars are. Such comparisons enable us to infer the presence and directionality of any
possible change in progress.
A lynchpin of Labov’s approach is its use of vernacular speech data, construed by Labov (1984:
29) as “the most systematic data for linguistic analysis." The vernacular is defined as "the style in
which the minimum attention is given to the monitoring of speech" (Labov 1972: 208). Thus,
rather than depending on intuitive claims or grammaticality judgments, the present study is based
on everyday community-based speech patterns from native speakers of JA.
1.6 Road map of the thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter (2.0), I review the pertinent
literature addressing traditional and modern treatments of word order and pro-drop in MSA and
vernacular Arabic. Chapter (3.0) provides a detailed description of the speech community, the
corpus, data collection and nature of the data used in this study, as well as the theoretical
framework used to collect and analyze the data. Chapter (4.0) is dedicated to circumscribing the
envelope of variation for word order in order to determine what contexts to include or exclude
7

from the analysis. It also provides the social and linguistic factors used to code the legitimate
contexts (tokens). The rest of the chapter provides the distributional and multivariate analyses of
the social and linguistic factors. Chapter (5.0) introduces the variable context, in addition to the
social and linguistic factors that are used to code the pro-drop data. The second part of the
chapter is dedicated to analyzing and discussing the effects of the social and linguistic factors in
conditioning variant choice. Chapter (6.0) summarizes the results and offers the main
conclusions, as well as directions for further research.
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CHAPTER TWO
CONTEXT
2.0 Overview
In the first half of this chapter, I review the pertinent literature on word order variation in Arabic
varieties (2.1). Section (2.1.1) introduces some of Greenberg's (1963, 1966) universals of word
order. Then I review the treatment of word order in traditional grammar and written Arabic in
sections (2.1.2) & (2.1.3) respectively. Research on word order in spoken Arabic is provided in
section (2.1.4) while section (2.1.5) is dedicated to discussing word order in JA. In the second
half of the chapter (2.2), I examine the previous literature on the variable expression of subject
pronouns in Arabic varieties. Section (2.2.1) outlines the Null Subject Parameter (NSP). After
that, I review null subjects in JA in section (2.2.2) and apply the Null Subject Parameter to JA in
section (2.2.3). In section (2.2.4), I explore the variationist studies that address variable subject
expression in spoken Arabic.
2.1 Word order variation
2.1.1 Greenberg’s word order universals
Greenberg (1966: 1-2) states that “every language has some basic patterns of ordering the subject
and the object in the sentence relative to the verb.” He adds that “each word order pattern, such
as SVO, VSO and SOV … correlates with certain specific grammatical features.”7
Greenberg (1966: 79) believes that languages have several word order patterns, and there is
always a dominant pattern, the most frequently used pattern. For him, the cross-linguistically
dominant word-order pattern in declarative sentences containing nominal subjects and objects is
the one in which the subject precedes the object. Accordingly, VSO, SVO, and SOV are
7
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dominant word-order patterns while VOS, OSV, and OVS rarely occur at all. Among the
dominant word-order patterns, Greenberg (1966) argues that SVO is the most frequent wordorder pattern, whereas VSO is “a definite minority.” Greenberg (1966: 79) claims that all
languages that have VSO as the dominant word order “have SVO as an alternative or as the only
alternative basic order."
At this juncture, it should be acknowledged that the notions of "dominant" or "basic" word order
are not unproblematic. Since Greenberg (1963, 1966) explicated his original taxonomy, the
notion of a ‘basic’ or ‘dominant’ word order has been problematized (Mithun 1992; Payne 1992;
Siewierska 1988; Song 2012) on the grounds that it is not always clear which measure (e.g.,
statistical frequency, pragmatic neutrality [Hopper & Thompson 1980], formal markedness
[Hawkins 1983; Dryer 1989]) should be invoked to establish a ‘primary’ or ‘dominant’ word
order. Song (2012: 14), cited in (Siewierska 1988: 8), posits that basic word order is found "in
stylistically neutral, independent, indicative clauses with full noun phrase (NP) participants,
where the subject is definite, agentive and human, the object is a definite semantic patient, and
the verb represents an action, not a state or an event." In the present study, "dominant" word
order will be determined on the basis of its quantitatively predominant frequency in declarative
clauses that contain noun phrases or independent pronouns as their subjects (and objects in the
case of transitive verbs).
2.1.2 Arabic word order in traditional grammar
Traditional approaches to the study of word order in Arabic are deeply rooted in the prescriptive
tradition and are overwhelmingly preoccupied with documenting word order in Classical Arabic.
The dialects of Arabic are accorded sparse attention by traditional scholars.
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Old and medieval grammarians use the terms jumlah fi’liyyah (verbal sentence) and jumlah
ismiyyah (nominal sentence) to refer to sentence type. Thus, they use different terminologies to
refer to what is known in modern linguistics as word order (VSO, SVO, VOS, etc). Taxonomies
of word order discussed by traditional scholars of CA are not “straightforward or selfexplanatory, and by no means restricted to word-order patterning” (Peled2009: 3).
In terms of their grammatical taxonomy, medieval grammarians depend on the constituent that
occupies the initial position in the clause or sentence. Thus, a verbal sentence is a “sentence
whose subject follows its verbal predicate, without regard to the position of any other constituent
in the sentence” (Peled 2009: 30) as in (2.1a,b). In other words, a verbal sentence in this regard is
“a sentence in which the verb precedes the subject” (Mohammad 2000: 2).
2.1)
a)
‘akala Zayd-un
ate
Zayd
‘Zayd ate the apple.’
b)
Daraba
Zayd-un
Hit-past
Zayd
‘Zayd hit Ali.’

al-tufaaHata.
the apple

‘ali-an
Ali

A nominal sentence, in their view, is a sentence “whose subject is followed by the predicate or a
sentence with a nonverbal predicate preceding the subject” (Peled 2009: 30) as in (2.2a-c).
2.2)
a)
‘ali-un Sadiiqu-ka.
Ali
friend-your
‘Ali is your friend.’
b)
‘ali-un
Ali

kariim-un.
generous
11

‘Ali is generous.’
c)
fid-daari
rajul-un
inthe-house
man
‘There’s a man in the house.’
Examples (2.2a-c) above do not show any problems. However, this classification causes a
problem in sentences like (2.3).
2.3)
Zayd-un
daraba
Zayd
hit
‘Zayd hit Ali.’

‘ali-an.
Ali

According to the definition of medieval grammarians, (2.3) is a nominal sentence. However, it
contains a verb after the subject. Medieval grammarians take Zayd-un as a topic and the VP
daraba ‘ali-an as the comment. Under another interpretation, they believe that Zayd-un is the
subject and is followed by its VP as a predicate. That is why it is a nominal sentence in their
terms. What matters for them is that there should not be a verb before the subject in order to
claim that the sentence is nominal. If the subject is followed by a verb, as is the case in (2.3)
above, it is still a nominal sentence.
Taxonomies of verbal and nominal clauses discussed by medevial grammarians draw heavy
criticism from some modern linguists. For example, Blachere (1952: 387) argues against the
classification of sentences like (2.3) above as nominal. He defines as a verbal sentence any
sentence that contains a verb in addition to the subject. Thus, (2.3) must be a verbal sentence
although it begins with the NP, Zayd-un. The presence of the verb, even after the subject, is
enough to classify this sentence as a verbal sentence in Blachere’s terms. This means that the
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position of the verb or the subject is not important for Blachere. What matters for him is the fact
that there is a verb in the sentence.
Blachere’s view entails that a nominal sentence is just a verbless sentence while a verbal
sentence is a sentence “whose predicate is headed by a verb (irrespective of the position of the
verb within the sentence” (Peled 2009: 30). In this sense, (2.3) is verbal rather than nominal
because its predicate daraba ‘ali-an (hit Ali) is headed by a verb daraba (hit) regardless of its
position within the sentence (i.e. whether before or after the subject).
Summarizing, Peled (2009: 21) evaluates medieval grammarians’ approach in the following
terms.
To a modern linguist it would appear that the medieval grammarians’ accounts are strictly formal
concentrating on purely syntactic features of the sentence without paying due attention to
pragmatic functions related to speech situation. True the grammarians did not propose a threelevel analysis-syntactic, semantic and pragmatic [….]; and discourse analysis as practiced today
was utterly unfamiliar to them. Their account is in most cases based on an analysis of single
sentences, either invented or quoted from the Qur’an or pre-Islamic poetry. Most of their
examples are examined out of context, definitely not within large stretches of text or discourse.

Implicit in Peled’s (2009: 21) criticisms is the very tenuous relationship of medieval
grammarians’ accounts to actual spoken usage. Similar criticisms can also be levelled at recent
research on word order variation which focuses on written Arabic rather than spontaneous
speech.
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2.1.3 Word order in written Arabic
Modern linguists do not follow the medieval grammarians’ classification of jumlah fi’liyyah
(verbal sentence) and jumlah ismiyyah (nominal sentence). Rather, they follow the modern
approaches of word-order patterns in their studies of sentence structure of MSA.8
MSA is classified by the majority of modern linguists as a VSO language (Fassi Fehri 1988,
1989; Bakir 1980). Yet, other linguists argue that MSA has other basic word order patterns. The
issue is neatly summarized by Mohammad (2000: 51-2):
Four word orders have been suggested as the basic word orders for Arabic: Arabic is a
flat VSO language (cf. Fassi Fehri 1982; Ayoub 1981-1982; Saad 1975 and Bakir
1980); Arabic is a VOS language (cf. Anshen & Schreiber 1968 and Majdi 1990.
Arabic is V-initial with the subject and the object being unordered with respect to each
other (cf. El-Yasin 1985); and finally, Arabic is an SVO language (cf. Emonds 1980
and Borer & Tuller 1985). Thus the four positions can be reduced into two: SVO and
VOS imply that there is a VP in Arabic, and VS and VNP imply there is not.

While VSO is broadly acknowledged as the basic word order in CA and MSA (El-Yasin 1985;
Fassi Fehri 1989, 1993; Mohammad 1999; Bakir 1980), other variants (VOS and SVO) are
claimed to result from the movement of constituents according to some displacement rules.
Bakir (1980) points out that MSA has a free word order due to its rich case marking and
inflectional morphemes. This is demonstrated by the fact that all word order patterns are reported
to be possible as illustrated in (2.4).
2.4)
a)
ʔiʃtara moħammad-un
bought Muhammad-NOM
‘Muhammad bought a book.’
b)

kitaab-an
book-ACC
(VSO)

Homeidi (2004:1) adopts Cown’s definition of MSA. It is “the form of language which, through the Arab world
from Iraq to Morocco, is found in the prose of books, newspapers, periodicals, and letters. This form is also
employed in formal public address, over radio and television, and in religious ceremonials.”
8
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moħammad-un
ʔiʃtara
kitaab-an
Muhammad-NOM
bought
book-ACC
‘Muhammad, he bought a book.’
(SVO)
c)
ʔiʃtara
kitaab-an
moħammad-un
bought
book-ACC
Muhammad-NOM
‘It was a book that Muhammad bought.’
(VOS)
d)
moħammad-un
kitaab-an
ʔiʃtara
Muhammad-NOM
book-ACC
bought
‘Muhammad, it was a book that he bought.’
(SOV)
e)
kitaab-an
ʔiʃtara
moħammad-un
book-ACC
bought
Muhammad-NOM
‘Muhammad bought a book.
(OVS)
f)
kitaab-an
moħammad-un
ʔiʃtara
book-ACC
Muhammad-NOM
bought
‘Muhammad bought a book.’
(OSV)
(Ford 2006: 1-2)
Bakir (1980) indicates that when there is a possibility for ambiguity, VSO order is the order used
to determine the meaning. Thus, in (2.5), case marking is not possible because the subject and
object end in vowels and therefore cannot carry case marking. Both Muusa and Mustafa can be
semantically and syntactically the subject as well as the object in this case. As a result, when
there is no background context that helps in disambiguating which NP is the subject and which is
the object, VSO is resorted to as the order that determines the subject and object in the sentence.
2.5)
Ra'a
Muusa
Mustafa
saw
Moses
Mustafa
‘Moses saw Mustafa.’
Using data from Classical Arabic (CA), Dahlgren (2001) investigates word order and topicality
in the Quran. Dahlgren (2001) argues that SVO is the most frequent word order in this variety.
Dahlgren associates word order variation with a number of internal factors. He finds that VSO is
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favored when the verb is intransitive and/or the subject is indefinite. Discourse factors (narrative
foregrounding and backgrounding) are found to affect word order. Dahlgren (2001) finds that
SVO is more frequent in explanatory (non-narrative) discourse in the Qur’an than in narrative
discourse. Moreover, he notes that SVO increases when the preposed constituents (i.e. subjects)
refer to animate rather than inanimate subjects. Dahlgren’s findings depend on published texts
from a highly codified Arabic (the Quran) rather than on spontaneous speech data.
Similarly, Holes (1995), using newspapers articles to analyze word order variation in Arabic,
points out that word order conveys two functions in discourse. ‘Event-oriented’ messages are
normally realized as VS sentences while ‘entity-oriented’ messages (including states and
durative actions) are normally realized as SV sentences. Holes (1995) also finds that newspapers
headlines have SV word order, whereas the rest of article appears in VS word order. This raises
the possibility that choice of SV word order in newspaper headlines is a conscious, genre-driven
convention use to generate eye-catching headlines that pique the reader’s interests. Further
support in favour of this inference can be found in Ford (2006: 3), who proposes that “SVO
functions as a sort of ‘attention getter’ that makes it particularly useful in contexts like
newspapers.”
Summarizing, common to the aforementioned studies on word order variation in Arabic is the
focus on written texts as their source of data. From a sociolinguistic perspective reliance on
written texts is problematic as these tend to be heavily influenced by normative ideologies
resulting in patterns that may be very far removed from the patterns found in spontaneous
vernacular usage. Prescriptive injunctions "do not inform the spoken language. Nor do grammars
acknowledge the variable rules structuring spontaneous speech" due to the "gulf between (what
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is perceived as) standard usage and the actual usage of real people" (Poplack et al. 2015: 48).9
Therefore, there is no priori reason to assume that standardized written versions of Arabic (CA or
MSA) and contemporary vernacular varieties of Arabic have evolved along parallel tracks. This
is an issue that is directly addressed in the present study using actual speech data, rather than
written texts, to investigate word order variation in vernacular JA.
2.1.4 Word order in spoken Arabic
While modern linguistic studies continue to focus on CA and MSA, vernacular varieties of
Arabic have not been entirely neglected. Several studies investigating phonetic, syntactic and
morphological features of these dialects have appeared (e.g. Aoun & Li 1993; Fassi Fehri 1993;
Mohammad 2000; Ouhalla 2004; Aoun, Benmamoun & Chouiri 2010; among others). But few
studies investigate word order in modern colloquial varieties of Arabic (Dahlgren 1998; Brustad
2000; Owens et al. 2009; Edwards 2010 and Holes 2010).
Edwards (2010) investigates word order in Egyptian Arabic. Edwards (2010: 96) argues that
SVO is grammatically the most neutral word order "in that this order is found with all types of
subjects, and all types of verbs." He (2010: 96) further argues that SVO is "pragmatically and
informationally the least marked order, in that it does not in itself assign a particular
informational status to any constituent, and is the order typically used to initiate a discourse.”
Edwards (2010: 95) invokes some linguistic factors to explain the orderings of the subject, verb
and object in clause. These factors include the immediate or assumed discourse context, interplay
of given/new information, and the assignment of new/contrastive focus, as well as some
‘grammatico-textual’ considerations (e.g., definiteness of the argument and the internal order of

9

Although Poplack et al.'s (2015) remarks focus on French, they could equally apply to Arabic and many other
languages with a prescriptive tradition.
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arguments within the same clause, pronominalization, and length of constituents). While
Edwards (2010: 96) claims that "SVO pattern [...] is statistically the most common order" in
Egyptian Arabic, he does not present any statistical results in his discussion. Furthermore, the
nature of his data is problematic in that he relies on Egyptian informants and recordings from
Egyptian television broadcasts in his investigation. Relying on informants' intuitions, as well as
the careful speech style of television broadcasts results in Edwards' (2010) data being far
removed from community-based spontaneous speech data.
Among the few corpus-based studies addressing word order issue in spoken Arabic are those by
Dahlgren (1998); Brustad (2000), Owens et al. (2009), and Holes (2010). Dahlgren (1998)
provides an inter-dialectal analysis of word order variation in some contemporary dialects of
Arabic (Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Jordan, Egypt, Mesopotamia, Anatolia and some bedouin dialects
in the Gulf). Dahlgren (1998) analyses around 23,000 clauses from published oral texts to
determine the basic word order in some modern varieties of Arabic. He argues that word order
variation is constrained by a number of discourse factors such as pragmatic organization of
discourse (foregrounded/backgrounded narratives), definiteness of constituents and the intrinsic
order of constituents in the clause. Dahlgren finds that "SVO is the most frequently occurring
order across the contexts featured in his study" (Edwards 2010: 96). Yet, Dahlgren notes a strong
association between narrative foregrounding and VSO word order on the one hand and narrative
backgrounding and SVO word order on the other hand. For instance, Dahlgren (1998: 230) finds
that (80%) of foregrounded narrative clauses have VSO word order while (72%) of
backgrounded narratives have SVO order in modern varieties of Arabic. Therefore, with the
exception of Anatolia, Dahlgren concludes that all Arabic dialects in his study can be classified
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as VSO in narrative discourse (Watson 1999: 400) and SVO in non-narrative discourse such as
dialogues and descriptions (Kaye 2000: 115).
Along the same lines, Brustad (2000), a cross-dialectal study of the syntax of spoken Arabic,
provides a functionally based analysis of word order variation in colloquial Arabic. Brustad
(2000: 12) uses tape-recorded data that she collected froma series of isloated native speakers of
Syrian (5 speakers), Egyptian (9 speakers), Moroccan (11 speakers), and Kuwaiti (4 speakers)
Arabic. She also utilizes tape recordings of plays and interviews, as well as published texts and
studies from these countries. Brustad (2000: 12) admits that her data is "scattered at best, and do
not fully represent any of these dialect regions." However, she argues that both SVO and VSO
are common word orders to the extent that they can be considered as basic word orders in spoken
Arabic. Brustad (2000: 361) further argues that "the inversion of unmarked word orders often
results in either a focus of contrast or one of several kinds of topicalization." Thus, marked word
orders such as VOS, OSV and OVS are used in spoken Arabic to mark new or contrastive topic.
Although Brustad (2000) partially relies on spontaneous speech data, she does not provide any
statistical results to support her claims about the primacy of both SVO and VSO, as well as the
functions of contrastive focus and topicalization of VOS, OVS and OSV, in spoken Arabic
dialects. Instead, she reaches these conclusions on the basis of the functions of word order
variants in discourse rather than in term of an accountable analysis.
As far as variationist sociolinguistics (Labov 1972) is concerned, Owens et al. (2009) can be
claimed to be the first quantitatively accountable analysis of word order in vernacular Arabic
dialects. Owens et al. (2009) conduct a pioneering, variationist study that investigates word order
variability in three dialects of Arabic (Emirati, Kuwaiti and Hijazi) spoken in the Arabian
Peninsula. They use recordings from seven native speakers of these varieties as shown in Table
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2.1 below. In addition, Owens et al. (2009) use published texts of Emirati Arabic recorded in
1987 (Al-Rawi 1990) to complement the finding from their own data.
Table 2.1: Components of the spoken corpus used by Owens et al. (2009: 43)
Dialect
Speakers
Number of words
Emirati
1 native speaker (M) and 1 American interviwer
4,661
Emirati
2 native speakers (A and AR)
10,165
Kuwaiti
2 native speakers (mother and daughter)
5,448
Jedda (Hijazi) 2 native speakers
7,451

Summarizing their findings, Owens et al. (2009: 39) conclude that "verb-subject order
prototypically presents events, while subject-verb signals available referentiality." Owens et al.
(2009: 44) find that morpholexical class of subject, definiteness, and information status of
subject are significant factors affecting word order variability. Pronouns favor SV more than
nouns do. Nouns show a higher level of variation in that definite nouns (proper names, nouns
with the definite article “al”, and the first NP in construct state) favor SV while indefinite nouns
favor VS.
In spite of the importance of Owens et al.’s (2009) study, it is not without its shortcomings. The
most salient issue with regard to Owens et al. (2009) is that they incorporate no component
capable of assessing any possible change in word order by incorporating either an apparent time
or real time dimension into their analysis. Furthermore, although Owens et al. (2009) code for
several linguistic factors (morpholexical class of subject, definiteness, number of words in
clause, etc), they only code for one social factor, namely the dialect. This means that they are not
able to offer any detailed investigation of the social embedding of word order variation in the
varieties discussed in their study.
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Another point of criticism is that, due to the small number of participants as shown in Table 2.1
above, it is difficult to generalize the results obtained for an entire variety (Emirati, Kuwaiti, and
Hijazi) based on one or two participants for each dialect area. Moreover, the corpus on which
their analysis is based is relatively small as shown in Table 2.1 above.
The same criticism regarding the corpus size can be directed at Holes (2010). Holes (2010)
provides a corpus-based analysis of word order in Bahraini Arabic. He uses actual speech data
from seven native speakers of Bahraini Arabic, most of whom were old and illiterate. Holes
(2010: 73) finds that "VSO is still very common in the dialects of Bahrain, as it is in nearby Najd
and [...] all the GA dialects." Yet, the generalization of VSO should be viewed with caution as
this is not a really representative sample to safely articulate this claim.
Holes (2010: 73) posits that VSO is the norm in certain simple sentences (e.g., story-telling
narratives), "though SVO is common, and OVS and OSV are perfectly possible in others: it all
depends on the function of the sentence in the text." The implication here is that there is formfunction symmetry. In other words, different word order variants have dedicated functions. Holes
(2010: 65) believes that when an element rather than the verb is fronted, “a variety of textual and
pragmatic functions seem to be served.” These putative pragmatic functions are summarized in
Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Informational functions of word order variants in Arabic (Ford 2006: 4-7)
Word order Function(s)
SVO

Topicalizes or focuses the subject
The predicate is the new information that elaborates on the topic (the subject).

SOV

Topicalizes the subject and focuses the object
The verb is old information to the discourse. Only the object is the new
information in this structure and is focused.
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OVS
OSV
VOS

Topicalizes and focuses the object without any change in meaning from OSV
Introduces new information, not contrastive
Topicalizes and focuses the object without any change in meaning from OVS
Introduces contrastive/corrective information

Along the same lines, Moutaouakil (1989: 21) argues that in MSA "a contrastively focused item
must obligatorily undergo syntactic movement, whereas only information focus can be expressed
in situ.” Thus, OVS order is resorted to in (2.6a) to contrastively focus the object while SVO is
used to express information focus in situ as in (2.6b).
2.6)
a- šaay-an šariba
xaalid-un
tea-ACC drank
Khalid-NOM
“It was tea that Khalid drank”
b- šariba
xaalid-un
šaay-an
drank
Khalid-NOM tea-ACC
“Khalid drank tea.”

(contrastive focus)

(information focus)

Nonetheless, the realization of focus (contrastive focus in particular) in vernacular varieties of
Arabic is apparently different from that of MSA. Modern varieties of Arabic have the option to
prosodically express contrastive focus (e.g., object) in-situ without moving constituents to the
left peripheral position (Heliel 1977; Ouhalla 1999), resulting in avoiding OVS, OSV and SOV
word order patterns.
Heliel (1977: 132) argues that "contrastive focus is expressible in-situ by prosodic means in EA".
He further suggests that "the place of the tonic in Arabic is not fixed but varies meaningfully thus
creating an independent set of choices” as shown in (2.7).
2.7)
a- axuuk
brother-your

saafir
travel

imbaariH
yesterday

interested in travelling
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b-axuuk
saafir
imbaariH
c- axuuk
saafir
imbaariH
‘Your brother travelled yesterday.’

interested in the traveler
interested in time of travel
(Hellmuth 2006: 265)

Ouhalla (1999) also argues that the most natural way of expressing contrastive focus in
Moroccan Arabic (MA) is prosodically licensed through keeping the focused item(s) in-situ and
marking them with a special pitch accent. This is clear in example (2.8), cited in Hellmuth (2006:
260), where the object ktab (book) is contrastively focused in-situ, resulting in SVO word order
rather than OVS word order.
2.8)
naadia
shr-at
ktab
(maši magalla)
Nadia
bought-she
book
(not magazine)
‘Nadia bought a book (not a magazine).'

Summarizing, many scholars seek to explain word order choice in Arabic as a result of formfunction symmetry which implies that word order differences should be equated with meaning
differences or subtle pragmatic distinctions putatively conveyed by the speaker. Variationist
sociolinguistics adopts a different perspective on these issues: although different connotations
can always be postulated for alternate word orders, and although certain contexts may tend to
favour one word order over another, it is not necessarily the case that meaning differences or
pragmatic distinctions will be pertinent every time a variant word order is used. If a pragmatic
difference were to manifest itself categorically, we would not see any variation in word order
choice in JA. Conversely, if a pragmatic difference were to operate probabilistically, variation in
word order choice would be found.
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2.1.5 Word order in JA
Based on Greenberg’s (1966) principle that VSO languages are a minority in all world
languages, El-Yasin (1985: 107) argues, in his study about basic word order in Classical Arabic
and Jordanian Arabic, that “change in the word order of a VSO language is expected to be in the
direction of the more common SVO.” El-Yasin (1985: 107) claims that Arabic is “an example of
a language changing from a VSO language (in its Classical form) into a SVO language (in the
case of Jordanian).” El-Yasin (1985: 107) observes that Colloquial Jordanian Arabic exhibits “a
SVO order judging by the facts of subject-verb agreement and facts about the number of topics
allowed to precede sentences in this dialect of Arabic.”
As for the agreement symmetry, El-Yasin believes that the verb in CA shows number agreement
only when it is preceded by the subject as in (2.9b). However, the verb in JA shows number
agreement whether it precedes the subject or follows it as in (2.10a,b). The morpheme –u
attached to the verb is a number agreement morpheme in JA rather than a subject as in CA.

2.9)
a)
dahika
alawaaldu
laughed (3 masc.)
the-boys (NOM)
‘The boys laughed.’
b)
alawlaadu
dahiku
the-boys (NOM)
laughed (3 masc. pl.)
‘The boys laughed.’
2.10)
a)
Dihku
liwlaad
laughed (3 masc. pl.) the-boys
‘The boys laughed.’
b)
liwlaad
dihku
the-boys
laughed (3 masc. pl.)
‘The boys laughed.’
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(El-Yasin 1985: 115)
El-Yasin (1985: 116) presents the following symmetry for CA and JA respectively.
2.9-a: V
2.9-b: NP
2.10-a: V-AGR
2.10-b: NP

NP
V-pro
NP
V-AGR

In (2.9a), the NP is the subject whereas it is a topic in (2.9b); pro is the subject. Thus, “every
verb must be followed but does not have to be preceded by an NP” in CA (El-Yasin 1985: 116).
Based on this, El-Yasin argues that CA is VSO language. If we apply CA symmetry to JA by
assuming that –u is the subject pronoun rather than a number agreement morpheme, (2.10b)
shows no problem. If we assume that the NP is the topic and –u is the subject, we get an identical
structure to that of CA. However, the problem arises in (2.10a). If we assume that –u is the
subject, this means that there are needlessly two subjects for the same verb in this structure: –u
and the NP, Liwlaad (the boys). The latter can only be interpreted as the thematic and
grammatical subject. Assuming that –u is a number agreement morpheme solves the problem of
two subjects. Examples (2.9-10) above show that the NP can precede or follow the verb,
resulting in SV and VS as permissible word orders.

To decide which order is the basic one, El-Yasin uses the number of topics allowed in a sentence
to support his claim that SVO is the basic order in JA. In CA, the number of topics allowed in a
sentence is two topics. El-Yasin argues that if we can find sentences in JA that have three NPs
initially, then the first two are topics and the third one can only be seen as the subject of the
sentence. This subject is in a pre-verbal position; this means that JA is an SVO language. In
(2.11) below, midrast ilgiryih (the village’s school) and m’allimha (its teacher) are the topics.
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Tullaabuh (his students) is the third NP which must be the subject according to El-Yasin’s
analysis. Apparently, it occurs pre-verbally which means, according to El-Yasin’s (1985)
analysis, that JA has SVO as its basic word order.
(2.11)
midrast ilgiryih
m’allimha
tullabuh
raaHu
‘ashshaaam
(T+T+S+P)
school
the-village teacher-its
students-his
went
to Damascus
‘The village’s school, its teacher, his students went to Damascus.’
(T=topic, S=subject, P=predicate)
(El-Yasin 1985: 118)
In my data, such structures occur as can be seen in (2.12).
2.12)
Irriziq
rabna
huuh
bib'ath-uh liman
yashaa
Money
Allah
He
send-it
to whoever
wants
‘Money, our God, He sends (gives) it to whoever He almighty wants.’

(JAC/13/44:10)

El-Yasin's analysis is supported by Aoun and Bennmamoun (1994), Bolotin (1995), Mohammed
(2000) and Bahloul & Herbert (2002), who argue that pre-verbal NP is the subject of the clause.
It is generated in VP and moves to [spec TP] to check the Extended Projection Principle (EPP)
and the nominative case as can be seen in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Pre-verbal NP as a subject

Al-Sarayreh (2012: 19)
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This implies that there is no pro (null subject) in SVO and the NP is the subject of this structure
(Al-Alamat 2014). Thus, this minimalist analysis supports El-Yasin’s (1985) claim that JA has
an unmarked SVO word order.
But of particular concern is the nature of the data that El-Yasin (1985) brings to bear on his
analysis. Closer inspection of his ‘data’ reveals that these are based on intuited examples rather
than systematically elicited speech extracts. Empirical demonstrations of linguistic change
require quantitative argumentation, which is rarely invoked in discussions of word order change
in Arabic. Sufficient understanding of the important issues that El-Yasin (1985) raises cannot be
achieved without empirical analysis of actual usage data. Moreover, While El-Yasin (1985: 107)
tries to find a reference point to show that Arabic has undergone word order change from one
point (CA) to another (the spoken dialects), he makes the problematic claim that colloquial
Jordanian Arabic “in a sense is a later historical stage than Classical.” Implicit in his line of
argumentation is that Classical Arabic is a diachronic precursor of modern Arabic dialects.
However, Owens (2006) argues that "present-day Arabic dialects are originally descended from a
set of pre-diasporic dialects not identifiable with Classical Arabic" (Holes 2009: 161). Owens
(2006: 40), cited in Holes (2009: 159), further criticizes the claims that "Neo-Arabic (NA) is
chronologically younger than Old Arabic [and] Classical Arabic is the starting point for the
development of all later varieties, literary or dialectal. Owens regards both these assumptions as
'fundamental impediments to a linguistic history of Arabic.” Consequently, any investigation of
word order change requires access to an appropriate historical baseline. In the case of modern
Arabic dialects, the optimal diachronic reference point is located in the vernacular precursors of
contemporary dialects, rather than in an idealized and codified literary norm.
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Inspection of previous research on word order in modern Arabic varieties reveals that variationist
studies on this issue are limited and those on JA are rare. Innovative in the present study is (i) the
use of natural speech data drawn from a specified speech community; (ii) accountable reporting
of all word order variants in the variable system; (iii) selection of informants to represent
different social dimensions of the targeted speech community; (iv) careful delimitation of the
variable context or object of study. Having presented the related literature on word order
variable, I now turn to review the literature on pro-drop.
2.2 Pro(noun)-drop variation
2.2.1 Null Subject Parameter (NSP)
According to Huang (1989: 185), null subject, pro, is "not universal across languages." While
some languages do not allow null subjects (2.13a-b), other languages allow both overt and null
subjects (2.13c-d).10
2.13)
a.*(I)
b.*(je)
c. (yo)
d. (io)

speak English.
parle anglais.
hablo inglés
parlo inglese.

(English)11
(French)
(Spanish)12
(Italian)

10

In addition to overt and null subject languages, Jaeggli & Safir (1989), Holmberg et al. (2009) and Camacho
(2013) suggest that there is a third type of language. Camacho (2013: 106) proposes the following typology of NSLs
"certain languages have productive null subjects, others have restricted null subjects, others only have overt
subjects." Holmberg et al. (2009) argue that some languages allow pro-drop in restricted structures. They provide
evidence from Finnish, Brazilian Portuguese and Martha. These languages allow indefinite null subjects, but they
allow definite third person null subjects only if they are controlled by a higher clause. Hebrew also allows null
subjects in past and future constructions, but they are not allowed in present tense constructions because the
agreement system is defective (Jaeggli & Safir 1989).
11

Harvie (1998) finds that conversational English permits null subjects. Moreover, Nagy (2015), Haegeman (2013)
and Haegeman & Ihsane (2001) argue that null subjects are permitted in English diaries (so–called diary drop) in
both root and embedded clauses. British fictional diary writing style shows possible null subjects in embedded (as
well as reflexive and coordinate) clauses. Yet, English is broadly classified as a typical example of non-pro-drop
languages (Rizzi 1982, 1986; Borer 1986; Camacho 2013; Holmberg et al. 2007, 2009, 2013).
12
In Spanish and Italian, both null and overt subjects are possible although overt subjects are the minority option.
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Camacho (2013: 8) highlights the importance of investigating the Null Subject Parameter (NSP)
as it "presents an ideal illustration of how theory can change in a dynamically developing
discipline such as linguistics, and of how theory can trigger a wealth of empirical discoveries
that, in turn, force changes in the initial proposals." Many proposals related to Null Subject
Parameter (NSP) have been investigated, including the principle of recoverability (Chomsky
1981), identification (Jaeggli 1982, Jaeggli & Safir 1989), pronominal agreement hypothesis
(Rizzi 1986; Borer 1986), and ellipsis (Holmberg et al. 2009; Saab 2012).
The traditional approach to analyzing Null Subject Languages (NSLs) invoked the principle of
recoverability (Chomsky 1981, 1982). Huang (1989: 185) explains that subject can be dropped
from a clause "only if certain important aspects of its reference can be recovered from other parts
of the sentence." Camacho (2013: 5) indicates that "inflectional information on the verb
identifies the null subject". This implies that Null Subject Languages (NSLs) have
morphologically rich verbal inflections. Jaeggli & Safir (1989: 32) propose that thematic null
subjects must be identified within the notion of 'identification by agreement' and maintain that
Spanish is a typical example of such languages where verbs have agreement inflections that can
specifically identify every person (as seen in the Spanish verb hablar 'speak' below) and, as a
result, the thematic null subject is always identified.13
2.14)
habl-o
I speak
habl-as
you (SG) speak
habl-a
s/he speaks
habl-amos we speak
habl-ais
you (PL) speak
habl-an
they speak

13

In vernacular Spanish, verbal -s may be variably deleted resulting in homophony between the second person
singular and the third singular (Poplack 1979: 96-8).
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As every clause must have a subject (Chomsky 1981), principle of recoverability seems to be
problematic for the Extended Projection Principle (EPP). In other words, how is the EPP
satisfied in a clause with a null subject?
Camacho (2013: 77), adopting the proposal suggested by Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1998),
states that "EPP is parametric: it is satisfied by inserting an overt expletive in Spec, IP, or by
merging a DP position in languages with poor verbal morphology like English. In languages like
Spanish or Greek, rich verbal morphology enables the verb to check the EPP by moving to I."
Rizzi (1986) and Borer (1986) explain, via the pronominal agreement hypothesis, that
AGR/INFL verbal morphology can get theta roles and thus are able to license the EPP.
Another important issue that needs to be flagged here is related to languages such as Japanese,
Korean and Chinese. Japanese has morphemes that do not encode person and number (2.15a);
verbs are not inflected for person and number (2.15b). Chinese (2.16) does not have inflectional
morphology at all (Huang 1989). Nevertheless, these languages allow thematic and expletive null
subjects. They are classified as radical pro-drop languages (Camacho 2013).
2.15) Japanese
a)
yom-ru
read-present
yom-ta
read-past
yom-anai
read-neg
yom-eba
read-conditional
yom-oo
let's read
yom-itai
want to read
yom-are
was read
yom-ase
make read
b)
(watashi)
(wareware)
(kimi wa)
(kare)

ikimasu
ikimasu
ikimasu
ikimasu

'I go'
'We go'
'You (SG/PL) go'
'He goes'
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(kanojo)
(sore)
(karera)

ikimasu
ikimasu
ikimasu

2.16) Chinese
(wo)
gongzuo
(ni)
gongzuo
(ta)
gongzuo
(women)
gongzuo
(mimen)
gongzuo
(tamen)
gongzuo

'She goes'
'It goes'
'They go'

'I work'
'You (SG) work'
'He/she/it works'
'We work'
'You (PL) work'
'They work'
(Schulte-Nafeh 2005: 48)

Now, if it is rich agreement morphology of the verb that allows languages to have null subjects,
then Japanese and Chinese cannot be typologically NSLs. Jaeggli & Safir (1989) propose the
following Null Subject Parameter (NSP) in order to provide a unified account for Spanish-like
and Chinese-like languages as NSLs.

The Null Subject Parameter
Null subjects are permitted in all and only languages with morphologically uniform inflectional
paradigms.
Jaeggli & Safir (1989: 29)
By morphologically uniform, Jaeggli & Safir (1989: 30) mean that "an inflectional paradigm P in
a language L is morphologically uniform iff P has either only underived inflectional forms or
only derived inflectional forms." This modification shows that it is not only the inflectional
morphology, but also its uniformity that matters in allowing null subjects. Jaeggli & Safir (1989:
31) stress that "what is crucial to the licensing of null subject phenomena, we claim, is only that
all forms in the inflectional paradigm in Irish and Japanese are morphologically complex. There
can be no mixture of morphologically complex forms with bare forms. For this reason, English
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and French are not NSLs. In Chinese, no form is complex, hence the paradigm is also
morphologically uniform."
In spite of Jaeggli & Safir's (1989) account, Chinese is still problematic. Although Chinese has a
uniformly unaffixed inflectional paradigm, Camacho (2013: 187) argues that "since Chinese
does not have a system of (overt) agreement, the occurrence of such null arguments [...] poses an
important problem for the identification hypothesis." Unlike Jaeggli & Safir (1989), Camacho
(2013) proposes that the answer to the problem of Chinese-like NSLs lies in discourse. Referring
to such languages as topic-drop languages, Camacho (2013: 106) observes that "identification
entails not only feature-evaluation of pro but also discourse identification." Camacho (2013:
168) further states that "Chinese and Japanese are the way they are because they lack verbal
morphology, hence NS identification can only be done through discourse." A null subject
corefers with the nearest C-commanding antecedent in the binding domain. The following
section examines how Jordanian Arabic fits in with these accounts.
2.2.2 Null subjects in JA
Modern Arabic dialects are classified as being consistent null subject (pro-drop) varieties
(Holmberg et al. 2007, 2009; Muller 2006; Fassi Fehri 1993; Jalabneh 2011; Al-Momani 2015;
Al-Tamimi 2015). Jalabneh (2011: 576) notes that "Arabic is a pro-drop language and pro is
covert at LF and the sentence remains good. This category must be governed to get the
nominative case by a case assigner, namely INFL/Agrs."
A clause in JA can have one of the following constituents as its subject: an overt NP (2.17), an
overt pronoun (2.18) or a null argument (2.19).
2.17)
'ali

sleimaan

marrah

adga

'indana
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Ali
Suleiman once
came
'Ali Suleiman once came to us.'

to us
(JAC/3/12:15)

2.18)
ana
maa baHib
hal-adgwaa
I
NEG like
these-things
'I don't like these things.'

(JAC/2/10:55)

2.19)
Ø Hatcha
badawi
spoke
bedouin
'He spoke the Bedouin accent.'

(JAC/3/12:17)

Example (2.19) shows that it is possible in JA to drop the subject as it can be recovered from the
rich inflectional morphology on the verb. This rich morphology shows the phi-features of the
subject (person, number and gender) and can therefore identify one specific subject member for
each clause. Inflectional affixes do not leave any opportunity for confusing the null subject with
another member in the conjugational paradigm. Thus it is easy to recover the missing subject
because "the referential and/or thematic properties of an argument can be carried by the
inflectional morphology of the verb" (Camacho 2013: 86). Like Spanish, JA has a distinct
inflection that corresponds to "every person and so thematic subjects will always be identified"
(Jaeggli & Safir 1989: 32). The rich inflectional morphology on verbs in JA is illustrated in the
following conjugation.
2.20)
badd-i
badd-ak
badd-uh
badd-ha
badd-na
badd-ku
badd-hum

I want
you want
he wants
she wants
we want
you want
they want

1SG
2SG
3MSG
3FSG
1PL
2PL
3PL
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As shown in (2.20), each person is uniquely distinguished by a distinct affix in the conjugation.
Sometimes verbal affixes are identical for two persons as can be seen in the case of the verb akal
'ate' in JA (2.21). The affix (-it) is used to refer to both first and second person singular, causing
an ambiguity between the referential subject of the clause. Yet, these verbs can appear without
an overt subject 14. The possible ambiguity is usually non-existent in speech as the context of the
discourse distinguishes first and second singular referential subject.
2.21)
akal-it
akal-it
akal/akal-at
akal-na
akal-tu
akal-u

I ate
you ate
he/she ate
we ate
you ate
they ate

1SG
2SG
3SG
1PL
2PL
3PL

Example (2.21) above shows that inflectional affixes in JA not only agree in person, number and
gender with the subject, but also they indicate tense-aspect-mood of the clause. We can further
argue that rich morphology on verbs in JA is uniformly complex in terms of Jaeggli & Safir's
(1989: 29) 'morphological uniformity.' As shown in (2.20-21) above, the inflectional system in
JA shows that inflectional affixes are attached to the stem of the verb. All forms are complex;
there is no mixture of complex and bare forms in the paradigm of JA morphology.
To summarize, rich inflectional morphology of verbs, in addition to the uniformity of this
morphology, shows that JA is a Null Subject Language. To further assess this classification, I
will apply the properties of the Null Subject Parameter to JA. This is the topic of the following
section.

14

Sometimes verbal endings are identical for different persons such as first person singular and third person
singular. The verb boukil can refer to the speaker or to an absent singular masculine person, I eat and He eats
respectively. Moreover, the verb btoukil can refer to both a second person masculine or a third person feminine, you
eat and she eats respectively. Yet, JA allows subjects to be null in all these cases.
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2.2.3 Properties of NSP
Brandi & Cordin (1989: 111) state that "one of the most debated topics in syntactic theory has
been the appropriate definition of the set of properties which together constitute the NULL
SUBJECT PARAMETER." Jaeggli & Safir (1989: 24) point out that, in addition to having
phonologically null subjects, there are two other properties of NSP. These are "free subject
inversion, and the possibility of extracting a subject long distance over a lexically filled
complementizer (so-called that-trace violations)."15
Using decontextualized examples and acceptability judgments from two native speakers of
Levantine Arabic (in Lebanon, Palestine and Jordan) and one native speaker of Bani Hasan
Arabic (BHA), a variety used by a bedouin tribe in Jordan, Kenstowicz (1989) claims that, unlike
Levantine Arabic, Bani Hasan Arabic is set positively for the Null Subject Parameter. However,
our corpus-based data reveal evidence that is at variance with Kenstowicz's (1989) claims about
JA, as part of Levantine Arabic.
JA allows null subjects in main (2.22) and embedded (2.23) clauses. It is even possible to drop
both subjects in main and embedded clauses in the same sentence (2.24).
2.22)
Ø biquul-u
douriit-uh
intahat
say-3MPL
turn-his
finished
'They say that his turn has finished.'
(JAC/6/34:10)
2.23)
ana
maHDhuuDhah
innu
Ø ishtaxalit
I
lucky
that
worked
'I am lucky that I got a job.'
(JAC/16/35:51)
15

Camacho (2013: 25) proposes six properties of NSP: null subjects, null expletives, subject verb inversion, null
resumptive pronouns, long wh-extraction and that-trace violation. However, he admits that the last four properties
are "tied to the availability of a post-verbal subject position, which, in turn, is connected with the existence of pro in
preverbal position." For this reason, the main properties of NSP in Camacho (2013) and Jaeggli and Safir (1989)
will be applied to JA because, as will be shown in the ensuing discussion, JA has subject verb inversion and
consequently is set positively for the four properties related to the availability of SV/VS distinction in JA.
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2.24)
Ø qaal Hatta
Ø baddi
ukhuDh-hum
said even
want
take-them
'He even said that he would take them to Petra.'

'al-betra
to-Petra
(JAC/14/3:59)

According to Kenstowicz (1989), examples (2.23-24) are problematic as the subject is null in the
embedded clause. Kenstowicz (1989: 264) claims that "while subject pronouns are freely
droppable in main clauses in LA, they cannot be omitted in a that clause; instead they must be
phonologically realized as a clitic pronoun on the complementizer." According to Kenstowicz
(1989: 264), (2.25) is not acceptable while (2.26) is.
2.25)
٭Fariid
Fariid

kaal
said

innu
that

ishtarat
bought-3FSG

2.26)
Fariid
kaal
inn-ha
ishtarat
Fariid
said
that-she bought
'Fariid said that she bought the dress.'

l-fustaan
the-dress

l-fustaan
the-dress

But data from the JAC are at variance with Kenstowicz's claim. Example (2.27) shows that the
subject pronoun (iHna-we) is null and that there is no clitic pronoun attached to the
complementizer innu (that).
2.27)
ani
bashuuf
innu
Ø niHki
luxah
'arabiyyih
fuSHa
I
see (think) that
speak-1PL language Arabic
Standard
"I think that we should speak Standard Arabic.'
(JAC/19/55:37)
Example (2.27) clearly shows that it is possible to drop subject pronouns in embedded clauses in
JA, and of course in LA, without having any clitic pronoun attached to the complementizer.
Furthermore, what Kenstowicz calls a subject pronoun is only an (optional) agreement clitic
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attached to the complementizer, which in turn can be variably omitted in JA. In the following
example (2.28), the whole complementizer is omitted. The subject pronoun ana (I) is the subject
of the embedded clause in this sentence.
2.28)
baHkii-l-ak
ana
baHib
llahdgih
tell-to-you
I
like
dialect
'I can tell you that I like Jordanian Arabic.'

l-urduniyyih
the Jordanian
(JAC/2/36:16)

To take the discussion a step further, it is possible to have both the complementizer and the
subject ana (I) together as in (2.29). Also, it is possible to drop both the complementizer and the
subject pronoun as in (2.30).
2.29)
baHki-il-hum
innuh
speak-to-them
that
'I tell them that I am Arabian.'

ana
I

'arabiyyeh
Arabian
(JAC/16/41:07)

2.30)
ukhtuh
tshuuf
hal 'aruus
w
tquul
kwaisih
his sister
see
the bride
and say
good
'His sister sees the bride and says (reports) that she is good.'
(JAC/4/16:14)

All the examples above show that thematic subjects can be null in JA. In addition, JA allows null
expletive subjects as in (2.31-32). Jalabneh (2011: 579) reports that "if the clause has a weathersubject, Arabic opts for pro instead of expletives at D-structure and it is assigned both theta role
at D-structure and nominative case at S-structure."
2.31)
ishta-t
ktheer
rain-3FSG PAST
a lot
'It rained a lot yesterday.'
2.32)
yabdu
seem-3SG

innu
that

mbaariH
yesterday
(JAC/5/13:10)

za'laan
angry
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'He seems to be angry/ It seems that he is angry.'

(JAC/12/20:15)

2.2.3.1 Subject verb inversion
Free subject verb inversion is said to be the strongest characteristic of the Null Subject Parameter
(Rizzi 1986, 1994; Jaeggli 1982). Camacho (2013: 20) states that "the availability of an
alternative word order has been claimed to be the defining property of the NSP." As shown in the
previous chapter (1.1), vernacular JA has both SV(O) and VS(O) in everyday speech.
Kenstowicz (1989: 265) claims that "while the subject may be placed after the verb with varying
degrees of freedom in main clauses in LA, such inversion is absolutely impossible in innu
clauses (italics added)." Nevertheless, our data show that the subject can be placed after the verb
in innu (i.e. embedded) clauses in JA. Examples (2.33-35) below show that VS(O) is used in
embedded clauses in everyday, unreflecting speech in JA.
2.33)
qaal-at
marat-uh innu adgu naas
men
said-3FSG wife-his
that
came people from
'His wife said that people from Amman came.'
2.34)
batDakkar
innu
marrah
liHq-uu-ni
remember-1SG that
once
chase-3PL-me
'I remember that once more than one dog chased me.'
2.35)
maa baHibb-ish
innu
yiTla'
huuh
NEG like-1SG-NEG that
go out
he
'I don't like that he and she go out together.'

'ammaan
Amman
(JAC/11/15:10)

akthar men
more than

kalb
dog
(JAC/9/12:20)

w
iyyaaha
and her
(JAC/7/21:15)

In sum, JA allows both SV(O) and VS(O) in main and embedded clauses and, as a result, is set
positively to the main NSP characteristic (i.e. subject verb inversion).
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2.2.3.2 That-trace violation
JA exhibits that-trace violation in that not only objects but also subjects can be extracted from an
embedded clause as in (2.36-37).
2.36)
ayy
ktaabi
ahamd
qaal
ishtarat
which book
Ahmad
said
bought
'Which book did Ahmad say that the girl bought?'

l-bint ei ?
the-girl

2.37)
ayy
binti ahamd
qaal
ei
ishtarat
which girl Ahmad
said
bought
'Which girl did Ahmad say that bought the book?'

l-ktaab ?
the-book

Contrary to what Kenstowicz (1989) claims, it is possible to extract a subject NP even if the
complementizer is not omitted. The following example (2.38) is acceptable to native speakers of
JA.16
2.38)
ayy
binti ahamd
qaal innu ei ishtarat
which girl Ahmad
said that
bought
'Which girl did Ahmad say that bought the book?'

l-ktaab ?
the-book

To summarize this section, it has been argued that JA conforms to all the properties of the Null
Subject Parameter and consequently allows both thematic and expletive null subject pronouns. It
also allows subject verb inversion and exhibits that-trace violations. For these reasons, in
addition to its uniform inflectional morphology on verbs, JA satisfies the requirements of a null
subject language in current syntactic and morphological frameworks. The next section provides a

16

In a very short grammaticality judgment task, I asked five native speakers of JA about a wh-question with NP
subject extraction with and without the presence of the complementizer. All of the five speakers accept the question
with the complementizer, and even some of them showed more preference for this structure than that without
complementizer.
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review of the literature on the variable expression of subjects in Arabic. This includes studies
that take subjects (their variable expression, structure and frequency) as their main goal.
2.2.4 Variationist studies on subject expression in spoken Arabic
Subjects in Arabic are mainly approached from a syntactic point of view (Aoun & Li 1993; Fassi
Fehri 1993; Abdo 1983; Bakir 1980; Mohammad 2000; Omari 2011, among others). Owens et
al. (2010: 23) observe that "a less developed issue in the study of subjects has been the
explanation of their variable overt and null realization in some languages."
Owens et al. (2010), the first variationist study of subject expression in Arabic, investigate
overt/null subjects in three peninsular Arabic varieties: Emirati, Kuwait and Hijazi. Based on
conversations from native speakers of these dialects, Owens et al. (2010) find that subject
expression is linguistically constrained in these varieties of Arabic. Applying Levinson's general
anaphora principle to the varieties targeted for investigation, Owens et al. (2010: 24) argue that
"once a subject noun is introduced, so long as it remains active in the text it will be referred to,
other things being equal, by a minimal realization. In Arabic this is the verb inflection alone."
Moreover, grammatical person, transitivity, dialect, switch reference and nature of the
complement clause are found to have statistically significant effects on variant choice, with the
last two being the key determinants of overt subjects.
In spite of being unique in examining subject expression in spoken Arabic from a variationist
perspective, Owens' et al. (2010) study is not without its shortcomings. First and foremost, the
corpus used in the study is based on a diverse set of data. The Emirati corpus consists of
examples from a collection of Emirati Arabic texts (Al-Rawi 1990), two conversations recorded
in al-Aain City and one short phone call (six minutes). The Kuwaiti data include one
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conversation between mother and daughter in Washington, DC. The Hijazi data include a
conversation between two female Arabic language teachers in Washington, DC. Speakers are not
socially stratified. All speakers are highly educated; all of them (except one 20-year-old girl) are
between 35-50 years old. Also, it is not mentioned how long speakers of Kuwaiti and Hijazi
Arabic have been in Washington to ensure that there is no interference between English and the
speakers' native varieties. Hijazi speakers are not only highly educated but also they are Arabic
language teachers, and hence their conversation is very formal, as Owens et al. (2010) report,
and not the optimal reflection of everyday, unreflecting Hijazi Arabic. Also, by including small
numbers of speakers representing each dialect area, the data are not based on a selection of
speakers representing community-based patterns. Owens et al. (2010: 26) highlight that “while
the results are based on a diverse set of conversations, both in terms of dialect and register, we
take the view that given the extreme dearth of studies on this matter in Arabic, the current
database is appropriate in offering a general introduction to a complex issue.”
Another shortcoming is related to the statistical analysis. Owens et al. (2010: 34) find that
frequency rates differ among the three varieties, with higher rates of overt subjects in Kuwaiti
and Hijazi Arabic than in Emirati Arabic. However, rates can fluctuate for all non-linguistic
reasons (Poplack & Tagliamonte 2001; Tagliamonte 2006). For example, Owens et al. (2010: 34)
find that the higher rates of null subjects in Emirati Arabic reflects "a greater topic continuity in
the narrative style of the text, not a dialectal difference." Owens et al. (2010) conflate data from
the three different dialect areas and analyze the aggregated data in one regression analysis. A
major disadvantage of this approach is that such analyses cannot detect fine-grained structural
differences between different varieties in the grammar underlying variable subject expression.
The only way to demonstrate that these three dialects share structural correspondences or
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differences in the grammar underlying variable subject expression is to run independent
regression analyses for each variety.
Following the variationist approach, Owens et al. (2013) also study subject expression and its
pragmatic associations in Emirati Arabic using transcribed Emirati Arabic conversations
collected in (1980s). The corpus includes oral conversations as well as transcribed texts of the
speech of eight women (Al-Rawi 1990). Owens et al. (2013: 255) find that Emirati Arabic has
null subjects as its norm (72%), and when the subject is expressed, morphological structure of
subject constituents"biases the subject into SV or VS order, generating word order as a
discourse-relevant parameter.” Owens et al. (2013) further find a strong correlation between null
subject and coreference with the subject of the previous clause as well as with previous subjects
that lie beyond the directly preceding clause. Owens et al (2013: 276) state that "the overarching
variable accounting for the patterning of null vs. overt subjects is previous mention, with
presence of an identical reference in the previous clause significantly favoring a null subject."
Based on Owens et al. (2010), Omari (2011) follows the same methodology in investigating
overt/null subjects in JA. Drawing on a relatively small corpus of seven young (18-22 years old)
university students of JA, Omari (2011) studies the correlation between semantic and pragmatic
factors (subject type, coreference, discourse topic, transitivity of the verb, animacy of subject,
grammatical person, clause type, tense, and epistemicity of the verb) and the realization of
subjects in JA. Omari (2011: 124) concludes that null/overt subject “variation is constrained by
pragmatic anaphora, antecedent salience, predicate type, and animacy.” These results confirm the
general patterns documented in previous studies such as Ariel's (1994) accessibility principle.
During utterance production, the degree of the antecedent's accessibility determines the form of a
referring expression. The more accessible the antecedent is (NP < first or last name < definite
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description < full name) the higher the preference for using a null subject. The opposite is also
true. The less accessible the antecedent is (zero < reflexives < cliticized pronouns < unstressed
pronouns < stressed pronouns) the higher the preference for using a referring expression. In
addition, Ariel's (1994) saliency criterion is confirmed in that "a cognitively salient antecedent in
the discourse is encoded by the use of pronouns" (Omari 2011: 105). Such cognitive salient
antecedents in JA include epistemic verbs indicating the speaker's point of view, which favor
overt subject pronouns. Also, first person pronouns are found to favour overt subjects more than
second and third person subject pronouns. Parkinson (1987: 356) notes that "speakers are using
pronouns more often when they themselves are the subjects of their sentences, than when either
their addressee is the subject or some other person or thing is the subject."
Table 2.3 below presents a summary of the significant factors that constrain variable subject
expression in the modern varieties of Arabic discussed in this section.
Table 2.3: Summary of significant factors that constrain variable subject expression in some
modern varieties of Arabic
Factor group
Owens et al (2010) Omari (2011) Owens et al. (2013)
Switch reference
√
√
√
Grammatical person
√
√
√
Discourse topic
√
√
√
17
Epistemicity of verb
N/A
√
N/A
Transitivity
√
√
N/A
Clause type
√
√
√
Animacy
√
√
N/A

To conclude, previous studies on pronouns in Arabic focus mainly on discourse and pragmatic
functions that pronouns convey. With the exception of Owens et al. (2010, 2013) and Omari
(2011), other studies are non-quantitative in their approach (Perlmutter 1972; Eid 1983). Schulte17

N/A means that the factor group is not operationalized in the study.
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Nafeh (2005: 227) draws attention to “the importance of analyzing the function of overt
pronouns using a corpus of spoken utterances that have the necessary context to allow for
interpretation of the utterances." This is precisely the main purpose of the present study: to
quantitatively analyze variable expression of subject pronouns in JA using the Jordanian Arabic
Corpus. I will draw on the well-established research on Spanish and English (Otheguy et al.
2007; Cacoullos & Travis 2010, 2014; Travis & Cacoullos 2012; Posio 2014), in addition to the
few studies that investigate variable subject expression in modern dialects of Arabic (Omari
2011) and Owens et al. (2010, 2013), as a ‘strategic foundation’ in investigating pro-drop
variability in JA.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Speech community
In investigating variability and change, it is very important to associate the study and the
hypotheses with a community to test the social effects of this speech community on the targeted
variables. To this effect, I targeted the local community of the Irbid metropolitan area (the area
with the largest population in the north of Jordan, 1088100 citizens) 18 to choose potential
participants.
Figure 3.1: Map of The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (Al-Wer 2007: 57)

18

This number is based on the census carried out by the Department of Statistics in Jordan in 2016.
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Urban sociolinguistics approaches "urban places as a space that produces new variations"
(Germanos 2007: 147). Among the primary reasons for targeting the Irbid metropolitan area is
the fact that Irbid is a relatively new city19 and it is the locus of extensive dialect mixing or
koinéisation (Ferguson 1959; Mitchell 1986), due to immigration to it from Palestine, Syria and
from rural areas in Jordan. Those migrants spoke mutually intelligible though different Levantine
varieties (Al-Wer 2007). The varieties include urban dialect (spoken by those who came from
Damascus, Haifa, Jaffa, Jerusalem), Horani dialect (spoken by those who were living in Irbid
City as well as those who came from rural areas in Jordan) and FallaHi dialect (spoken by those
who came from rural areas in central Palestine).20 These 'mixed' Arabic varieties (Mitchell 1986)
can be easily identified through some phonological differences in the speech of the first
generation speakers. For example, the (q) sound is pronounced as [ҁ] and [g] in urban and Horani
dialects respectively. Yet, FallaHi speakers who originally came from Tirat Haifa pronounce (q)
as [q] (El-Salman 2003) and those who came from villages around Jerusalem pronounce it as [k]
(Cleveland 1963). Apart from a few phonological differences, these 'mixed' varieties developed
similar linguistic features that make it possible to refer to a distinctive local dialect used in the
Irbid metropolitan area. The most distinctive features are the pronunciation of the first person
singular pronoun ana 'I' as ani as can be seen in (i) and the assimilation of the h-sound with the
preceding sound in word final syllable as in masuuliyyitta which is originally masuuliyitha
'responsibility'.21

19

Historically, Irbid, known as ARBILA, was one of the ten cities of Decapolis (Copeland 1965: 127), and some
excavations revealed that Irbid dated back to the Bronze Age, 3000 B.C. (Shawaqfa 1964: 14). In 1917, the
population was 250 (Tawalbeh 1982: 56). However, Irbid City is relatively new as a large speech community that
emerges in the middle of the last century. Al-Khatib (1988: 4) states that "the actual modern history of Irbid as an
urban centre dates from 1948." (All references in this foot note are cited in Al-Khatib 1988: 2-4).
20
This classification is based on Al-Khatib (1988: 8-10).
21
In fact, these are linguistic features that distinguish the rural dialects in Irbid City and its environs (that include
Horani and FallaHi). Adopting these features could be due to the fact that most migrants to the area were either rural
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i)
hadgdgeit
ani
w
abuamiin
went to pilgrimage
I
and
the father of Amiin
' Abu Amiin and I went on a pilgrimage.'
(JAC/12/35:50)
ii)
intu
tHammalu
masuuliyyitta
you
take
responsibility
'You should bear its responsibility/consequences.'

(JAC/19/34:17)

Third generation speakers innovate in almost the opposite direction to their parents and
grandparents by adopting more linguistic features of the urban dialect such as [ҁ], ana (I) and the
voiceless velar stop (k). They look at these variants as signs of urbanity and modernity (Al-Wer
2007; Hachimi 2007). That is why "normally the Bedouin and rural structures transform into
urban ones, not vice versa" (Ibn Khaldoun 1966 cited in Miller 2008: 36). Improved means of
communications and advanced social mobility, as well as access to education, enhance dialect
contact among younger speakers, which in turn increases the adoption and acceptance of the
urban dialect among the younger generation (Al-Tamimi 2001; Al-Wer 2007; Cleveland 1963)
"in order not to be looked down upon for being provincial" (Miller 2008: 40).
Another reason for choosing the Irbid metropolitan area is that there are five universities in and
around Irbid City (two public and three private). This makes the city an attractive one to live in
for Jordanians from all regions. The social diversity encountered in Irbid furnishes the optimal
conditions for investigating the social embedding of language variation and change. If change
has occurred, it should be observable among the younger members of the community. Likewise,
by sampling the speech patterns of a sub-section of the community, it is possible to ascertain (to

speakers from Palestinian villages or rural speakers from Jordanian villages. That could explain why Irbid City was
described as 'mosaic' city or 'big village' (Al-Tamimi 2001: 31; Nyrop 1980: 53).
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some degree) the extent to which any instantiated change has diffused throughout the
community.
According to models of urban hierarchical diffusion (Britain 2006: 655), "innovations descend
down a hierarchy of metropolis to city to town to village." In the Arab-speaking world, as well as
elsewhere, the influence of urban speech norms on patterns of variation and change is amply
attested. Al-Wer (1991: 25) argues that immigrants to new cities have the chance to be "carriers
of new social standards, and perhaps new linguistic norms, from the larger communities into the
communities of their home towns." Abdel-Jawad (1981) reports that speakers in Amman City
use the urban variant (the glottal stop) of (q) sound influenced by the urban speakers who came
from Palestine (Nablus area). A similar finding is reached by Al-Tamimi (2001), who reports
that rural migrants in Irbid City imitate their urban counterparts’ pronunciations of (q) and (k) as
urbanity is associated with modernity (Al-Wer 2007; Hachimi 2007).
3.2 The corpus
The present study is based on a corpus that was collected using a sociolinguistic interview
methodology (Labov 1984) to audio-record 30 native speakers of Jordanian Arabic living in the
Irbid metropolitan area in 2014. Speakers of JA were divided into two age cohorts (Table 3.1).
The younger speakers are those aged 18-40 years old whereas the older speakers are those who
aged (41-90) years old. This enables us to compare speech patterns in apparent time (Boberg
2004; Labov 1994) to assess the presence and directionality of any linguistic change in progress.
Speakers are also stratified according to their sex to assess the linguistic behaviour of males and
females in leading any possible linguistic change in progress in JA (Labov 1990).
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Table 3.1: Sampling population according to the stratifying measures of age, sex and education
Level of education
Male
Female
Total
Young Old Young Old
No education
0
1
0
3
4
Intermediate
2
3
2
4
11
Post-secondary
4
1
8
2
15
Total
6
5
10
9
30

Speakers are also stratified according to their level of education in order to assess whether or not
education affects the speech patterns of these speakers. As shown in Table 3.1 above, there are
no young uneducated speakers due to the compulsory education system in Jordan where every
student must get nine years of basic compulsory education (Education Act 1964). The Education
Act was modified in 1994 to be ten years of basic compulsory education (6-15 years old, grades
1-10).22
While education is the primary social vector for the dissemination of the prescriptive norms of
MSA, education has a new role "as a channel that brings people in contact with the locally
prestigious dialect rather than standardizing their speech" (Al-Tamimi 2001: 29). Al-Wer (1991,
2000) argues against the assumption of associating the level of educational attainment with using
Standard Arabic. Al-Wer (2000: 3) highlights that "it is not level of education per se which
correlates with linguistic usage, rather that level of education is actually an indicator of the
nature and extent of the speakers' social contacts." Al-Wer (2000: 3) further argues that
education is a 'proxy variable' that dominates other social variables. In her study of phonological
variation in three major cities in Jordan (Ajloun, Salt and Kerak), Al-Wer (1991: 116) finds that
educated speakers use the standard [q] and rural [g] variants almost equally. Additionally, Al-

22

Based on: UNESCO. World Data on Education, 7th edition 2010/2011)
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Wer (1991: 144) finds that the higher the level of education the lower the percentage of the
standard inter-dental fricative variant [θ] and the higher the percentage of the urban variant [t].
Speakers are further stratified according to their area of residence (urban or rural as can be seen
in Tables 3.2 & 3.3) in order to assess the nature and directionality of any possible diffusion of
linguistic change in Irbid City and its environs. The distribution in Table 3.3 shows that there are
no urban uneducated speakers due to the easier access to education in Irbid City than in rural
areas. Yet, the distribution shows that post-secondary education is equally available for urban
and rural speakers due to the availability of more colleges and universities in and around Irbid
City.
Table 3.2: Sampling population according to the stratifying measures of area of residence, age
and sex
Sex
Rural
Urban
Total
Young Old Young Old
Male
3
4
3
1
11
Female
4
5
6
4
19
Total
7
9
9
5
30
Table 3.3: Sampling population according to the stratifying measures of area of residence
(urbanity) and level of education
Level of education Rural Urban Total
No education
4
0
4
Intermediate
4
7
11
Post-secondary
8
7
15
Total
16
14
30
3.2.1 Data collection
My insider status as a bona fide member of the Irbid metropolitan community enabled me to gain
access to members of the speech community by capitalizing on the friend-of-a-friend approach,
or ‘snowball technique’ (Milroy and Milroy 1977). Using my personal social networks, I was
able to secure most of participants needed for the study. Additionally, in order to find more
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participants, I approached people in public places (cafes, supermarkets and malls) where they
were maximally available for public interaction (Labov 1984). I introduced myself briefly as a
student who was doing research on the local community of the Irbid metropolitan area and
explained that I wanted to interview some people from this community. I did not highlight
language use as the focus of my study (see 3.2.2). Some of them immediately showed their
willingness to participate while others politely declined my request saying that they were busy
and could not help.
Following initial contact with participants, most sociolinguistic interviews were conducted in
people’s homes. Holding the interviews in participants’ homes helped to attenuate some of the
problems that invariably arise when gathering spontaneous speech data in social settings.
More precisely, local people (particularly old and uneducated) in Jordan are not familiar with
audio recording as a research tool. That is why I noticed that some people were not comfortable
with the idea of being audio-recorded. Abdel-Jawad (1981: 38) states that “an interview with a
tape recorder and a tiny microphone is treated as a big event in third world countries in general
and certainly in Amman. It is associated with official business, on T.V. or radio interviews. This
usually awakens the awareness of the speakers to monitor their language.” In addition, illiterate
speakers in particular were suspicious about the interviews and the recorder as a whole. AbdelJawad (1981: 53), facing the very same problem during data collection in Amman, points out
that “the problem of recording is very sensitive in such communities and people, in most cases,
got suspicious." Al-Khatib (1988: 72) also highlights that “some people are suspicious by nature
and therefore tend to look at the interview and the tape-recorder with misgiving." As a result, I
told speakers that interviews would be only used for academic purposes and they would not be
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shared with others. Also, interviewees' family members attending the interview helped in
explaining that everything was normal and it was okay to have the interview.
Another major obstacle to compiling a balanced sampling population concerns the strict social
and cultural norms governing interactions between men and women. It is very difficult for a male
interviewer to meet and record a foreign woman alone without a male family member being
present. This has been a problem reported by all researchers doing empirical studies in Jordan
and elsewhere in the Arabic-speaking world (Abdel-Jawad 1981; Al-Khatib 1988). Abdel-Jawad
(1981: 55) points out:
One of the expected difficulties was recording female speakers. Due to the cultural expectations,
a woman is not supposed to be alone with strangers talking freely to them about her personal life,
experiences, job and family. She is not even supposed to initiate talking, which can be
considered impolite. Unless she is asked she does not have to talk and when she does, she
answers the question briefly with no elaboration.

Although things have changed and education is now available for girls as much as it is available
for boys, the problem of male-female interaction is still a fact in Jordanian society. Abdel-Jawad
(1981: 55) highlights that “it is true that things are changing with educated women, but it is still
difficult to sit together face-to-face, one-to-one, with a young woman to record her even if she is
a university student. When she does agree to do that she does it either at school or on campus but
not in anywhere outside.” It is still socially unacceptable even today in Jordan, under any
circumstance, to audio-record a woman in a restaurant or a park. Abdel-Jawad (1981) and AlKhatib (1988) solved the problem by hiring females and training them to record the interviews
with female participants.
In order to address these difficulties, I asked a female family member, my wife or sister, to
arrange for the interviews by asking females in their social network for permission to be audio52

recorded. I also asked my female family member to accompany me during the interviews. By
doing so, I noticed that people understood my situation as a researcher and allowed me to audiorecord female speakers in their houses. The fact that a number of successful sociolinguistic
interviews (as gauged by length and quality of the data) were obtained from females bears
testimony to the efficacy of this approach.
3.2.1.1 Research ethics
Before embarking on any data collection, approval was obtained from the Office of Ethics and
Integrity at the University of Ottawa. In order to be open about the agenda of the present research
with participants, I asked participants to read the written consent form (describing the research
objectives, the procedures used to collect data, anonymity and confidentiality of participants'
identities, no risk of causing harm to participants and voluntary participation) and sign it if they
were still willing to be recorded.23 In compliance with ethical procedures, I did not make any
forays into personally sensitive topics during the interviews. Similarly, I did not raise
controversial subjects related to religion or politics. Moreover, the name and identity of each
participant were kept strictly confidential by using a special pseudonym and numerical code for
each participant. When extracts of speech from recorded interviews are reproduced for
illustrative purposes, no personal information is disclosed.
3.2.2 Nature of the data
Each participant who was willing to participate was recorded using a digital recorder (Zoom
H4next) to ensure optimal voice quality. The data were recorded in the form of a sociolinguistic
interview (Labov 1972) lasting in the range of 45-70 minutes to elicit the vernacular speech
style, “the most systematic data for linguistic analysis” (Labov 1984: 29). The vernacular is
23

Consents were obtained from illiterate speakers verbally after having explained the written consent form properly
to them (Milroy & Gordon 2003).
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referred to as the speech style which is used unreflectingly when minimum attention is paid to
speech and speakers are not involved in audio-monitoring (Labov 1972; Poplack 1993). Yet,
vernacular data can be only obtained via systematic observation of how people really talk. In
other words, the idea is to circumvent audio-monitoring in order to elicit use of the vernacular.
It is widely acknowledged in sociolinguistic research (e.g., Labov 1972, 1984) that people
usually tend to speak more formally or use careful speech styles when they are being recorded.
This is referred to as the observer’s paradox (Labov 1972). To ensure the flow of spontaneous
speech during the interview, I did not present the linguistic nature of the study as the primary
focus (Milroy & Gordon 2003). I told participants that I was studying the local community of
Irbid and how this community is changing. Also, I tried to perform the role of a good listener so
that the participant was the one speaking most of the time, elaborating on topics of interest to
them (Milroy 1978).
To further attenuate the effect of the observer's paradox, sociolinguistic interviews were
structured in a careful way to maximize the interviewee's speech and minimize his/her attention
to speech. To achieve this, a number of conversational modules or networks (Labov 1984) were
carefully prepared to solicit the vernacular speech style by focusing on the personal experiences
of the interviewees throughout different stages of their lives (childhood, games, schooling,
wedding customs, traditions, work, local politics and so on)24. These questions were "formulated
to be as colloquial as possible, avoiding any 'bookishness' of syntax and lexicon" (Milroy &
Gordon 2003: 60) to decrease the level of formality during the interview. Among the most
important questions are the ones that focus on emotional experiences that elicit poignant
narratives such as 'danger of death' question (“Have you ever been in a situation where you were
24

All the questions used in the sociolinguistic interviews are in the appendix.
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in serious danger of being killed, where you thought to yourself, this is it . . . What happened?”
(Labov 1972: 113), ghost stories (Herman 1999; Wolfram & Schilling-Estes 1998) and recent
natural phenomena (Feagin 2013). For instance, a big snowstorm hit the north of Jordan in
January 2014 (one month before recording these interviews), leaving people without enough
food, gas and electricity. Questions to speakers about this event elicited some vivid personal
narratives.
The interviews obtained were a rich repository of vernacular forms. For example, consider the
extract (3.1) below elicited from speaker 015, a 37-year-old woman, who works in cleaning
services in a company and has primary education. Throughout the interview (held during lunch
hour), she was very comfortable as she was talking, as indicated by jokes, interactions with a
colleague, and the lively narratives that she recounted. Linguistic features (phonological, lexical
and syntactic) of her speech clearly indicate that she is using vernacular JA speech norms. It is
important to stress that I did not elicit any structures during the interviews, so speakers were free
to use whatever constructions they wanted.
3.1)
dgouz-i
b-kul
shi
bilawwim-ni
waraah
lwalad
baTTal
husband-my in-every thing
blame-me
after-it
the kid
left (school)
laam-ni
ana
linnuh lwalad
wallah
kaan Haab
idgdgeish
blamed-me I
because the kid
swear
was love
army
‘My husband blames me for everything. The kid left (school) because he had his heart set on
(joining) the army. He (my husband) blamed me.’
(JAC/15/7:49)

At the phonological level, the definite article al- 'the' is assimilated to the following sound in the
word idgdgeish 'the army'. This assimilation is not permitted in this environment in MSA and the
definite article al- must be pronounced as it is.
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Among the lexical preferences that are indicative of vernacular JA are the following words:
dgouzi (my husband), baTTal (left school) and idgdgeish (the army), as opposed to MSA zawdgi
(my husband), inqaTa’a ‘an almadrasati (left school) and aldgaish (the army) respectively.
At the syntactic level, the extract in (3.1) includes four clauses: three clauses with SV word order
(deviating from MSA basic VS word order) and one clause with a null subject.
Similarly, examples from the speech of other participants further demonstrate the vernacular
nature of the data. In (3.2) below, produced by a 62-year old man, the subject pronoun iHna 'we'
is the JA form of the MSA naHnu 'we'. Moreover, the verb shufna 'saw-1PL' is not found in the
MSA lexicon; rather the verbs ra'a and shaahada 'saw' are used instead.
3.2)
iHna hiih
shufna
we
it
saw
‘We considered it normal.’

'aadiyyih
normal
(JAC/29/33:30)

At the phonological level, the qaf variable (q) is pronounced as [g] rather than the MSA form [q]
as illustrated in 3.3 below, elicited from a 50-year-old woman.
3.3)
Ø gaal
dgiibu
khaashuuqah
said-3S
bring-2P spoon
'He said “bring me a spoon."
(JAC/3/37:45)

At the morpho-syntactic level, the negative morphemes maa- and -ish are used to negate the
verb. In MSA, only maa alone is used; the morpheme -ish is not used at all in MSA as a negative
morpheme.
3.4)
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ana
maa kunt-ish aw'id
I
NEG was-NEG promise
‘I was not used to promise.’

(JAC/11/24:35)

These interviews constitute the raw data for analysis. Drawing on the framework of variationist
sociolinguistics, the targeted variables (word order and pro-drop) were extracted from the data,
coded and analyzed. This framework is described in 3.3 below
3.3 Theoretical framework
The framework underpinning the present study is based on Labov’s variationist approach
(Weinreich, Labov & Herzog 1968; Labov 1969, 1972, 1980, 1982). This approach is informed
by a number of key tenets.
In variationist approach, "speakers engage in a multitude of choices among discrete alternatives
in discourse which, for all intents and purposes, have the same referential value or grammatical
function within their respective grammatical sectors" (Poplack & Tagliamonte 2001: 88). This
means that language varies, but this variability is not free or random; rather it is systematic and
rule-governed by a multiplicity of social and linguistic factors that constrain variant choice
(Bailey 1973; Bayley 2013). This 'structured heterogeneity' (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog 1968;
Bayley 2013) is viewed as an integral and inherent part of language (Labov 1969: 728). The
distribution of competing variants can be modelled via statistical analysis (Poplack &
Tagliamonte 2001; Tagliamonte 2006). That is why the quantitative approach is the most
appropriate one to use in the present study.
The most important tenet is the linguistic variable (Labov 1982). The linguistic variable is the
primary analytical construct of this approach. Labov (1972: 271) defines the linguistic variable
as “two or more ways of saying the same thing.” Contrary to prescriptive approaches to language
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use, where each variant is assigned a specific meaning or dedicated function, the variationist
approach adopts the position that a function can be conveyed by more than one form. This
form/function asymmetry posits that "many functions can be carried out by several different
forms" (Sankoff 1988: 151) that have identical reference or truth value (Labov 1972: 271).
While the classic formulation of the linguistic variable is relatively unproblematic when applied
to phonology, its extension to other linguistic levels has not been uncontroversial (Lavandera
1978; Romaine 1981). Syntactic variables are less frequent than phonological variables in
spontaneous speech data (Cheshire 1999; Hudson 1996; Milroy & Gordon 2003). Moreover,
operationalizing syntactic variants of a variable on the basis of their assumed semantic or
referential equivalence is problematic. Lavandera (1978: 176) argues that non-phonological
variables have referential meaning that "is held to be the same for all the variants.” Yet, Sankoff
(1988) argues that although different syntactic variants may be preferred in different contexts,
and although variants may be functionally differentiated to a degree, these distinctions operate
probabilistically not categorically. In other words, "these distinctions need not be pertinent every
time one of the variant forms is used" (Poplack & Turpin 1999: 140). As Sankoff (1988: 153)
explains, these distinctions may be neutralized in discourse, paving the way (in some cases) to
linguistic change.
3.3.1 Delimiting the variable context
In variationist sociolinguistics, after collecting the data, variable context is defined. This requires
the analyst to judiciously assess which contexts (tokens) to include and which to exclude. During
this process, particular attention must be given to the principle of accountability (Labov 1969,
1972). This principle entails including not only occurrences of variants but also all contexts
where these variants could have occurred but didn’t (Labov 1972).
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3.4 Data extraction and coding
Due to time constraints, I did not transcribe the audio recordings in their entirety. Instead,
eligible instances of target variables were extracted directly from the audio files and transcribed
in an EXCEL file ready for coding. I used a rigorous transcription protocol to transcribe the data,
which ensured that features of vernacular Jordanian Arabic (e.g., lexical choice, vernacular
syntactic constructions, etc.) were scrupulously respected. As is standard in variationist research
(see Tagliamonte 2006), vernacular phonological processes were not ordinarily represented in
the transcription unless they affected a whole morpheme (e.g., omission of a subject pronoun).
The tokens in the EXCEL file were then coded for a number of individual factors hypothesized
to condition variant choice. On completion of coding, and following careful checking of the data,
the coding string associated with each token was concatenated, and the coding strings and tokens
were directly imported into a GoldVarb token file, a flat-text file, ready for distributional
analysis and statistical evaluation. I used GOLDVARB X (Sankoff, Tagliamonte & Smith 2005)
to analyze the data distributionally and to conduct binominal logistic regression analysis.
3.5 Data analysis
The logistic regression procedure incorporated into this computer program (GOLDVARB X) is
used to determine which social (e.g., age, sex, and level of education, etc) and linguistic factors
(e.g., clause type, transitivity, polarity, and type of verb, etc) are statistically significant when all
the factor groups are considered simultaneously. Poplack and Tagliamonte (2001: 92) point out
that variable rule analysis offers three key lines of evidence: “(statistical) significance of
independent variables (at the .05 level), magnitude of effect, as determined by the range between
the highest and lowest factor weight in a factor group, and hierarchy of constraints, or ordering
of factor weights within a factor group.” Of these three lines of evidence, the hierarchy of
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constraints is considered to be the most important as it is widely construed to provide a window
on a portion of the underlying variable grammar (Poplack & Tagliamonte 2001: 93). Constraint
hierarchies provide "a critical diagnostic for comparison" (Tagliamonte 2013: 130) which
enables us to determine the nature of variation across varieties or across different speaker groups
within the same variety. For example, comparing constraint hierarchies for younger and older
speakers within a speech community can reveal the similarities and differences in the patterns
conditioning the variability and "enable us to infer whether the data sets under comparison share
an underlying grammar, and to what extent" (Tagliamonte 2013: 130). If the direction of
constraint hierarchies within a factor group is parallel across varieties, it shows the similarities of
their grammars (Tagliamonte 2006: 241).
In the ensuing results chapters, these lines of evidence are used to elucidate the motivations for
variable word orders and pro-drop in JA. The emphasis is on uncovering recurrent patterns as
revealed by careful examination of the grammar underlying variable use in spontaneous speech
data.
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CHAPTER FOUR
WORD ORDER VARIABILITY IN JA

4.0 Overview
This chapter is dedicated to the accountable analysis of word order variability in JA. The variable
context is first defined in section (4.1) and specifies which tokens are included in the analysis
and which are excluded (4.2). The social and linguistic factor groups included in the study are
presented in section (4.3). Section (4.4) presents the distributional and statistical analyses of
variant selection. Discussion of the results is provided in section (4.5).
Inspection of the Jordanian Arabic Corpus (JAC) superficially suggests at first sight that JA has
flexible word order as can be seen in (4.1a-f).
4.1)
a)
iddaktour
baduh yisHab
lfouldar
the professor
want
download the folder
'The professor wants to download the folder.'

SVO (JAC/16:24:10)

b)
binsa
Haaluh w iSHaabuh
forget
self
and friends
'One forgets oneself and one's friends.'

VOS (JAC/4/36:00)

lwaaHad
the one

c)
iDa yi'raf
l?ab
waaHad
ma yi'raf
awlaad-uh
if
know the father someone
NEG know
kids-his
'If father knows someone, he (father) does not know his friend's children.’ VSO (JAC/2/19:35)
d)
wu'uud
ana
maa kunt-ish
aw'id
promise-PL
I
NEG was-NEG promise
‘I did not make any promises.’
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OSV (JAC/11/24:35)

e)
kthiir kalimaat
biquluu
dgduudna
iHna
maa bnifhamha
many words
say
grandparents we
NEG understand
‘Our grandparents say many words that we do not understand.’
OVS (JAC/9/34:21)
f)
iHna hiih
shufna
we
it
saw
‘We considered it normal.’

'aadiyyih
normal
SOV (JAC/29/33:30)

This chapter investigates the quantitatively predominant word order(s) in JA, the linguistic and
social factors that constrain word order variation, as well as the presence and directionality of
any possible word order change in JA.
4.1 Circumscribing the envelope of variation
All declarative verbal sentences with nominal subjects and objects were extracted from the data
and then coded in terms of social and linguistic factors hypothesized to condition word order
choice. The variable context includes any sentence containing an overt subject, object (when
there is one), and a verb “irrespective of position of the verb within the sentence” (Peled 2009:
30).
Structures that are eligible for inclusion in the analysis include clauses beginning with verbs
(4.2).
4.2)
Adgdgar-u naas
Taabiq thaani
barba'miyyih w
khamsiin
rd
rent-3 pl.M. people floor
second four hundred and fifty
‘Some people rented a second floor for four hundred and fifty dinars.’

diinaar
dinars
(JAC/19/9:53)

Also, clauses beginning with nouns (4.3-a) or independent pronouns (4.3-b) and have verbs in
their predicates are included.
4.3)
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a)
Haliyyan TTaalib
biftaH lnet
yiqra kilmteen 'an
lmawDuu'
Now
the student opens the internet reads two words about the topic
‘Now the student goes on to the internet and reads two words about the topic.’ (JAC/2/ 13:15)
b)
ana mathalan
darasit
laSSaf
I
for example study-past, 1st to grade
‘For example, I studied to the eighth grade.'

ththaamin
the eighth
(JAC/ 1/ 5:06)

Independent pronouns (4.4a-b) are included as they are equivalent to noun subjects in that they
appear as free morphemes which can stand alone in subject and object positions without being
attached to another morpheme (the verb in the case of JA).
4.4)
a)
Bas
hummuh
maa riDhyu
But
they
NEG accept
‘But they did not accept.’

(JAC/1/6:30)

b)
ana baHis
innuh llahdgih
libnaaniyyih
bitshidni
I
feel
that
the dialect Lebanese
attract-me
‘I feel that the Lebanese dialect attracts me.’
(JAC/1/24:08)
An important reason for including these independent pronouns is that they can occur in different
positions and orders within the sentence. This means that they can occur before and after the
verb as in (4.5a-b).
4.5)
a)
lHayaah birbid
ashal men lmuHaafaDhat
lukhra maa ba'rif ana
the life in Irbid easier from the governorates the other NEG know I
‘Life is easier in Irbid than in the other provinces.’
(JAC/16/7:50)
b)
ana bashadgdgi'
iTtariiqah
I
encourage
manner
‘I encourage this way/manner.'

haai
this
(JAC/6/31:09)
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4.2 Exclusions
All interrogative structures are excluded. WH-subject questions (4.6) are always in initial
position followed by the verb and the object respectively. Bakir (1980: 13) states that “in
questions, the order of the constituents following the wh-element has to be a verb followed by
other constituents.”
4.6)
miin baduh
ydarris
lbanaat
who wants
teach
the girls
‘Who is going to teach the girls?’

(JAC/22/1:15)

Other WH-questions are excluded because the wh-word is categorically in initial position as in
(4.7) below.
4.7)
shuuh
Hakatl-uh
binit
what
said-to him girl
‘What did a girl say to him?’

(JAC/16/30:43)

Although they have a similar structure to declarative sentences in JA, Yes/No questions (4.8a)
and exclamations (4.8b) are also excluded as the function of these structures is different from
that of their declarative counterparts.
4.8)
a)
l-walad
katab
d-daaris
(with final rising intonation)
the boy
wrote
the assignment
‘Did the boy write the assignment?’
b)
l-walad katab
d-daaris
(with final rising intonation higher than yes/no counterpart)
the boy wrote
the assignment
‘The boy wrote the assignment!’
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Following Steele (1978), clauses containing indirect objects are excluded. JA can have two or
three objects in one sentence as in (4.9). In this example, the direct object occurs initially while
the indirect object occurs in final position, resulting in Object-Subject-Verb-Indirect Object word
order. So, only direct objects are taken into consideration and are eligible for analysis as in
(4.10).
4.9)
ktaab Zayd
‘i?Ta
book
Zayd
gave
‘Zayd gave Ali a book.’
4.10)
Harf
bi'Ti
lkilmih
Letter
give
the word
‘A letter gives the word its beauty.’

‘ali
Ali

dgamaaliyyit-ha
beauty-its
(JAC/16/41:46)

Verbless (also known as equative) sentences are excluded as there is no overt verb to determine
its position within the sentence in comparison with the subject as in (4.11-13).
4.11)
bas
huuh
Hulum
but
it
dream
‘But it is a dream.’
4.12)
ana
maHDhuDhah
linnuh
I
lucky
because
‘I am lucky because I worked.’
4.13)
fiih mudarriseen
mumkin
ykuunu
there teachers
might
be
‘There are teachers that might be good.’

(JAC/16/42:34)

ishtaxal-it
worked-1SG
(JAC/16/35:51)

kwayseen
good
(JAC/2/24:24)

Sentences that contain be-copula verbs as the only verbs (4.14) are excluded because such
sentences drop the copula in the present tense. In the past and future, the copula verbs kaan (was)
and bikuun (will be) are overt. Therefore, inclusion of sentences constraining an overt copula
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verb, obligatory in past and future tenses, would skew the data by over-representing contexts
where the copula is obligatorily overt and, would concomitantly, under-represent contexts where
the copula is invariably covert.
4.14)
kaanat fi'lan
riHleh mumayyazeh
was
really trip
amazing
‘It was really an amazing trip.’

(JAC/2/2:55)

Clauses with null subjects (4.15) are excluded: “Since pro is an empty category, it is often
difficult-indeed impossible- to determine precisely its position with respect to the verb”
(Shlonsky 1997: 111).
4.15)
w Ø
qaal
Hatta baddi
and
said
even want
‘And he said “I’ll take them to Petra.’

awwadii-hum
'albatra
take-them
to Petra
(JAC/14/3:59)

Clauses with a subject pronoun cliticized to the end of the verb (4.16) are excluded as the order
is always VS and only nouns and independent pronouns are considered in the analysis.25
4.16)
t'ibit
'ala
Haali
kteer
worked on
myself
a lot
‘I worked a lot to improve myself.’

(JAC/16/22:22)

References to written Arabic (4.17) are excluded as the focus here is on vernacular Jordanian
Arabic.
4.17)
man
ta'allama luxata
qawmin amina sharrahum
Whoever learns
language people
saved
evil-their
‘Whoever learns people’s language is saved from their evils.’
(JAC/8/14:38)
25

In addition, I adopt the view that these clitics are agreement morphemes attached to the verb to indicate the
morphological properties of the subject (Mohammad 2000; El-Yasin 1985; Fassi Fehri 1993).
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Relative clauses (4.18) are also excluded as word order is invariable in them. The relative
pronoun is always followed by verb and object respectively. Moreover, the subject of the relative
clause must be covert as it always refers to the noun (the subject of the main clause) modified by
the relative clause. This means that there are “structural restrictions on the occurrence of overt
subjects in them” (Owens et al. 2009: 44).
4.18)
Hai hiih illi
btiksir
Daher
lnaa?ib
This it
that break
back
the representative
‘This is the thing that breaks the representative’s back.’

(JAC/11/24:35)

Headless relatives (4.19) are excluded as they are categorically SVO (Owens et al 2009: 44).
4.19)
mish
Danib-hum
kamaan illi
biSiir
fiihum
not
fault-their
also
that
happen
to them
‘It is also not their fault that (what) is happening to them,’

(JAC/28/39:10)

Existential constructions as also excluded as they are categorically SVO where fiih (there) is
followed by an indefinite NP and then the verb and the object respectively as in (4.20) below.
4.20)
fiih mustakhdimeen
bistakhdim-u-ha bi-stikhdamaat-ha lHasaneh
there users
use-they-it
in usages-its
the good
‘There are users who are using it positively.’
(JAC/11/3:00)

After excluding these structures, (2049) tokens were retained for analysis. These tokens were
coded according to a number of social and linguistic factors that are hypothesized to condition
word order variability in JA. These factor groups were culled from previous studies (Owens et al.
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2009), a critical reading of the literature on word order in Arabic (Dahlgren 1998, 2001) as well
as diachronic claims about the directionality of word order change in Arabic (El-Yasin 1985).
4.3 Factor groups
4.3.1 Social factors
Several social factors are investigated to assess their influence on word order in JA. These
factors include sex, age, education, and place of residence (urban or rural).
4.3.1.1 Sex
Sex is a major concomitant of linguistic change (Labov 1990) and its effect has previously been
documented in the case of phonological variables in JA and other contemporary varieties of
Arabic (Abdel-Jawad 1981, 1987; Al-Khatib 1988; Al-Wer 1991; Al-Tamimi 2001; El-Hassan
1977, 1979; Haeri 1991). Because of the acknowledged role of women in spearheading language
change (Labov 1990), the data are examined for any possible sex effects in the conditioning of
word order variability.
4.3.1.2 Age
Age is another decisive social factor that constrains linguistic change (Labov 1994; Al-Khatib
1988). Speakers were coded as young (18-40 years old) and old (40+ years old). Age makes it
possible to compare speech patterns in apparent-time to assess the nature and directionality of
any linguistic change in progress. Daher (1997) finds that younger speakers are more receptive to
incoming prestigious variants. Similarly, Abdel-Jawad (1981, 1987) concludes that younger
females lead the (q) sound change by adopting the new variant (ʔ) and using it in the speech
community in Amman. If there is an increasing drift over time towards SVO word order, it is
predicted that younger speakers would be at the forefront of such a development.
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4.3.1.3 Education
Previous research suggests that level of education is a key predictor of variant choice in the
Arabic-speaking world (Al-Khatib 1988; Al-Wer 1991; Haeri 1991; Al-Tamimi 2001; Al-Ali &
Arafa 2007). Owens (2001:430) states that “education is one of the most important elements
contributing to variation in modern-day Arabic.” Owens (2001:435) claims that “educated
speakers adopt SA forms to a far greater degree than do illiterates.” Al-Khatib (1988: 60)
indicates that previous variationist studies converge in demonstrating that education is a key
determinant of the use of standard variants in speech. Conversely, Al-Wer (2000) and AlTamimi 2001) argue against the association of education and the choice of standard variants.
To capture the effect of education on variant choice, speakers in the current study were coded as
uneducated (if they did not receive any schooling), intermediate (if they have primary or
secondary education-from grade one to grade twelve), and post-secondary (if they have any
education after the secondary stage, including any college or university education).
4.3.1.4 Urban vs. rural
Whether speakers live in urban or rural areas is thought to constrain their variants choice (Miller
2007). Abdel-Jawad (1987: 54-5) argues that Jordanians have the feeling that “linguistic urban
variants are more prestigious and modern and endowed with superior status.” Referring to the
variety that emerged in Amman as an urban center, Abdel-Jawad (1987: 58) adds that “such a
supraregional variety is emerging in the Jordanian urban centers as a local prestigious, spoken
standard which is more mutually intelligible than the other varieties.”
To capture the potential effects of urban/rural distinction on speakers’ linguistic behaviour,
speakers were coded as urban if they were born and raised in Irbid City and rural if they were
born and raised in rural areas (villages) surrounding Irbid City.
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4.3.2 Linguistic factor groups
I included many linguistic factors in my analysis of word order variation in JA as linguistic
variables are typically influenced by a multiplicity of factors rather than one or two alone.
Moreover, multivariate analysis not only tells us which factors are important in constraining
variant choice, but it also tells us which are the strongest factors (as assessed by the range value).
4.3.2.1 Morpholexical class of subject
A key determinant of word order variation is morpholexical class of the subject. This factor
group has been operationalized in previous studies investigating word order (Owens et al. 2009;
Narro & Votre 1999). The form of the noun or noun phrase used as subject controls its position
within the clause. In their study of Gulf Arabic (GA), Owens et al. (2009) observe that pronouns
and pronominals strongly favour SV while nouns show high variability between SV and VS,
with indefinite nouns favouring VS.
Following Owens et al. (2009), subjects were coded as noun (4.21), pronoun (4.22), and
pronominal (4.23).
4.21)
Haliyyan TTaalib
biftaH lnet
Now
the student opens the internet
‘Now the student goes on to the internet.’

(JAC/2/13:15)

4.22)
ana bashadgdgi'
iTtariiqah
I
encourage
manner
‘I encourage this way.’

(JAC/6/31:09)

haai
this

4.23)
Kul waaHad
bishtaxil bi-lmihnih
Every one
work
in-job
‘Everyone does the job he wants.’

illi baduh
iyyaaha
that want-SG-he it
(JAC/1/1:30)
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Pronouns include the following personal pronouns: ana/ani (I), iHna/niHna (we), intih/inti (you,
2nd singular), intu/intin (you 2nd plural), hiih (she), huuh (he), hiih (it), hum/hummuh/hin/hinnih
(they). Pronominals include demonstrative pronouns when they are used as subjects, indefinite
pronouns-waaHad, waHadih (someone), ba’uDh (some), kul (all), ai (any), and kthiir (many).
4.3.2.2 Definiteness of subject
Definiteness of subject is another factor that is reported in previous studies to affect word order
variability in a range of languages (Prince 1981; Meyer 1992; Payne 1992; Narro & Votre 1999;
Owens et al. 2009). Proper nouns and definite nouns are reported to favour SVO in Gulf Arabic
while indefinite nouns favour VSO (Owens et al. 2009).
The above-mentioned studies differentiate between definite and indefinite nouns. In the present
study, pronouns are also included as they can be definite (personal pronouns) and indefinite.
Thus in the present study, subjects were coded as definite nouns, indefinite nouns, definite
pronouns, and indefinite pronouns as in (4.24-27) respectively. Based on a synthesis of the
relevant literature, it is predicted that definite nouns and pronouns will favour SVO while
indefinite nouns and pronouns will favour VSO.
4.24)
lmarah
btishtaxil barra iddaar
mishaan tsaa'id dgouz-ha
the woman work
outside the house to
help
husband-her
‘The woman works outside the house to help her husband.’
(JAC/3/0:50)
4.25)
yTiiH nuuq w kheil ma’ lHalaal
come
camels and horses with goats
‘Camels and horses come with goats.’

(JAC/4/32:22)

4.26)
hummuh biHisu Haalhum aHsan
they
feel
themselves better
‘They feel they are better than us.’

(JAC/4/34:50)

minnana
from us
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4.27)
kulhum badhum yishtaxlu
m'almaat
all-them want
work
teachers
‘All of them want to work as teachers.’

(JAC/1/1:10)

Definite nouns include “a noun or noun phrase if it is prefixed with the definite article al (the), or
if it is a proper name, or if it is the first member in a definite construct state” (Mohammad 2000:
2) as in (4.28-30).
4.28)
izzulum
bitraaqib
the men
watch
‘Men watch more.’

akthar
more
(JAC/3/34:37)

4.29)
bitlaaHiDh innuh akhDhat kul llahdgaat
ammaan
notice
that
took
all the dialects Amman
‘You notice that Amman has taken all the dialects.’
(JAC/2/37:35)
4.30)
Udgrit issakan
nafs
ishshi
irtaf'at
Rent
housing
same
thing
increased
‘Rent rate, also the same thing, increased.’

(JAC/1/3:40)

Indefinite nouns include any (common) noun that is not prefixed by the definite article al (the) as
in (4.31-32).
4.31)
adgat
shaaHnih kabiirih
came
truck
huge
'A huge truck came yesterday.'
4.32)
shufi-t
walad
w
saw-I
boy
and
' I saw a boy and four girls.'

arba'
four

imbaariH
yesterday
(JAC/14/15:30)

banaat
girls
(JAC/2/10:12)

4.3.2.3 Animacy
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Animacy of the subject is also implicated in word order variation. Dahlgren (2001) argues that
“the rate of SV sentences increases with the topicality degree of the subject noun: rational
subjects are higher in topicality than non-rational subjects” (Peled 2009: 43). As human subjects
are more likely to be topicalized than non-human subjects (Dahlgren 2001), it is predicted that
human subjects (4.33) will favour SVO while non-human subjects (4.34) will favour VSO.
4.33)
lmarah
btishtaxil barra iddaar
mishaan tsaa'id
the woman work
outside the house to
help
‘The woman works outside the house to help her husband.’
4.34)
yTiiH nuuq w
kheil ma’ lHalaal
come
camels and horses with goats
‘Camels and horses come with goats.’

dgouz-ha
husband-her
(JAC/3/0:50)

(JAC/4/32:22)

4.3.2.4 Grammatical person of subject
Another key determinant of word order variation is grammatical person of the subject. Owens et
al. (2009: 63) find that first and second persons favour SV while third person favours VS in GA.
A fine-grained coding protocol was initially used, but further inspection of the data indicated that
certain distinctions could be collapsed. I coded for grammatical person as follows:
First person-singular
First person-plural
Second person-singular
Second person-plural
Third person singular-PRONOUN
Third person singular-FULL NP
Third person plural-PRONOUN
Third person plural-FULL NP
It is predicted that first and second person subjects will favour SVO as these subjects must be
pronouns. Third person subjects will vary because they can be nouns or pronouns. Pronouns and
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definite nouns are predicted to favour SV(O) while indefinte nouns are predicted to favour
VS(O).
4.3.2.5 Information structure
Word order is always associated with the information structure of clauses (Arnold et al. 2000;
Holmes 1992; Dahlgren 1998, 2001; Owens et al. 2009). Hewitt (2006:3) argues that “the
arguments following the verb are always arranged in the order of more given > newer, with
increasing saliency of information”. New information appears towards the end of the utterance
(Holes 1995). “The principle of letting old material precede new is generally followed in
Classical Arabic” (Dahlgren 1998: 216). Arnold et al. (2000) argue that both heaviness and
newness affect constituent order in the structures they study (dative structures and heavy noun
phrase shift). Their coding for information structure distinguishes between new and given
information. Arnold et al. (2000: 49) code as given tokens where “the referent had been
previously mentioned or could be inferred from something that had been mentioned.” Otherwise,
the token was coded as new.
This coding is adopted in the present study with the prediction that, unlike old information
(4.35), new information (4.36) will appear toward the end of the clause.
4.35)
Interviewer:
bixayyir bTariiqit kalaamuh
akthar ishabaab walla
change
way
speech-his/her more young
or
'Do young or old speakers change their way of speaking more?'

lkbaar?
old

Interviwee:
ishshabaab bitxayyir
bTariiqit
Hatchiy-ha akthar men
young people change
way
speech-their more than
‘Young people change their way of speaking more than old people do.’
4.36)
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lkbaar
old people
(JAC/4/33:34)

kaan
madaaris
yiqra
lwlaad w lbanaat
ma' ba'uDh
were
schools
study
boys
and girls
together
‘There were schools. Boys and girls used to study together.’

(JAC/4/12:30)

4.3.2.6 Weight of subject
Another factor linked with information structure and word order is the Heavy Weight Principle
(Hewitt 2006; Holes 1995). This principle entails that ‘heavier’ constituents are
positioned/delayed to the end of the sentence/utterance (Hewitt 2006).
Arnold et al. (2000) outline their technique for coding weight of constituents. They depend on
the relative length of constituents in terms of the number of words in the constituents they code.
Shih and Grafmiller (2011: 1) support this way of measuring weight of constituents. They state
that “counts of orthographical words or syntactic nodes have been widely shown to be reliable
predictors of constituent ordering.”
In the present study, words in subject position in all tokens were counted and their average was
obtained. It is (1.39). As a result, subjects that contain one word as in (4.37) were coded as light
and subjects containing more than one word (4.38) were coded as heavy. It is predicted that
heavy subjects will favour VS while light subjects will favour SV. In both cases, heavy
constituents are predicted to gravitate to the end of the clause.
4.37)
aah ana
bafaDhil
l'aamiyyih
yes
I
prefer
the colloquial
‘Yes, I prefer the colloquial.’

(JAC/10/30:50)

4.38)
Mumkin tziid
nisbit
lzawaadg lxeir taqliidi
Might
increase
percentage marriage not
traditional
‘The percentage of untraditional marriages might increase.’
(JAC/10/20:56)
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4.3.2.7 Complexity of verb
Another potential determinant of word order variation is the complexity of the verb (Hewitt
2006). Complex verb phrases increase the possibility of using SV word order in contrast with
simple verb phrases. This can be explained in terms of the ‘weight’ of the verb phrase. When it is
complex, it contains more morphemes than does a simple verb phrase. Thus complex verb
phrases are predicted to occur toward the end of the clause as they are heavier. The verb was
coded as simple if it consists of one word (4.39) and complex if contains more than one word
(4.40).
4.39)
lamma twaffat 'amti
allah
yirhamha
adgat
houn
when died
aunt
God
mercy-her came
here
‘When my aunt died, may her soul rest in peace, she (a relative) came here.’

(JAC/3/26:36)

4.40)
liSxaar
biruuHu
biTla'u
kids
go
play
‘Kids go to play with their friends.’

(JAC/3/30:31)

ma'
with

iSHaabhum
friends-their

4.3.2.8 Transitivity
Verbs were also coded for their transitivity. Intransitive verbs are reported to favour VSO while
transitive verbs favour SVO (Owens et al. 2009). I coded verbs as transitive (4.41), transitive
without object (4.42), and intransitive (4.43).
4.41)
aah ana
bafaDhil
l'aamiyyih
yes
I
prefer
the colloquial
‘Yes, I prefer the colloquial dialect.’

(JAC/10/30:50)

4.42)
izzulum
bitraaqib
the men
watch
‘Men watch more.’

(JAC/3/34:37)

akthar
more

4.43)
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Udgrit issakan
nafs
ishshi
irtaf'at
Rent
housing same
thing
increased
‘Renting a house, also the same thing, increased.’

(JAC/1/3:40)

4.3.2.9 Polarity
The effect of polarity on word order variability is also considered in the present study. As
negative verbal clauses include the negative morpheme (mish or maa 'not') and the verb, negated
verbs are heavier than positive verbs and thus they are predicted to appear toward the end of the
clause favouring SV as in (4.44).
4.44)
ana binnisbih ili maa baHib
marati
tishtaxil
I
regarding me NEG like
wife-my work
‘Personally, I do not like my wife to work.’

(JAC/17/1:59)

4.3.2.10 Type of clause
Type of clause is included in this study to assess its effect on word order in JA. It is predicted
that both main and embedded clauses favour SV rather than VS in JA. MSA, favouring VSO in
main clause, only allows SV(O) in its embedded clause. Yet, JA shows variability in its
embedded clauses by allowing both SV (4.45) and VS (4.46).
4.45)
yuftaraDh innuh iTTaalib yiHki luxah 'arabiyyih
lfuSHa
supposed
that
the student speak language Arabic
standard
‘It is supposed that the student should speak Modern Standard Arabic.’
(JAC/25/48:00)
4.46)
bitlaaHiDh innuh akhDhat kull lahdgaat
ammaan
notice
that
took
all the dialects Amman
‘You notice that Amman has taken all the dialects.’

(JAC/2/37:35)

The only previous study that alludes to this factor is Owens et al. (2009). They code the clause
according to whether it is a complement of the verb gaal (say) or not. Owens et al. (2009: 46)
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find that when the clause is a complement of the verb gaal (say), it favours SV as “one function
of the subject of the complement clause is to demarcate the narrated proposition in the
complement clause from the narrator subject of the verb say itself.” The present study targets all
verbs that can be followed by embedded clauses such as gaal (say), baHis (feel/think), ba’taqid
(believe), bafakkir (think/believe) etc.
4.3.2.11 Adjacency
Whether or not the subject and verb are adjacent is another potential influence on word order in
JA. I coded as adjacent all tokens where there is no intervening material separating the subject
phrase and the verb phrase (4.47) and non-adjacent if there is any intervening material between
the subject phrase and the verb phrase (4.48).
4.47)
ana bashadgdgi'
iTtariiqah
I
encourage
manner
‘I encourage this manner.’

haai
this

4.48)
ana mathalan
darasit
laSSaf
st
I
for example study-past, 1 to grade
‘For example, I studied to the eighth grade.’

(JAC/6/31:09)

ththaamin
the eighth
(JAC/1/5:06)

4.3.2.12 Pragmatic organization of discourse/narrative
Pragmatic organization of discourse is another factor that is reported to affect word order in
Arabic (Holes 2010). Edwards (2010: 105) points out that "VS(O) in EA, for example, can be
explained as an "event-oriented" order, common in narratives (and especially common if the verb
is past)." Dahlgren (1998), in Bruening (2000: 229), "notes a strong correlation between VS
order and the characteristics of foregrounding (narrative sequence, perfective aspect, past tense),
and the appearance of SV order and backgrounding (imperfective aspect, present tense, events
out of sequence)."
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I coded as foregrounded narrative complicating action clauses that recapitulate "past experience
by matching a verbal sequence of clauses to the sequence of events which (it is inferred) actually
occurred" (Labov 1972: 359-60) as in (4.49-50). I coded as backgrounded narratives all
subordinate clauses in a narrative, past progressive clauses, statives and habitual past (Hopper
1979; Dahlgren 1988) as in (4.51-52). Any clause not embedded in a narrative such as 'generic
present' or future temporal reference were coded as non-narrative as in (4.53).
Foregrounded narrative:
4.49)
adgu 'alayna
w
qaaluu-na
laa
ti'maluush
came to us
and told-us
NEG do-not
'They came to us and told us not to do anything.

ishi
anything

4.50)
adgu
naas
men
'ammaan w
shaafu lbayt
came
people from
Amman and
saw
the house
‘People came from Amman and saw the house.’
Backgrounded narrative:
4.51)
lama t'addaynaa-ha Hatcha
tchilmih
fariid adgaana irrimaayih
when pass-it
said
word
Farid came-us shooting
‘When we passed it (the city), Farid said a word. Then we received fire
Talilmaal.’
4.52)
kunna
nruuH
mashi
iHna
wi
was
go
walking we
and
'We used to walk (to school) with the girls.'

(JAC/6/14:19)

(JAC/12/34:02)

men
talilmaal
from talilmal
from the city of
(JAC/6/15:49)

lbanaat
the girls
(JAC/7/0:45)

Non-narrative:
4.53)
yuftaraDh innuh iTTaalib yiHki luxah
'arabiyyih
fuSHa
supposed
that
the student speak language Arabic
standard
‘It is supposed that the student should speak Modern Standard Arabic.’
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(JAC/25/48:00)

Table 4.1 below presents a synopsis of the factor groups (and their associated predictions)
included in the present study.
Table 4.1: Summary of the linguistic and social factor groups that are hypothesized to constrain
word order variants in JA
Factor groups
Prediction
Morpholexical class of Nouns show considerable variation between SVO, VSO (Owens et al.
subject
2009) with a preference of SVO.
Pronouns and pronominals strongly favour SVO word order (Owens et
al. 2009; Rude 1992)
Transitivity

Intransitive verbs favour VS (Edwards 2010)
Copula and intransitive verbs favour VSO while transitive verbs favour
SVO (Owens et al. 2009).
Animacy
Dahlgren (2001) argues “The rate of SV sentences increases with the
topicality degree of the subject noun: rational subjects are higher in
topicality than non-rational subjects” (Peled 2009: 43).
Weight of subject
‘Heavier’ constituents are positioned/delayed to the end of the
sentence/utterance (Hewitt 2006; Arnold et al. 2000).
Information structure
“the arguments following the verb are always arranged in the order of
more given > newer, with increasing saliency of information” (Hewitt
2006: 3).
New information appears towards the end of the utterance (Holes 1995;
Arnold et al. 2010).
The principle of letting old material precede new is generally followed
in Classical Arabic (Dahlgren 1998: 216).
Grammatical person of First and second person favour SVO while third person favours VSO
subject
(Owens et al. 2009)
Definiteness of subject Definite nouns favour SVO (Owens et al. 2009).
Indefinite nouns favour VSO (Owens et al. 2009; Prince 1981).
Referential indefinites are always SVO (Meyer 1992). Quantifiers are
categorically SVO and indefinites are overwhelmingly SVO (Payne
1992).
Pragmatic organization Dahlgren (1998) reports that there is a strong correlation between
of discourse/narrative
foregrounded narratives and VS(O) word order and the preference of
SV(O) and backgrounded narratives.
Polarity
Negative clauses favour SVO (Mohammad 2000).
Complexity of the verb Complex verb phrases increase the possibility of using SVO word order
phrase
than do simple verb phrases.
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Type of clause

Main and embedded clauses are expected to favour SVO (Mohammad
2000).

Adjacency of subject Adjacent subjects and verbs are expected to favour SV(O).
and verb
Speaker’s age
SVO is expected to be more frequent among younger speakers.
Speaker’s sex

Females are predicted to use SVO more than males.

Speaker’s
geographical
background
Speaker’s level
education

Urban speakers are expected to favour SVO more than rural speakers.
of Educated speakers are expected to use more VS(O) than uneducated
speakers.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Overall distribution
The results in Table 4.2 provide a breakdown of the major word order variants in the data. For
clarity of exposition, I initially depict SV and SVO separately, and VS and VSO separately to
show the overall rarity of particular constituent orders in the data. The breakdown shows that JA
has SV as the most frequent word order, representing almost half of the data (48%). Then come
VS and SVO with similar percentages, (25.5%) and (24%) respectively. VOS and VSO are far
less frequent with only (1.5%) and (.9%) respectively. OSV, OVS, and SOV are vanishingly rare
with only one occurrence for each word order.
Table 4.2: Overall distribution of word order variants in JA
Variant
N
%
SV
983
48
SVO
491
24
VOS
31
1.5
VS
522 25.5
VSO
19
.9
OSV
1
0
OVS
1
0
SOV
1
0
81

Total

2049

Collapsing26 SV and SVO together, on the one hand, and VS and VSO together, on the other
hand, results in having SV(O) as the most frequent word order in JA with (72%) followed by
VS(O) with (26.4%) respectively27. These results confirm El-Yasin’s (1985) claim that JA has
SVO as its quantitatively predominant word order. Moreover, these results are aligned with what
has been found about the quantitative primacy of SV(O) in vernacular Arabic varieties (Dahlgren
1998; Schulte-Nafeh 2005). Although his study is not empirically accountable, Mohammad
(2000: 46) finds that “in simple declarative clauses MSA allows all logically possible orders;
while PA only allows VSO, SVO, and VOS.” Brustad (2000: 343) claims that VOS, OVS and
OSV are common word orders that are used to focus and topicalize the object in Moroccan,
Egyptian, Syrian and Kuwaiti Arabic. This is at variance with Dahlgren (1998: 221), who notes
that VOS is a highly marked word order in colloquial Arabic. The results in Table 4.2 above
show that not only VOS but also OVS, OSV and SOV are very rare in JA. The very low
percentages of these word orders in the data do not permit meaningful quantitative analysis and
are therefore excluded from consideration in the ensuing sections.
4.4.2 Distributional analysis of social factors
The social factors (age, sex, level of education, locality) are distributionally analyzed in the
following sections.
4.4.2.1 Age

26

These variants are combined because the order of the subject and the verb in each pair-(SV and SVO) and (VS and
VSO) - is the same and is not affected by the presence of the object. This is not the case in VOS where the order is
different and, as a result, it cannot be combined with VS and VSO.
27
A factor group is operationalized (transitivity) to assess the effect of the presence of the object on the distribution
and choice of these word order variants.
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Table 4.3 below shows that younger and older speakers behave differently in terms of word order
choice in JA in terms of overall rates of variant selection. Younger speakers favour SV (80.7%)
more than older speakers (65.3%). However, older speakers favour VS (34.7%) more than their
younger counterparts (19.3%). These results are a first possible indication of change in apparent
time vernacular JA.
Table 4.3: Distribution of word order variants in JA according to speaker age
Speaker age
Young
Old
Total

SV(O)
VS(O)
Total
%
N
%
N
N
%
80.7 828 19.3 198 1026 50.9
65.3 646 34.7 343 989 49.1
73.2 1474 26.8 541 2015

A more fine-grained recoding of speakers according to their age shows that there is apparently a
strong correlation between age and word order preference. The results in Figure 4.1 show that
the younger the speaker the higher the percentage of SV(O) and conversely the older the speaker
the higher the percentage of VS(O).
Figure 4.1: Distribution of SV(O) and VS(O) in JA according to finer age divisions
SV(O)

VS(O)

100
80

81

79

69

60

59

40

41

%
20

19

22

A (19-29)

B (30-39)

31

0
C (40-59)
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D (60+)

The crucial finding taken from these results is that word order in JA seems to be moving in the
direction of more SV(O) at the expense of VS(O) among younger generations. These results
strengthen the claim that word order in JA is a possible candidate for change in progress,
corroborating El-Yasin's (1985) claim that JA is as an SVO variety.
Younger speakers’ preference for SVO can be discussed in light of the results reported in
previous research. Daher (1997) and Abdel-Jawad (1987) report that younger speakers in
Damascus and Amman are more receptive to incoming phonetic and phonological variants than
older speakers. However, unlike phonological variables, word order variation is not the target of
overt metalinguistic commentary in the community, nor does this alternation elicit prescriptive
censure of the type associated with use of non-standard phonological variants such as [g] and [ʔ]
instead of the standard [q]. In other words, if, as these preliminary distributional anlyses seem to
indicate, there is a 'drift' towards increased use of SVO, this drift is taking place below the level
of conscious awareness.
4.4.2.2 Level of education
The results in Table 4.4 show the distribution of speakers according to their level of education.
All uneducated speakers in the sample are older speakers (three females and one male). Also,
most speakers with intermediate education are old (7 out of 11).
Table 4.4: Distribution of speakers according to their level of education, sex, and age
Level of education
No education
Intermediate
Post-secondary
Total

Male
Female
Total
Young Old Young Old
0
1
0
3
4
2
3
2
4
11
4
1
8
2
15
6
5
10
9
30
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The situation is completely reversed when it comes to post-secondary education where most of
the speakers who complete their post secondary education are younger speakers (12) compared
to (3) older speakers. Among those highly-educated younger speakers, two thirds of them are
females (10 out of 15).
Table 4.5: Distribution of word order variants in JA by speaker’s level of education
Level of education
No education
Intermediate
Post-secondary
Total

SV
%
N
58.8 170
68.5 519
81.1 785
73.2 1474

VS
%
41.2
31.5
18.9
26.8

N
119
239
183
541

Total
N
%
289 14.3
758 37.6
968
48
2015

Turning to the effect of education on word order choice in JA, Table 4.5 shows that, contrary to
Owens' (2001: 435) claim that “educated speakers adopt Standard Arabic (SA) forms to a far
greater degree than do illiterates,” the higher the level of education of the speaker the higher the
percentage of SV, (58.8%), (68.5%) and (81.1%) for speakers with no education, intermediate,
and post-secondary education respectively. The opposite pattern is true for VS. It can be noticed
that the higher the level of education, the lower the percentage of VS. Uneducated speakers
favour VS (41.2%) more than speakers with intermediate education (31.5%), who in turn favour
VS more than highly educated speakers (18.9%). As there is a heavy interaction between
education and age, as shown in Table 4.5 above, what may initially look like an education effect
could be concealing an age effect.
4.4.2.3 Speaker’s sex
As women have been found to advance changes from below the level of conscious awareness
(Labov 1990), it is important to examine the data for any potential sex effects. The distributional
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results depicted in Table 4.6 below show a modest female lead in the use of the SV variant
compared to males. Female speakers modestly favour SV (75.6%) more than their male
counterparts (69%). VS is favoured more by males (31%) than by females (24.4%).
Table 4.6: Distribution of word order variants in JA according to the sex of the speaker
SV

VS

Total
Speaker sex
%
N
%
N
N
%
Male
69
522
31 234 756 37.5
Female
75.6 952 24.4 307 1259 62.5
Total
73.2 1474 26.8 541 2015

4.4.2.4 Urban vs. rural
Reasoning that urban speech communities are more likely to spearhead the use of innovative
variants in comparison with their rural counterparts (Britain 2013; and for Jordan specifically,
see Al-Khatib 1988, and Abdel-Jawad 1987), Table 4.7 depicts the distribution of variants
according to the urban-rural dichotomy. The sample includes 16 rural speakers and 14 urban
speakers.
Table 4.7: Distribution of word order variants in JA by the geographical region of the speaker
Speaker’s region
Urban
Rural
Total

SV

VS

Total
%
N
%
N
N
%
80.3 703 19.7 173 876 43.5
67.7 771 32.3 368 1139 65.5
73.2 1474 26.8 541 2015

The results in Table 4.7 show that urban speakers favour SV (80.3%) more than their rural
counterparts (67.7%). Rural speakers, however, favour VS (32.3%) more than urban speakers
(19.7%).
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Another key factor that explains the patterns in urban/rural distinction (of word order choice in
JA) is the fact that speakers in urban areas are more educated than rural speakers. A crosstabulation of the educational attainment of speakerswith their urban/rural origin reveals that all
uneducated speakers are indeed rural speakers. The results in Table 4.8 below show that urban
speakers with intermediate education favour SV more than their rural counterparts (74% and
63% respectively). The latter, however, favour VS more than the former (37% and 26%
respectively). A similar pattern is observed in the case of speakers with post-secondary
education. Among those, urban speakers favour SV (85%) more than rural speakers (77%),
whereas rural speakers favour VS (23%) more than urban speakers (15%).
Table 4.8: Distribution of word order variants in JA according to the cross-tabulation of
speaker’s level of education and locality
Education
Speaker’s region
Urban
SV
VS

Uneducated
%
N

0
0

∑
Rural
SV
VS
∑
Total
SV
VS
∑

0
0

Intermediate
%
N

74
26

0

59
41

170
119

170
119

85
15

379

63
37

289
59
41

280
99

Post-secondary
%
N

239
140

77
23

379
68
32

289

519
239
758

81
19

Total
N
%

423
74

703
173

497

876

362
109

771
368

471

1139

785
183

1474
541

968

2015

80
20

68
32

73
27

So far, the distributional analysis of the effect of each social factor group has been assessed
separately. The next step is to assess the effects of these factors when they are all considered
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simultaneously. This can be achieved by the statistical analysis performed by Goldvarb X
(Sankoff et al. 2005).
4.4.3 Multivariate analysis of social factors
As mentioned in section (3.4), statistical analysis using Goldvarb X provides the analyst with
three lines of evidence: statistical significance, relative strength of significant effects, as assessed
by the range value, and constraint hierarchy of factors groups (Poplack & Tagliamonte 2001:
94).
As observed in the distributional analysis, there is an interaction between the factor groups of
age, education and locality. All uneducated speakers are old rural speakers. This interaction can
seriously undermine the reliability of statistical analysis when non-orthogonal (i.e. nonindependent) factor groups are run in the same analysis. To resolve this interaction, a crossproduct factor group that includes age, education and locality is created. Thus, these three factor
groups were re-coded as follows: old uneducated rural speakers, old urban speakers with
intermediate education, old rural speakers with intermediate education, old urban speakers with
post-secondary education, old rural speakers with post-secondary education, young urban
speakers with intermediate education, young rural speakers with intermediate education, young
urban speakers with post-secondary education and young rural speakers with post-secondary
education. A disadvantage of creating such fine-grained cross-product factor groups is that each
group contains a restricted number of speakers, so the results should be interpreted cautiously.
The results in Table 4.9 show that the factor groups included in the multivariate analysis are all
statistically significant in conditioning the use of word order variants in JA. The numerical
figures in Table 4.9 can be interpreted as follows. Factor weights above 0.50 indicate that a
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factor group has a favouring effect on variant choice while those below 0.50 show that a factor
group has a disfavouring effect. The cross-product factor group of age, education and locality has
the strongest constraint on the use of word order variants followed by the factor groups of
speaker’s sex.
Table 4.9: Multivariate analyses of the contribution of social factors selected as significant to the
probability of using [SV]
Corrected mean
.74
Log likelihood
-1121.420
Significance
0.000
Total number
Cross-product of age/edu./locality
Young post-secondary urban
Old post-secondary urban
Young post-secondary rural
Young intermediate urban
Young intermediate rural
Old post-secondary rural
Old intermediate urban
Old intermediate rural
Old uneducated rural
Range

Factor weight
.67
.63
.56
.54
.51
.45
.45
.34
.33
34

%
86
83
78
77
75
71
71
60
59

2015
N
385
112
383
185
73
88
194
306
289

Speaker’s sex
Female
Male
Range

.53
.45
8

76
69

1259
756

The key inference to be drawn from the data displayed in Table 4.10 above is that with the
exception of the old highly-educated urban speakers (N=2), the younger educated speakers
(particularly those with post-secondary education) are favouring SV whereas the older speakers
(particularly uneducated) disfavour SV. It can be further inferred that age and education are the
main social constraints on word order variant choice in JA. As Jordan has witnessed the
formation of new urban centers such as Amman (Abdel-Jawad 1981; Al-Wer 2007) and Irbid
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(Al-Tamimi 2001), such urban centers are reported to be a place for new variable patterns
(Germanos 2007) through the emergence of new prestige varieties as a result of koineization
(Miller 2007). In the case of the Irbid metropolitan area, the results suggest that the speech of the
highly-educated urban younger speakers could be considered as a possible prestigious spoken
variety in this community. Education is "a channel that brings people in contact with the locally
prestigious dialect" (Al-Tamimi 2001: 29). Consequently, younger rural speakers relocating to
the city to get their higher education may converge on the speech norms of their urban peers "in
order not to be looked down upon for being provincial" (Miller 2008: 40). On the contrary, older
uneducated speakers are reported to be the least mobile speakers and may therefore be the least
receptive to urban speech norms.
Summarizing, the analysis of social factor groups suggests that the competition between SV and
VS word orders is socially constrained. The evidence marshalled above indicates that in terms of
its social embeddedness, the observed variability is a possible candidate for change in progress
(i.e. VS to SV).
4.4.4 Distributional analysis of linguistic factors28
4.4.4.1 Morpholexical class of subject
As shown in the results depicted in Table 4.10, morpholexical class of subject conditions word
order variant choice in JA. Pronouns (87.8%) favour SV more than pronominals (81%). Both
pronouns and pronominals favour SV more than nouns (63.1%). The pattern is totally reversed in
28

The number of linguistic factor groups was 18. In addition to the current 12 factor groups, six more factor groups
were added for the object: morpholexical class of object, definiteness of object, animacy of object, information
status of object, weight of object, and adjacency of verb and object. However, after careful consideration of the data,
these factors groups (i.e. object factor groups) were not included in the distributional and statistical analyses because
of the small number of VSO tokens (only 19 tokens [0.9% of the overall data]). As a result, comparing these 19
tokens with 491 SVO tokens would not reveal much information about the variability except for the effect of
transitivity. That is why a factor group 'transitivity' was particularly added to assess the effect of the presence or
absence of the object on word order variant choice in JA.
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the case of VS where nouns (36.9%) favour VS more than pronominals (19%) and pronouns
(12.2%).
Table 4.10: Distribution of word order variants in JA by morpholexical class of subject
Morpholexical class
SV
VS
Total
of subject
%
N
%
N
N
%
Pronoun
87.8 520 12.2 72
592 29.4
Pronominal
81
252
19
59
311 15.4
Noun
63.1 702 36.9 410 1112 55.2
Total
1474
541 2015
%
73.2
26.8
In sum, the results indicate that SV is favoured with pronouns and pronominals while VS is
favoured with nouns. These results are aligned with those reported in Owens et al. (2009), who
found that pronouns and pronominals favour SV while nouns favour VS.
4.4.4.2 Definiteness of subject
The results in Table 4.11 show that definite pronouns (88.4%) favour SV more than indefinite
pronouns (80%) although both operate in the direction of favouring SV. Moreover, definite
nouns (66.4%) favour SV more than indefinite nouns (39.7%).
Table 4.11: Distribution of word order variants in JA by definiteness of subject
Definiteness of
Subject
Definite pronoun
Indefinite pronoun
Definite noun
Indefinite noun
Total
%

SV
%
N
88.4 554
80
220
66.4 642
39.7 58
1474
73.2

VS
Total
%
N
N
%
11.6
73
627 31.1
20
55
275 13.6
33.6 325 967
48
60.3
88
146 7.2
541 2015
26.8

Indefinite nouns (60.3%) favour VS more than their definite counterparts (33.6%). The same
thing applies to pronouns where indefinite pronouns (20%) favour VS more than their definite
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counterparts (11.6%). Thus definiteness of subject conditions word order variant choice in JA;
definite and indefinite pronouns as well as definite nouns favour SV while indefinite nouns
favour VS. These results accord with those reported in Owens et al. (2009), supporting the
inference that the dialects (Emirati Arabic, Kuwaiti Arabic, and Hijazi Arabic) included in their
analysis share the effect of definiteness on word order variants choice with other dialects of
Arabic outside the Arab peninsula such as the Levantine JA.
4.4.4.3 Animacy of subject
Table 4.12 shows that human subjects are the most frequent type of subjects in JA. They form
(75.4%) of the total number of data in the present study. Inanimate subjects are the second most
frequent subjects in JA with (23.3%) of the data. However, superhuman subjects, referring to
Allah (God), and animate subjects, referring to animals and plants, are not frequent in subject
position in the data (1.1%) and (.3%) respectively. The markedness hierarchy of subject animacy
in JA can be represented as follows:
Su/Human>Su/Inanimate>Su/Animate
Table 4.12: Distribution of word order variants in JA by animacy of the subject
Animacy of subject
Human
Divinity
Inanimate
Animate
Total
%

SV
%
N
79.6 1209
78.3 18
52.5 245
33.3
2
1474
73.2

VS
Total
%
N
N
%
20.4 310 1519 75.4
21.7
5
23
1.1
47.5 222 467 23.2
66.7
4
6
0.3
541 2015
26.8

As far as the effect of animacy of subject on word order variant choice is concerned, the results
in Table 4.12 above show that human subjects (79.6%) favour SV more than inanimate and
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animate subjects (52.5%) and (33.3%). In addition, subjects referring to Allah (God) occur in SV
(78.3%) more than they do in VS (21.7%). The latter result is in line with Dahlgren (1998), who
reports that the topicality of super-human subjects is very high in the published texts that he
investigated in Quran and written Arabic texts. However, due to the small number of the tokens
including Allah as a subject (only 23 tokens-1.1% of the data), these tokens were excluded.
Moreover, only 6 tokens including animate subjects are available. Thus, they were excluded in
the analysis. Table 4.13 below shows the results of the effect of subject animacy after recoding
the data.
Table 4.13: Distribution of word order variants in JA by the animacy of subject/re-coded
Animacy of
SV
VS
Total
Subject
%
N
%
N
N
%
Human
79.6 1209 20.4 310 1519 76.3
Inanimate
52.5 247 47.8 226 473 23.7
Total
1456
536 1992
%
73.1
26.9

The results in 4.13 show that human subjects favour SV more than inanimate subjects (79.6%
and 52.5% respectively). The pattern is reversed in VS where it is favoured by inanimate
subjects (47.8%) more than human subjects (20.4%).
4.4.4.4. Adjacency of subject and verb
The results in Table 4.14 indicate that adjacency of subject and verb conditions the variant
choice in two different directions. SV is modestly favoured when subjects and verbs are adjacent
(74.2%). The direction reverses in the case of VS word order, although the difference in the
value associated with non-adjacent subjects and verbs and adjacent subjects and verbs is
relatively marginal.
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Table 4.14: Distribution of word order variants in JA by adjacency of subject and verb
Adjacency of
subject and verb
Adjacent
Non-adjacent
Total
%

SV
%
74.2
67.7

N
1260
214
1474
73.2

VS
%
25.8
32.3

N
439
102
541
26.8

Total
N
%
1699 84.3
316 15.7
2015

4.4.4.5 Grammatical person of subject
The fine-grained coding protocol of the grammatical person of subject, as shown in Table 4.15,
shows that first person singular pronouns and their plural counterparts behave in the same
direction in terms of their preference towards SV (90% and 93.7% respectively).
Table 4.15: Distribution of word order variants in JA by the grammatical person of subject
Grammatical person of subject
First person singular
First person plural
Second person singular
Second person plural
Third person singular pronoun
Third person plural pronoun
Third person indefinite
singular pronoun
Third person indefinite plural
Pronoun
Third person singular-full NP
Third person plural-full NP
Total
%

%
90

SV
N
334

%
10

N
37

Total
N
%
371 18.4

93.7
86.8
100
80.6
90.6
76.4

59
33
3
87
29
172

6.3
13.2
0
19.4
9.4
23.6

4
5
0
21
3
53

63
38
3
108
32
225

3.1
1.9
0.1
5.4
1.6
11.2

94.7

54

5.3

3

57

2.8

64.3
59.9

VS

485 35.7 269 754 37.4
218 40.1 146 364 18.1
1474
541 2015
73.2
26.8
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The same thing holds for second person singular and plural pronouns (86.8% and 100%
respectively) although the number of tokens with second person plural pronouns is too small,
only 3 tokens. These results, showing that SV is clearly favoured in first and second person
subjects, are not surprising as these subjects must be pronouns in JA and hence their preference
for SV (as shown in the analysis of morpholexical class of subject above).
SV preference also extends to third person subject pronouns, singular and plural personal
pronouns (80.6% and 90.6% respectively) and their indefinite counterparts (76.4% and 94.7%
respectively).29 Singular and plural noun phrases come with the least SV preference, (64.3%) and
(59.9%) respectively. On the contrary, the results show that full NP subjects, singular (35.7%)
and plural (40.1%), favour VS more than first, second and third person pronoun subjects.30 The
same pattern holds when some factors are excluded or collapsed. 31 The results in Table 4.16
below show that SV is favoured by first person subjects (90.6%) more than third person subjects
(67.9%). The latter, however, favour VS more than the former (32.1% and 9.4% respectively).
Owens et al. (2009) report the same results in their study of Emirati, Kuwaiti and Hijazi Arabic.
They find that SV is favoured in first and second person subjects (where the subject must be a
pronoun) while VS is favoured with third person subjects (where the subject is dominantly an
overt noun).

29

Interestingly, although the percentages of SV preference are high in both singular and plural pronouns, inspection
of the percentages in Table 4.16 shows that plural pronouns favour SV more than their singular counterparts while
the latter favour VS more than the former.
30

The percentages show that singular/plural distinction also distinguishes pronouns on the one hand from nouns on
the other hand. Plural pronouns favour SV more than singular pronouns. Yet, plural nouns favour VS more than
singular nouns (40.1% and 35.7% respectively). Moreover, unlike singular pronouns, singular nouns favour SV
more than plural nouns (64.3% and 59.9% respectively).
31

Factors referring to third person subjects were collapsed in one group re-coded as (3). Furthermore, factors
referring to second person (singular and plural) are not included due to the small number of tokens (41 tokens).
Despite the small number of tokens, SV is noticeably favoured by 2nd person subject pronouns.
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Table 4.16: Distribution of word order variants in JA by the grammatical person of subject (recoded)
Grammatical person
SV
VS
Total
of subject
%
N
%
N
N
%
First person
90.6 393 9.4
41
434 22
Third person
67.9 1045 32.1 495 1540 78
Total
1438
536 1974
%
72.8
27.2

4.4.4.6 Information status of subject
The results in Table 4.17 show that the information structure of the subject is an important
determinant of word order variant choice in JA. Newness and giveness of subject operate
differently in constraining variant choice. The results indicate clearly that subjects with given
referents (84.6%) favour SV more than subjects with new referents (54.7%). However, subjects
introducing new referents (45.3%) favour VS more than those that have given referents (15.4%).
Table 4.17: Distribution of word order variants in JA by the information status of subject
information status of
SV
VS
Total
subject
%
N
%
N
N
%
Given
84.6 1051 15.4 191 1242 61.6
New
54.7 423 45.3 350 773 38.4
Total
1474
541
%
73.2
26.8 2015
These results are in line with Owens et al. (2009: 44), who find that VS introduces new referents
while SV provides descriptions of discourse-old referents. The results are also in line with
Dahlgren (1998) and Holes (1995), who find that new information appears towards the end of the
clause.
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4.4.4.7 Subject weight
Table 4.18 shows the effect of heaviness of subject on variant choice. The results indicate that
light and heavy subjects have opposite profiles in favouring or disfavouring word order variants
in JA. Light subjects (74.5%) favour SV more than heavy subjects (68%) whereas heavy subjects
favour VS (32%) more than their light counterparts (25.5%). The differences are relatively
marginal, so this is a modest effect.
Table 4.18: Distribution of word order variants in JA by weight of subject
Weight of subject
Light
Heavy
Total
%

SV
VS
Total
%
N
%
N
N
%
74.5 1193 25.5 409 1602 79.5
68
281
32 132 413 20.5
1474
541 2015
73.2
26.8

These results can be explained in lights of the end weight principle (Holes 1995; Hewitt 2006).
When the subject is light, the verb is usually heavier (and more informationally salient) and
hence its gravitation to the end of the clause. The same thing holds for heavy subjects in that they
appear towards the end of the clause, favouring VS word order. These results are also in line
with Holes (2010), who finds that heavy constituents appear towards the end of the clause in
Gulf Arabic.
4.4.4.8 Transitivity of verb
Transitivity of the verb is shown in Table 4.19 to be a key predictor of word order variant choice
in JA. The results show that transitive verbs with objects (96.5%) favour SV more than transitive
verbs without objects (82%) which in turn favour SV more than intransitive verbs (51%).
Moreover, it can be noticed that transitive verbs (with and without objects) favour SV more than
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their intransitive counterparts. Intransitive verbs show high variation, equally divided between
SV and VS.
Table 4.19: Distribution of word order variants in JA by the transitivity of the verb
Transitivity of
SV
VS
Total
Verb
%
N
%
N
N
%
Transitive
96.5 491 3.5 18
509 25.3
Trans. without obj. 82
569 18 125 694 34.4
Intransitive
51
414 49 398 812 40.3
Total
1474
541 2015
%
73.2
26.8

Intransitive verbs favour VS (49%) more than transitive verbs (18%) and transitive verbs without
object (3.5%). These results are in line with Owens et al. (2009).32
4.4.4.9 Complexity of verb phrase
The results in Table 4.21 show that complex verb phrases (85.7%) favour SV more than simple
verb phrases. Simple verb phrases, however, favour VS more than their complex counterparts
(14.3% and 30.9% respectively).
Table 4.21: Distribution of word order variants in JA by complexity of the verb phrase
Complexity of
SV
VS
Total
Verb
%
N
%
N
N
%
Simple
69.1 1050 30.9 470 1520 75.4
Complex
85.7 424 14.3 71
495 24.6
32

Word order in past copula clauses in JA (the verb kaan 'was' as the main verb) was analyzed by extracting 202
tokens. The results in Table 20 show that SV is slightly more frequent than VS in past copula clauses in JA (54.5%
and 45.5% respectively). It is worth mentioning that analysis of past copula clauses in JA according to the same
social and linguistic factors used in this study shows exactly the same patterns reported for the whole data. Yet, the
difference between SV and VS in past copula clauses in JA is less than that in the overall distribution of SV and VS.
Table 20: Distribution of SV and VS in past copula clauses in JA
Variant
%
N
SV
54.5 110
VS
45.5
92
Total
202
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Total
%

1474
73.2

541 2015
26.8

These results can be interpreted in lights of end weight principle. Complex verb phrases are
heavy and consequently appear close to the end of the clause. However, simple verb phrases are
light and, as a result, are followed by heavier constituents (subjects and objects) in the clause.
4.4.4.10 Polarity
Clauses containing negative morphemes (80.9%) favour SV more than affirmative clauses (72%)
as shown in Table 4.22. Positive clauses (28%) favour VS more than their negative counterparts
(19.1%).
Table 4.22: Distribution of word order variants in JA by polarity
Polarity
SV
VS
Total
%
N
%
N
N
%
Positive
72 1266 28 492 1758 87.2
Negative 80.9 208 19.1 49
257 12.8
Total
1474
541 2015
%
73.2
26.8

One explanation for these results is that negative verbs are heavier (in terms of their weight) than
positive verbs. Negative verbs contain one negative morpheme ma (not) or even two morphemes
(one preceding the verb ma (not) and the other is attached at the end of the verb ish (not)). Thus
it is not surprising to find that negative morphemes gravitate to the end of the clause favouring
SV word order more than positive verbs do.
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4.4.4.11 Type of clause
The results in Table 4.23 show that embedded clauses (81.6%) in JA favour SV more than main
clauses (71.8%). VS is favoured in main clauses (28.2%) more than embedded clauses (18.4%).
These results are in line with Owens et al. (2009).
Table 4.23: Distribution of word order variants in JA by type of the clause
Type of clause
SV
VS
Total
%
N
%
N
N
%
Main
71.8 1244 28.2 489 1733 86
Embedded
81.6 230 18.4 52
282 14
Total
1474
541 2015
%
73.2
26.8

Another result that can be drawn in lights of the results in Table 4.23 above is that JA, unlike CA
and MSA, permits VS in its embedded clauses (18.4%). Although VS is favoured in main
clauses in JA (28.2%), it is available in embedded clauses. VS in embedded clauses in CA and
MSA is reported to be prohibited; SV is the only neutral word order in embedded clauses in
these varieties.
4.4.4.12 Pragmatic organization of discourse/narrative
The results in Table 4.24 show that SV(O) is favoured more than VS(O) in backgrounded
narratives (83.6%) and in non-narrative discourse (77.7%). Conversely, VS(O) word order is
favoured in foregrounded narratives (53.8%) more than SV(O) word order (46.2%). These
results align with the ones reported by Dahlgren (1998), who finds that VS is more frequent in
foregrounded narratives than in backgrounded narratives.
Table 4.24: Distribution of SV(O) and VS(O) word orders in JA according to the pragmatic
organization of discourse/narrative
Pragmatic organization of
SV
VS
Total
Discourse
%
N
%
N
N
%
100

Backgrounded narrative
Non-narrative
Foregrounded narrative
Total

83.6 271 16.4 53 324 16.1
77.7 1041 22.3 299 1340 66.5
46.2 162 53.8 189 351 17.4
1474
541 2015

Closer inspection of the data further shows that the preference of VS word order is associated
with older speakers (uneducated speakers in particular). A cross tabulation of age and education
on the one hand and pragmatic organization of discourse on the other hand shows that SV(O) is
favoured in backgrounded narratives and in non-narrative discourse regardless of the age and
education of speaker. In addition, VS(O) is favoured in foregrounded narratives in all age groups
except the one for highly-educated younger speakers. Although the preference for SV(O) in the
speech of highly-educated younger speakers is less than their preference for SV(O) in
backgrounded and non-narrative discourse, highly-educated younger speakers are the only group
that favours SV(O) in foregrounded (and in fact in all types of) discourse.
Table 4.25: Cross-tabulation of the cross-product factor group of age and education and the
factor group of pragmatic organization of discourse/narrative
Education/age
Uned/old Inter/old Post/old Inter/yo Post/yo
Total
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
Pragmatic organization
%
%
%
%
%
N
%
Backgrounded
SV
83
76
84
79
91
271 84
VS
17
24
16
21
9
53 16
∑
Foregrounded
SV
VS
∑
Non-narrative
SV
VS

324

31
69

43
57

35
65

42
58

63
37

162
189

46
54

351
61
39

71
29

∑

82
18

84
16

83
17

1041 78
299 22
1340
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Total
SV
VS

170
119

321
179

155
45

198
60

630
138

1474 73
541 27

∑

289

500

200

258

768

2015

Having analyzed the linguistic factors distributionally, we turn now to analyzing these factors
statistically.
4.4.5 Multivariate analysis of linguistic factors
Due to the large number of linguistic factor groups operationalized in this study for exploratory
purposes (see Owens et al. 2009) and the overlap between certain factor groups, there are a
number of interactions between independent variables (such as grammatical person of subject vs.
morpholexical class, definiteness and animacy of subject)33 that need to be resolved before any
viable statistical analysis of the data can be conducted (see Paolillo 2002). To resolve these
interactions, a number of different Goldvarb runs were performed, taking care, as is standard
practice, not to include interacting factor groups in the same statistical model.
Table 4.26 presents the results of a variable rule analysis of the contribution of linguistic factors
to the probability that SV variant will be selected. As indicated by the range values, the factor
groups that have the strongest effect on the probability of choosing SV variant are transitivity
and definiteness of subject. Transitive verbs with objects noticeably favour SV more than
transitive verbs without object. Intransitive verbs disfavour SV. Thus, JA shows a high level of
variation between SV and VS in objectless clauses but exhibits a notable preference for SV
(SVO in this case) when the object is present. This pattern is also confirmed in Owens et al.’s
(2009) study. They find that transitive verbs favour SV while intransitives favour VS. Therefore,
33

Morpholexical class also interacts with definiteness as all first person pronouns are definite. Therefore, a cross
product factor group is created to resolve this interaction: definite pronouns, indefinite pronouns, definite nouns and
indefinite nouns.
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these results converge in highlighting shared characteristics among modern varieties of Arabic
(or at least some of them), although these superficial similarities await more detailed quantitative
analysis.
Table 4.26: Variable rule analysis of the contribution of the linguistic factors to the probability
that the SV variant will be selected
Corrected mean
.82
Log likelihood
-847.812
Significance
.038
Total number
Transitivity
Transitive with object
Transitive without object
Intransitive
Range
Definiteness of subject
Definite pronoun
Indefinite pronoun
Definite noun
Indefinite noun
Range
Grammatical person of subj
First person
Third person
Range
Information structure of subj
Given
New
Range
Pragmatic organization
Backgrounded narrative clauses
Non-narrative clauses
Foregrounded narrative clauses
Range
Complexity of the verb
Complex
Simple
Range
Type of clause
Embedded
Main
Range

Factor weight
.87
.51
.23
64

2015
% N
97 509
82 694
51 812

.70
.53
.40
.22
48

88
80
66
40

.79
.41
38

91 434
68 1540

.63
.31
32

85 1242
55 773

.59
.54
.28
31

84 324
78 1340
46 351

.64
.45
19

86 495
69 1520

.58
.49
9

82 282
72 1733
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627
275
967
146

Adjacency of subject and verb
Adjacent
Non-adjacent
Range
Animacy of subject
Human
Inanimate
Polarity
Negative
Positive
Subject weight
Light
Heavy

.51
.43
8

74 1699
68 316

[.51]
[.46]

80 1519
52 473

[.51]
[.50]

81 257
72 1758

[.50]
[.51]

75 1602
68 413

The factor group with the second strongest effects on variant choice is definiteness of subject.
The results show that definite and indefinite pronouns favour SV while definite and indefinite
nouns disfavour it. The range values of factors within this factor group reveal that definite
pronouns favour SV more than indefinite pronouns. Moreover, indefinite nouns disfavour SV
more than definite nouns. These results are in line with those reported in Owens et al. (2009),
who find that pronouns favour SV while nouns favour VS. Within nouns, they find that definite
nouns favour SV while indefinite nouns favour VS. A difference between Owens et al.’s (2009)
findings and those reported in the present study is that definite nouns favour SV in the former
while they are found to disfavour it in the present study.
Other significant factor groups with lesser effects (as gauged from their respective range values)
on the choice of SV variant are grammatical person of subject, information status of subject and
pragmatic organization of discourse. In case of grammatical person of subject, the results show
that first person subjects favour SV while third person subjects disfavour it. The same finding is
reached by Owens et al. (2009). The results of the information status of subject show that given
subjects favour SV word order while new subjects favour VS word order. These results are
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aligned with the ones uncovered by Owens et al. (2009) for Kuwaiti, Emirati and Hijazi Arabic.
Holes (1995) and Dahlgren (1998) also find that given information usually precedes new
information. In pragmatic organization of discourse, the results show that backgrounded
narratives and non-narratives favour SV while foregrounded narratives disfavour it. These results
are congruent with the ones reported by Dahlgren (1998), who finds a strong correlation between
SV and backgrounded narratives on the one hand and VS and foregrounded narratives on the
other hand in the investigated Arabic texts.
The factor group of verb complexity comes next with a lesser effect on variant selection in JA.
Complex verbs favour SV while simple verbs disfavour it. Type of clause and adjacency of
subject and verb happen to be the weakest factor groups that constrain word order variant choice
in JA, as indicated by their range values. The constraints hierarchy in type of clause shows that
embedded clauses favour SV while main clauses disfavour it. In fact, main clauses hover around
a neutral effect (.49). The factor group with the weakest effect on word order variant choice in
JA is adjacency of subject and verb with adjacent subjects and verbs favouring SV and nonadjacent ones disfavouring it. The factor groups of animacy, polarity and subject weight are
found to be statistically non-significant in conditioning word order variant choice in JA.
Summarizing, the results show that word order variant choice in JA is sensitive to a number of
linguistic factors that are shown to be statistically significant in their contribution to the
probability of selecting one word order variant than another in JA. Furthermore, as demonstrated
in section (4.4.2), word order variant choice in JA is also sensitive to a number of social factors,
namely age, sex, education and locality. A particularly compelling finding revealed in the
analysis of social constraints on variant choice is the statistically robust effect of age. Younger
speakers favour SV more than older speakers while older speakers favour VS more than their
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younger counterparts. This effect suggests that alternate SV and VS word orders is possibly
implicated in ongoing change, with the youngest speakers advancing the use of SV word order.
However, since a number of diachronic cross-sections in real time offers the optimal means for
verifying change (Labov 1982), the inference of ongoing change in apparent time necessarily
awaits further analysis using real-time data.
Reasoning that change may not only manifest itself in rate increases of one variant vis-à-vis
another, but also in the re-weighting of contextual effects that condition variant choice, I next
refine the investigation by conducting separate analyses of the linguistic behaviour of younger
and older speakers. This enables me to compare and contrast linguistic behaviour of younger and
older speakers in terms of their preference for one word order or another. This is the topic of the
following section.
4.4.6 Linguistic conditioning of SV and VS in the speech of younger and older speakers
Table 4.27 below shows the distribution of word order variants SV and VS in the speech of
younger and older speakers of JA. The results show that all factors within these factor groups
operate similarly in the speech of both younger and older speakers. All factors within these factor
groups constrain SV in the same direction. These factors also have the same directions of effect
on VS.
The main difference that can be drawn from these data between younger and older speakers is
related to the rates of SV and VS. Comparing the rates of SV and VS shows that SV rates are
higher in all linguistic factors of younger speakers than in those of older speakers. Conversely,
VS rates are higher in all linguistic factors of older speakers than in those of younger speakers.
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A particularly compelling finding that can be drawn from these results is the younger speakers'
preference for SV word order in foregrounded narratives. The results reported in previous studies
on word order in Arabic converge in showing that VS word order is favoured in foregrounded
narratives (Dahlgren 1998; Edwards 2010). The linguistic behaviour of younger speakers in
foregrounded narratives strengthens the inference of a possible word order change in progress in
JA.
Table 4.27: Distribution of SV/VS in the speech of younger and older speakers of JA
Factor group
Young
Old
SV
VS
total
SV
VS
Total
N
N
%
N
N
Morpholexical class of
%
%
%
subject
Pronoun
25
335 81.7 210 18.3 47
257
92.5 310 7.5
Pronominal
135
15
150 72.7 117 27.3 44
161
90
10
Noun
70.8 383 29.2 158 541 55.9 319 44.1 252 571
Total
828
198 1026
646
343 989
%
80.7
19.3
65.3
34.7
Pragmatic organization
Backgrounded narrative
141
18
159
35
165
89
11
79 130 21
Foregrounded narrative
79
60
139
83
57
43
39
61 129 212
Non-narrative
608
84
16 120 728
71 433 29 179 612
Total
828
198 1026
646
343 989
%
81
19
65.3
35.7
Definiteness of subject
Definite pronoun
26
348 83.2 232 16.8 47
279
92.5 322 7.5
Indefinite pronoun
138 70.1 96 29.9 41
137
89.9 124 10.1 14
Definite noun
73.1 340 26.9 125 465 60.2 302 39.8 200 502
Indefinite noun
42
33
75 22.5 16 77.5 55
71
56
44
Total
828
198 1026
646
343 989
%
80.7
19.3
65.3
34.7
Animacy of subject
Human
678
87
13 101 779 71.8 531 28.2 209 740
Inanimate
144
96
240 44.2 103 55.8 130 233
60
40
Total
822
197 1019
634
339 973
%
80.7
19.3
65.2
34.8
Adjacency of subject and
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verb
Adjacent
Non-adjacent
Total
%
Grammatical person of
subject
First person
Third person
Total
%
Information status of subject
Given
New
Total
%
Subject weight
Heavy
Light
Total
%
Transitivity
Transitive without object
Intransitive
Transitive
Total
%
Complexity of verb
Complex
Simple
Total
%
Polarity
Positive
Negative
Total
%
Type of clause
Main
Embedded

82.1
74

700
128
828
80.7

17.9
26

153 853 66.2 560 33.8 286
45
173 60.1 86 39.9 57
198 1026
646
343
19.3
65.3
34.7

846
143
989

93.8
75.7

243
563
806
80.4

6.2
24.3

16
259 85.7 150 14.3 25
181 744 60.6 482 39.4 314
197 1003
632
339
19.6
65.1
34.9

175
796
971

90
64.1

592
236
828
80.7

10
35.9

66
658 78.6 459 21.4 125
132 368 46.2 187 53.8 218
198 1026
646
343
19.3
65.3
34.7

584
405
989

80.2
80.8

158
670
828
80.7

19.8
19.2

39
197 56.9 123 43.1 93
159 829 67.7 523 32.3 250
198 1026
646
343
19.3
65.3
34.7

216
773
989

89.3
60.3
98.1

342
231
255
828
80.7

10.7
39.7
1.9

41
383
84
73 227 27
152 383 42.7 183 57.3 246
5
260 94.8 236 5.2
13
198 1026
646
343
19.3
65.3
34.7

311
429
249
989

91.8
76.8

245
583
828
80.7

8.2
23.2

22
267 78.5 179 21.5 49
176 759 61.4 467 38.6 294
198 1026
646
343
19.3
65.3
34.7

228
761
989

80.1
84.5

703
125
828
80.7

19.9
15.5

175 878
64 563 36 317
23
148 76.1 83 23.9 26
198 1026
646
343
19.3
65.3
34.7

880
109
989

79.6
86

680
148

20.4
14

174
24

879
110

108

854
172

64.2
74.5

564
82

35.8
25.5

315
28

Total
%

828
80.7

198 1026
19.3

646
65.3

343
34.7

989

4.4.6.1 Multivariate analyses of younger and older speakers’ data
The results of younger and older speakers in Table 4.28 show that younger and older speakers
have the same linguistic conditioning on word order variant choice in JA. The constraint
hierarchies within each factor group show that all factors constrain variant choice in the same
direction in the speech of both younger and older speakers. No change in the directions of effect
can be noticed in any of the constraint hierarchies of factors within each factor group. Another
observation that can be drawn from these data is that factor groups that are selected as
statistically significant in the speech of younger speakers are also statistically significant in that
of older speakers. The same thing holds in the case of non-significant factor groups.
Table 4.28: Two independent variable rule analyses of the contribution of linguistic factor groups
to the probability that SV will be selected in the speech of younger and older speakers
Young
Old
Corrected mean
.90 Corrected mean
.72
Log likelihood
-353.472 Log likelihood
-495.230
Total number
1026
Factor group
Factor weight
Transitivity
Transitive
.89
Transitive without object
.51
Intransitive
.19
Range
70
Definiteness of subject
Definite pronoun
.69
Indefinite pronoun
.63
Definite noun
.37
Indefinite noun
.21
Range
48
Grammatical person/subject
First person
.75

Total number
989
Factor group
Factor weight
Transitivity
Transitive
.87
Transitive without object
.51
Intransitive
.24
Range
63
Definiteness of subject
Definite pronoun
.73
Indefinite pronoun
.51
Definite noun
.43
Indefinite noun
.13
Range
60
Grammatical person of subject
First person
.79
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Third person
Range
Information status of subject
Given
New
Range
Pragmatic organization of
discourse
Backgrounded narrative clause
Non-narrative clauses
Foregrounded narrative clause
Range
Complexity of the verb
Complex
Simple
Range
Adjacency of subject & verb
Adjacent
Non-adjacent
Range
Animacy of subject
Human
Inanimate
Polarity
Negative
Positive
Type of clause
Embedded
Main
Subject weight
Light
Heavy

.40
35
.62
.29
33

Third person
Range
Information status of subject
Given
New
Range

.62
.52
.29
33

Pragmatic
organization
of
discourse
Backgrounded narrative clauses
Non-narrative clauses
Foregrounded narrative clauses
Range

[.55]
[.49]

Complexity of the verb
Complex
Simple
Range
Adjacency of subject and verb
Adjacent
Non-adjacent
Range
Animacy of subject
Human
Inanimate
Polarity
Negative
Positive
Type of clause
Embedded
Main

[.58]
[.48]

Subject weight
Light
Heavy

.69
.43
26
.52
.40
12
[.52]
[.43]
[.51]
[.43]

.43
36
.63
.31
32

.60
.55
.29
31

.61
.47
14
.52
.41
11
[.51]
[.47]
[.57]
[.49]
[.53]
[.50]
[.51]
[.47]

As far as strength of factor groups is concerned, the results show that factor groups, as indicated
by their range values, have the same orders of strength for both younger and older speakers. It is
clear that the factor groups (transitivity and definiteness of subject) are the key determinants of
variant selection for both younger and older speakers. Within each age cohort, transitivity has a
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stronger effect than definiteness in the case of younger speakers while transitivity and
definiteness have very close range values in older speakers’ data.
Summarizing, the results above show that directions of effect on variant choice and the statistical
significance of factor groups are very similar in both younger and older speakers. In spite of
some minor differences in the range values of these factor groups in younger and older speakers,
it can be inferred that younger and older speakers’ underlying grammars are virtually identical.
So, there is no massive difference in the underlying linguistic conditioning of word order choice
in the young and old age cohorts, but there is evidence of quantitative increase in SV(O), as
emerges from a distributional analysis of the data, supporting the possibility of change in
progress.
4.5 Discussion
Observing that word order in Arabic has been a major preoccupation in Arabic linguistics (Abdo
1983; Aoun, Benmamoun, & Chouri 2010; Bakir 1980; El-Yasin 1985; Mohammad 1999, 2000;
Ouhalla 2004), this study sought to examine word order variation in a contemporary spoken
variety of Arabic drawing on an empirically accountable analysis of spontaneous usage data.
Rather than using an eclectic range of data sources, as much previous research on this topic has
done, the present study targeted the vernacular (Labov 1984), widely acknowledged by
sociolinguists to be the ideal locus for investigating variation and change.
Detailed quantitative analysis of word order variation in the speech of 30 native speakers of
Jordanian Arabic turned up a number of compelling findings. We are now in the position to
review the contribution of these findings to elucidating the research questions posed at the outset
of this study. The distributional results show that SV(O) is the dominant word order in JA
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competing with the less frequent VS(O) word order. VOS is comparatively much less frequent.
Furthermore, OSV, OVS and SOV are too sparse in everyday JA. These findings are aligned
with the ones reported by Mohammad (2000) on vernacular Palestinian Arabic (PA), though his
study is purely syntactic rather than an empirically accountable one. Using intuited examples
from vernacular PA, Mohammad (2000) finds that SVO, VSO and VOS are the word orders used
in everyday PA. However, the results are at variance with the ones reported by Brustad (2000)
and Holes (2010). Brustad (2000) finds that both SVO and VSO are the most frequent word
orders in spoken Arabic (or at least in the varieties she investigated: Moroccan, Kuwaiti,
Egyptian and Syrian) although VOS and OVS are possible word orders. For his part, Holes
(2010: 73), depending on a small sample (seven speakers most of whom were illiterate), finds
that both SVO and VSO are the commonest word orders in Bahraini Arabic, with the latter being
the norm in simple sentences (e.g., story-telling narratives), although OVS and OSV are also
possible. Holes (2010) further claims that other spoken varieties of Gulf Arabic (Kuwaiti, Qatari,
Saudi, Emirati, and Omani) are V-initial. This extension of V-initial preference remains a
provisional claim that Holes does not support with data based on spontaneous speech
representative of other Gulf countries. Owens et al. (2009), who investigate word order variation
in Kuwait, Emirati and Hijazi Arabic, find that SV(O) is more frequent than VS(O) in clauses
containing given (discourse-old) and/or definite subjects. The latter, VS(O), is more frequent in
clauses including new and/or indefinite subjects. An important finding to be drawn is that the
aforementioned studies converge in reporting that both SVO and VSO are the commonest word
orders in spoken varieties of Arabic. Nevertheless, common to Brustad (2000) and Holes (2010)
is their claim that VOS, OVS and OSV are possible word orders in the spoken varieties of Arabic
they investigated. While the former observation on the primacy of SVO and VSO is confirmed in
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our empirically accountable investigation of word order in JA, the latter claim regarding VOS,
OSV and OVS is not supported by our results.
A crucial finding to emerge from the current investigation is that word order variation in JA is
conditioned by an array of social and linguistic constraints, corroborating Holes’ (1995) claim
that there are multiple constraints on word order variation. Statistical evaluation of the
competition between SV(O) and VS(O) word orders revealed a number of major linguistic
constraints. Transitivity and definiteness of subject are found to have the strongest effects on
variant choice in JA. Grammatical person, information status, pragmatic organization of
discourse and complexity of verb have lesser effects on variant choice. Other factors such as
animacy, polarity and subject weight are found to be statistically non-significant in conditioning
variant choice. Owens et al. (2009) report similar results regarding definite subject pronouns and
information status of subject. The only contrast with our findings is that, unlike Owens et al.
(2009), the results show that definite nouns disfavour SV(O). In sum, the results show that, like
some vernacular dialects of Arabic (Edwards 2010 for Egyptian Arabic; Holes 2010 for Bahraini
Arabic; and Owens et al. 2009 for Emirati, Kuwaiti and Hijazi Arabic), word order variant
choice in JA is linguistically constrained.
Statistical analysis of social results shows that variant choice is also socially constrained with all
social factors (age, sex, education and locality) being significant. A particularly compelling
finding revealed in the analysis of social constraints on variant choice is the statistically robust
effect of age. This effect suggests that alternate SV(O) and VS(O) word orders is possibly
implicated in ongoing change, with the youngest speakers advancing the use of SV(O) word
order. This is also supported by sex-differentiation and urbanity where women and urban-origin
speakers favour SV(O) more than men and rural-origin speakers respectively.
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Comparing the linguistic conditioning of younger and older speakers reveals that direction of
effects, orders of strength and the statistical significance of factor groups are the same for both
younger and older speakers. Nevertheless, inspection of distributional results reveals that when
we compare the relative proportions of SV vs. VS in foregrounded narrative clauses across age
cohorts, there are hints of subtle differences that may be suggestive of change in progress. This
claim of possible word order change in JA is supported by the distributional and statistical results
of the social factors. Age- and sex-differentiated patterns of variation, as well as the urban-rural
split in patterns of variation militate in favour of a possible change in progress involving an
increase in the use of SV(O) word order vis-à-vis VS(O) word order.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PRO-DROP VARIATION IN JA

5.0 Overview
This chapter investigates variable expression of subject pronouns in JA in terms of the social and
linguistic factors that constrain variant selection. The envelope of variation is circumscribed in
section (5.1), followed by details of the excluded contexts in section (5.2). The social and
linguistic factors used to code the eligible contexts (tokens) are presented in section (5.3). The
distributional and statistical results are provided in section (5.4), followed by a discussion for the
main findings in section (5.5).
Owens et al. (2010: 21) point out that "in Arabic a verb alone is sufficient to make a complete
sentence." This is true for JA where subject of the clause can be dropped (5.1) as it can be
recovered from the rich inflectional morphology of the verb. This means that JA permits both
overt and null subjects as can be seen in the following paradigms (5.1-5).
Null subject
5.1)
mashei-t
mashein-a
mashei-t
masheit-i
masheit-u
masheit-in
mash-a
masha-t
mash-u
mash-in

'I walked.'
'We walked.'
'You (SG/M) walked.'
'You (SG/F) walked.'
'You (PL/M) walked.'
'You (PL/F) walked.'
'He walked.'
'She walked.'
'They (PL/M) walked.'
'They (PL/F) walked.'

Overt subject pronouns
5.2)
ana
mashei-t
'I walked.'
iHna mashein-a
'We walked.'
intih mashei-t
'You (SG/M) walked.'
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inti
masheit-i
intu
masheit-u
intin masheit-in
huuh mash-a
hiih
masha-t
hum mash-u
hin
mash-in

'You (SG/F) walked.'
'You (PL/M) walked.'
'You (PL/F) walked.'
'He walked.'
'She walked.'
'They (PL/M) walked.'
'They (PL/F) walked.'

Third person subjects can also be overt nominal subjects in JA (5.3-4).
5.3)
iz-zulum
mashu
the-men
walked
'The men walked.'
5.4)
in-niswaan
mashin
the-women
walked
'The women walked.'
Spontaneous everyday speech of native speakers of JA shows the same patterns as can be seen in
(5.5a-c).
5.5)
a)
ukhtuh
tshuuf
hal'aruus
w
tquul
kwaisih
his sister
see
the bride
and say
good
'His sister sees the bride and says (reports) that she is good.'
(JAC/4/16:14)
b)
ana baHib
llahdgih
I
like
dialect
'I like Jordanian Arabic.'
c)
Ø

baHki-il-hum
innuh
speak-to-them
that
'I tell them that I am Arabian.'

l-urduniyyih
the Jordanian
(JAC/2/36:16)

ana
I

'arabiyyeh
Arabian
(JAC/16/41:07)
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5.1 Circumscribing the envelope of variation
Based on previous analyses of pro-drop in Arabic and other languages (Owens et al. 2010, 2013;
Omari 2011; see Cacoullos & Travis 2010, 2014 on Spanish), I define the variable context as all
clauses with finite verbs and overt/null subject pronouns as in (5.6). As “much research on
unexpressed subjects, though quantitative, neglects precisely the non-occurrences" (Cacoullos &
Travis 2014: 20), I adhered to the principle of accountability (Labov 1972) and included all
occurrences of overt subject pronouns in addition to all cases where they could have been used
but were not.
5.6)
a)
ana baHib
innuh
lmarah
I
like
that
the woman
‘I like/encourage the woman to work.’
b)
Ø

kunit
ashuuf
was
saw
‘I was watching my kids.’

tishtaxil
work
(JAC/1/:53)

wlaad-i
kids-my
(JAC/1/5:55)

In addition to main clauses, subordinate clauses are included as the subject pronoun can be overt
(5.7a) or null (5.7b) in JA.
5.7)
a)
banaat biftakhrin innuh ana heik baHki
girls
proud
that
I
this speak
‘Some girls are proud that I speak like this.'

(JAC/9/35:50)

b)
muDTar
innuh Ø yi'mal
ilhum
wadgbit
xada
rd
obligated
that
make-3 SM
to them
meal
lunch
‘It is obligatory that he (the bridegroom) offers lunch to them (the guests).’

(JAC/10/16:17)
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5.2 Exclusions
Interrogative clauses are excluded from the present study. In Arabic, both overt (5.8a) and null
(5.8b) subject pronouns are possible in interrogatives.
5.8)
a)
intih shuuh
you
what
'What did you do?'

ishtaxalit
did

b)
wein
Ø
baddak
where
want
'Where do you want to travel?'

(JAC/16/24:10)

tsaafir
travel
(JAC/18/17:36)

There are very few such tokens in the corpus because in the contexts where the data were
elicited, using a sociolinguistic methodology, it was conventionally the interviewer that posed
questions rather than the other way round.
Imperative clauses (5.9) are also excluded as the subject (pronoun) is invariably null.
5.9)
Ø fuut uq'ud
enter sit
'Come in and have a seat.'

(JAC/19/18:19)

Clauses with nominal (5.10a) and clausal (5.10b) subjects are excluded (see also Otheguy et al.
2007: 776) as only subject pronouns are included in this study.
5.10)
a)
'ali isleimaan
marah
Hatcha
ma'na
badawi
Ali Sulaiman
once
talked
with us
bedouin
'Ali Sulaiman once talked with us with a Bedouin accent.'
b)
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(JAC/3/25:42)

illi
dgaai men
'ammaan
bit?aqlam
ma'
that
come from
Amman
adapts
with
'Whoever comes from Amman adapts to villages (life style).'

lqura
villages
(JAC/19/15:31)

Clauses with demonstrative (5.11a) and indefinite (5.11b) pronouns (waaHad, lwaaHad, all,
some) as their subjects are also excluded (Owens et al. 2010) as only personal subject pronouns
are included in the study.
5.11)
a)
haDhoul
bidgu 'ala rawaatib
those
come
on salaries
'Those accept less salaries.'

aqal
less
(JAC/2/30:35)

b)
yush'ur
lwaaHad
ma'
iTTafraaniin
feel
the one
towards
the poor
'One feels (sympathetic) towards the poor.' (JAC/12/12:57)
Although lwaaHad (the one) sometimes refers to the speaker (i.e. it means I), it is excluded from
the analysis as these tokens are restricted in number (only 15 tokens). For example, in (5.12) the
speaker, an old uneducated woman, uses lwaaHad while she was talking about herself and how
her busy life made her neglect her friends.
5.12)
binsa
Haaluh w
iSHaabuh
lwaaHad
forget
self
and
friends
the one
'One forgets oneself and one's friends.' (lit. 'I forget myself and my friends')

(JAC/4/36:00)

Relative clauses are also excluded because there is little variation where the relative pronoun illi
(that) is always preceded, but not usually followed, by an overt subject as in (5.13-14).
5.13)
shuft
lwalad
illi
Ø fataH
saw-I
the boy that
opened
'I saw the boy who opened the door.'

lbaab
the door
(JAC/9/10:02)
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5.14)
shuft
ashyaa xeir
'an
lashyaa
illi
Ø shuf-t-ha
saw-you things different from the things
that
saw-I-them
'You saw things that are different from the things that I saw.'
(JAC/8/9:40)
Eid (1983: 288) states that the use of subject pronouns in relative clauses is “governed by a
general principle of conversation by which speakers use a pronoun to force unexpected, or
unfavoured, interpretation of a message." However, in (5.15) below, the speaker, an educated
young woman, uses an overt subject pronoun because illi 'who' is followed by the participle
msaiyev 'saving' which is not sensitive to person identification. Thus the participle msaiyev can
take the same subject he (the null subject of the verb badduh 'want' in the main clause). To show
that the speaker is talking about a different subject, she uses the overt pronoun intih 'you'.
Therefore, the motivation for using an overt subject here is switch reference rather than the
structure itself.
5.15)
baduh yisHab
lfouldar
illi
intih
msaiyev
want download
the folder
that
you
save
'He wants to download the folder that you save your work on.'

'aleih shuxl-ak
on it work-your
(JAC/16/24:10)

Schulte-Nafeh (2005) finds that overt subject pronouns in relative clauses are very rare in
Egyptian Arabic. The same conclusion is reached by Omari (2011) for JA and he therefore
excludes these structures from analysis.
Equative sentences (zero-copula) are excluded as there is no (overt) verb in these structures.
5.16)
baHki-il-hum
innuh
speak-to-them
that
'I tell them that I am Arabian.'

ana
I

'arabiyyeh
Arabian
(JAC/16/41:07)
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Clauses where the speaker switches to Standard Arabic are excluded. Switches to MSA can be
easily identified as some lexical and phonological properties of MSA are different from the
dialects (e.g. the use of case marking). Sometimes, this switch is motivated by referring to a
saying or a proverb (5.17); or it is just motivated by the speaker's desire to show that he/she can
speak the Standard (5.18).
5.17)
man ta'allama
luxata
qawmin Ø amina
sharrahum
who learn
language people
stay safe evil
'Whoever learns the language of a nation avoids their troubles.'
(JAC/8/14:38)
5.18)
naHnu
nastaDkir
alturaath
we
remember
the tradition
'We remember the old tradition.'

almaaDhi
past
(JAC/8/45:42)

In (5.18), the speaker, an old educated woman, switches to Standard Arabic when she was asked
about her attitudes towards using the Standard in daily communications. This switch can be seen
in the following words that she used. The pronoun naHnu (we) is the Standard form of the first
person plural subject pronoun in Arabic. In JA, iHna (we) is used instead of naHnu. Also, the
verb nastaDkir (remember) is the standard form of the verb bniDDakkar (remember) in JA.
Compound subjects with a pronoun and noun (5.19) are excluded as the presence of the noun or
noun phrase affects the coding of the pronoun.
5.19)
hadgdgeit
ani
w
abu amiin
went to pilgrimage
I
and
the father of Abu Amiin
'The father of Amiin and I went to pilgrimage.'

(JAC/12/35:50)

The second verb in coordinated verbs (5.20) is excluded from the analysis as no overt pronoun is
possible in such contexts.
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5.20)
ukhtuh
tshuuf
hal'aruus
w
tquul
his sister
see
the bride
and say
'His sister sees the bride and says (that) she is good.'

kwaisih
good
(JAC/4/16:14)

Also, verbs controlled by other verbs (5.21) are excluded as they cannot have overt subjects at all
in JA. The subject can be overt or null for the first verb in the verb phrase.
5.21)
iddaktour
baduh
yisHab
lfouldar
the professor want
download the folder
'The professor wants to download the folder.'
(JAC/16:24:10)
'Weather verbs' or 'meteorological conditions' (5.22) are excluded (Otheguy et al. 2007: 775).
These subjects are very rare in the corpus and are invariably null in JA.
5.22)
iDa Ø ishtat
aw
if
rain
or
'If it rains or snows'

ithladgat
snow
(JAC/13/39:47)

Contrastive and focused subject pronouns are excluded (Elizaincin 2002; Suner 1982; Toribio
2000). Subject pronouns in JA must be overt when they are contrastive and focused as in (5.23).
5.23)
intu
tHammalu
masuuliyyitha
you
take
responsibility
'You should bear its responsibility/consequences.'

(JAC/19/34:17)

In this example, the subject is contrastively used as the speaker wants to emphasize that the
addressee (the potential couple) must be solely responsible for deciding whether or not they are
suitable to each other.
After excluding these structures, (2422) tokens were retained for analysis. These tokens were
coded according to a number of social and linguistic factors that are hypothesized to condition
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pro-drop variability in JA. These factor groups were culled from previous literature on pro-drop
variation in Arabic (Owens et al. 2010, 2013) and other languages (see e.g., Otheguy et al. 2007
on Spanish), as well as a critical reading of the literature of pro-drop in Arabic (Schulte-Nafeh
2005; Omari 2011).
5.3 Factor groups
5.3.1 Social factors
Social factors (age, sex, urbanity, and level of education) have not been operationalized in
previous studies that investigate variable subject expression in Arabic (Owens et al. 2010, 2013;
Omari 2011). Although previous studies on other languages have shown that social variables are
not significant in constraining pro-drop variation, I operationalize these social factors as broad
exploratory variables to probe their possible effects in JA. In Spanish, for example, Otheguy et
al. (2007), Pešková (2013) and Cacoullos & Travis (2010) do not find any significant age, sex,
region or education-based differences. But this does not, of course, rule out the possibility that
social factors might be operative in JA, hence justifying their inclusion in the present study.
5.3.2 Linguistic Factor groups
5.3.2.1 Grammatical person and number of subject pronoun
A key determinant of pro-drop cross-linguistically is the person and number of the subject
pronoun (Owens et al. 2010; Alonso 2013; Omari 2011). For example, Travis & Cacoullos
(2012: 713) find that grammatical person is "one of the strongest constraints on variable subject
expression” in Spanish.
Omari (2011) finds that overt subject pronouns in JA are noticeably favoured in 1st person
subject contexts more than in 2nd and 3rd person subject contexts. In addition, overt subject
pronouns are favoured in 1st, 2nd and 3rd person singular pronouns than in plural pronouns.
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Owens et al. (2010) find that1st and 3rd person singular subjects favour overt subjects while the
rest favour null subjects in modern varieties of peninsular Arabic.
Accordingly, I coded subject pronouns for person (1st, 2nd and 3rd) and number (singular and
plural).
5.24)
ana baHib
llahdgih
I
like
dialect
'I like Jordanian Arabic.'

l-urduniyyih
the Jordanian
(JAC/2/36:16)

5.25)
Bti’raf intih
kamaan ashkhaaS
Know you-2S too
people
‘You also know new people.’
5.26)
Ø tquul
say-3rd,SG
'She says, "good."

dgadiidih
new
(JAC/8/14:10)

kwaisih
good
(JAC/4/16:14)

5.27)
Ba’d
usbuu’ Ø biquul-u
douriit-uh
After week
say-3P
turn-his
‘After a week, they say his turn is over.’

intahat
finished
(JAC/6/34:45)

It is predicted that first person subject pronouns will favour overt subject pronouns more than
second and third person subject pronouns as in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Predictions of overt subject pronouns according to grammatical person of subject
pronoun
Reference(s)
Grammatical person Prediction(s)
First person
√
Owens et al. (2010)
Omari (2011)
Second person
×
Third person
×
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It is further predicted that singular subject pronouns will favour overt subject pronouns more
than plural subject pronouns as in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Predictions of overt subject pronouns according to grammatical number of subject
pronoun
Reference(s)
Grammatical person Prediction(s)
Singular subject pro
√
Owens et al. (2010)
Omari (2011)
Plural subject pro
×

5.3.2.2 Switch reference
Pro-drop variation has always been associated with switch reference, whether or not the pronoun
co-refers with the subject of the previous clause. Owens et al. (2010, 2013) find that subject
pronouns co-referring with preceding antecedents favour unexpressed subject pronouns while
different subject pronouns favour overt subject pronouns in three peninsular Arabic varieties.
The same conclusion is reached by Omari (2011) for JA, Otheguy et al. (2007) for Spanish and
Cacoullos & Travis (2014) for American English.
I coded subject pronouns that co-refer with the subject of the previous clause as having the ‘same
subject’ as in (5.28), while those that do not co-refer with the subject of the previous clause as
having ‘different subject’ as in (5.29).
5.28)
marah 'ammi txadda
'in-na
Ø qaal
dgiibu
khaashuuqah
once uncle had lunch
with-us
said-3S bring-2P spoon
‘Once, my uncle had lunch with us. He said “bring me a spoon."’
(JAC/3/37:45)
5.29)
inni ana dgarii?ah
fa inni
a'mal kulshi
fa hinnih bistaHu
that I
bold
so that
do-1S everything so they
feel shy
‘I am bold. I do everything, but they feel shy.’
(JAC/24/8:51)

It is predicted that co-referent subject pronouns will favour null pronouns while different subject
pronouns will favour overt subject pronouns as in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Predictions of overt subject pronouns according to switch reference
Reference(s)
Switch reference Prediction(s)
Same subject
×
Owens et al. (2010, 2013)
Omari (2011)
Different subject
√
5.3.2.3 Discourse genre
Whether the context includes a narrative or not is thought to affect the realization ofthe subject
pronoun. Owens et al. (2010) find that topic continuity in the narrative style of the text favours
null subjects.
I coded as narrative clausesthat recapitulate "past experience by matching a verbal sequence of
clauses to the sequence of events which (it is inferred) actually occurred” (Labov 1972: 359-360)
as in (5.30). An "account of how things used to be, a question or a simple answer to a question,
or a description of a situation or a condition” (Otheguy & Zentella 2012: 251) was coded as nonnarrative (5.31).
5.30)
Ana maa batzakkar-uh
mniiH bas ana
batzakkar innuh
Shiit men
I
NEG remember-it
well
but I
remember that
woke up
waraah ana
b-l-Hilim
kunt arkuDh
w fiih naas
kteer
btilHaq
behind I
in-the-dream was
running and there people many chasing
w
badha
tiTrib-ni
and
want-they hit-me
‘I can’t remember it (the dream) well. I remember that I woke up because of it. I was running
and there were a lot of people chasing and trying to hit me.’
(JAC/21/20:53)
5.31)
ana baHib
innuh
lmarah
I
like
that
the woman
‘I like/encourage the woman to work.’

tishtaxil
work
(JAC/1/:53)

It is predicted that overt subject pronouns will be favoured in non-narrative discourse than in
narrative discourse as in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Predictions of overt subject pronouns according to discourse genre
Reference(s)
Discourse genre Prediction(s)
Narrative
×
Owens et al. (2010)
Non-narrative
√
5.3.2.4 Morpholexical class of the preceding subject
Another key determinant of pro-drop variability is morpholexical class of the preceding subject.
In Spanish, Cameron (1994: 40) finds a priming effect in which “pronouns lead to pronouns, and
null subjects lead to null subjects." Similarly, in American English, Cacoullos & Travis (2014)
find that the presence of first person singular subject pronoun (I) in the preceding clause favours
overt (I) in the target clause.
I coded the subject of the previous clause as noun (5.32), pronoun (5.33), pronominal (5.34) and
null (5.35).
5.32)
l-banaat biHku
inha Ø
bitxaar
min-hum
the-girls said
that
feel jealous from-them
‘The girls said that she is jealous of them.’
5.33)
iHna
bnifham
'alei-ha lluxah
lurduniyyih
we
understand on-it
language Jordanian
‘We understand the Jordanian dialect. We understand it.’

(JAC/2/7:48)

Ø

bnifham
'alei-ha
understand-1P on-it
(JAC/4/30:07)

5.34)
mumkin
l-waHadih
toukhuDh
qaraabit-ha
w Ø
titwaffaq
might
the-one
take-3S
relative-her
and
be happy
‘One (woman) might get married to a relative and be happy.’
(JAC/1/10:50)
5.35)
iDa Ø
badna
nishar
mathalan
Ø
binrin
'ala
flaan
if
want-1PL meet
for example
call-1PL on
someone
‘If we want to meet, for example, we call someone.’
(JAC/17/15:23)
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Based on Levinson's (1987) ‘general anaphora pattern’ (minimal forms have stronger preference
for having co-referential relation with the following discourse), it is predicted that subject
pronouns in the preceding clause will favour overt subject pronouns in the target clause more
than nouns, pronominals and null subjects as in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Predicted preferences of overt subject pronouns in JA according to morpholexical
class of the preceding subject
Morpholexical class of the preceding subject Prediction(s)
Reference(s)
Pronoun
√
Owens et al. (2009)
Noun
×
Pronominal
×
Null
×

In order to check whether or not this lexical priming extends its effect to include structural
priming, I operationalized a factor group for word order in the preceding clause.
5.3.2.5 Word order in the preceding clause
Although this factor group has not been considered in previous research on pro-drop variation, I
included it as an exploratory variable to assess its effect on variable expression of subject
pronouns in JA. I coded the preceding clause as S-initial SV(O), V-initial VS(O), equative (zerocopula) and null (subject) as in examples (5.36-39) respectively.
5.36)
ah 'am-i
'imil Haadith Ø kaan qaa'id b-taksi w idga
khabaT-uh
qallaab
yes uncle-my did
accident
was
sitting in-taxi and came hit-him
lorry
‘Yes, my uncle made an accident. He was sitting in a taxi and a lorry hit him.’ (JAC/18/17:24)
5.37)
yiidgi
huuh w
ahl-uh
Ø baHki-ish
'an
come
he
and family-his
talk-1SG-not
about
‘He and his family come. I am not talking about myself.’
5.38)
madiinih

raa?i'ah

irbid

fa

hiih

bti'tamid
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'ala

Haali
myself
(JAC/1/15:20)

izziraa'ah

city
wonderful Irbid so
it
depend
‘Irbid is a wonderful city. It depends on farming.’
5.39)
Ø
adga
'al-balad
laqaaha
'ala
came-3SG
on-country found-3SG on
‘He came to the country. He found it on the abyss.’

on

farming
(JAC/19/7:50)

Hiffit
edge

l-haawiyih
the-abyss
(JAC/22/1:28)

It is predicted that this priming pattern (i.e. the effect of word order in the preceding clause) will
affect the expression or omission of subject pronouns in JA. S-initial and equative clauses in the
preceding clause will lead to overt subjects in the target clause more than V-initial and null
subjects as can be seen in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Predicted preferences of overt subject pronouns in JA according to word order in the
preceding clause
Word order in previous clause Prediction(s)
Reference(s)
S-initial (SV, SVO, SOV)
√
Owens et al. (2009)
Owens et al. (2013)
V-initial (VS, VSO, VOS)
√
Equative (zero-copula)
√
Ambiguous (Null subject)
×

5.3.2.6 Transitivity of the verb
Transitivity of verb is reported to affect variable subject expression in Arabic (Owens et al. 2009,
2010). Omari (2011) finds that copula and intransitive verbsfavour overt subjects more than
transitive verbs. I coded verbs as intransitive, copula, transitive with object and transitive without
object (5.40-43).
5.40)
Ø adga
'al-balad
came-3SG
on-country
‘He came to the country.’
5.41)
kunt
was-1SG

Saadiq
sincere

ma'
with

(JAC/22/1:28)

innaas
people
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‘I was sincere with people.’

(JAC/11/23:59)

5.42)
Ø qaal
dgiibu
khaashuuqah
said-3S bring-2P spoon
‘He said “bring me a spoon."’
(JAC/3/37:45)
5.43)
akal-it
w nimit 'alaTuul
ate-I
and slept
immediately
'I ate and slept immediately.
(JAC/17/23:10)

It is predicted that copula and intransitive verbs will favour overt subject pronouns more than
transitive verbs as in Table 5.7 below.
Table 5.7: Predicted preferences of overt subject pronouns in JA according to transitivity of verb
Transitivity of verb
Prediction(s)
Reference(s)
Copula
√
Owens et al. (2010)
Omari (2011)
Intransitive
√
Transitive
×
Transitive without object
×
5.3.2.7 Tense of the verb
Tense, aspect and mood are reported to constrain pro-drop variability in pro-drop languages. For
example, in Spanish Silva-Corvalán (1994) and Travis & Cacoullos (2012) find that imperfect
verbs favour overt subject pronouns more than present and preterite verbs in Spanish.This factor
group examines potential equivalent effects in JA, which has a different tense/aspect system than
that of Spanish. I coded each verb according to its tense and aspect as past (simple past, past
progressive and past perfect), present (simple present, present progressive and present perfect)
and future (simple future, future progressive and future perfect) as in (5.44-47).
5.44)
marah 'ammi txadda
once uncle had lunch

'in-na
with-us
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‘Once, my uncle had lunch with us.'

(JAC/3/37:45)

5.45)
ana maa
raaH adgbir-ha
I
NEG go
force-her
‘I am not going to force her.’

(JAC/22/20:41)

5.46)
Ø kaan
qaa'id
b-taksi w idga khabaT-uh
qallaab
was
sitting in-taxi and came hit-him
lorry
‘He was sitting in a taxi and a lorry hit him.’ (JAC/18/17:24)
5.47)
Ø baHki-ish
'an
Haali
talk-1SG-not
about myself
‘I am not talking about myself.’

(JAC/1/15:20)

It is predicted that present and future verbs will favour overt subject pronouns more than past
verbs as the latter are used more in story-telling narratives. Narratives favour subject continuity
and therefore more pronoun omission.
Table 5.8: Predicted preferences of overt subject pronouns in JA according to tense of the verb
Tense of verb Prediction(s) Reference(s)
Past
×
Omari (2011)
Present
√
Future
√
5.3.2.8 Polarity
Although polarity has not been operationalized in previous studies on pro-drop in Arabic (but see
Cacoullos & Travis 2013 for English and Spanish), I included this factor group as an exploratory
manoeuvre, having noticed during the process of coding that overt subjects are more frequent in
negative clauses. Verbal negation in JA can be expressed via the particle maa (5.48), the
cliticized suffix (-sh) that is attached to the verb (5.49) or both the particle and the clitic (5.50).
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5.48)
ana
maa
baHib
I
NEG like
‘I don’t like apples.’

it-tuffaaH
the-apples
(JAC/24/12:10)

5.49)
ana
baHib-i-sh
hal-adgwaa
I
like-1SG-NEG these-things
‘I don’t like these things.’
(JAC/2/20:45)
5.50)
ana
maa Dhayya'-it-huu-sh
I
NEG lost-1SG-it-NEG
‘I didn’t lose it.’
(JAC/14/9:06)

It is predicted that negative clauses will favour overt subject pronouns more than positive
clauses.
Table 5.9: Predicted preferences of overt subject pronouns in JA according to polarity
Polarity Prediction(s)
Negative
√
Positive
×

5.3.2.9 Lexical class of verb
In other pro-drop languages such as Spanish, it has been noted that the subject "is often locally
contingent

and

construction

specific,

and

maintained

through

frequency

effects,

grammaticalization and local priming” (Posio 2014: 3). In order to test whether the variation is
susceptible to similar local effects, including lexically determined preferences, in Arabic, I coded
each finite verb for lexical identity. Each finite verb is written in its root form (equivalent to
infinitive base form in English).
It is predicted that there will be some frequent structures in JA that combine a pronominal
subject and particular cognitive verbs. These structures are thought to favour overt subject
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pronouns because they are mainly used to express the speaker's attitudes towards the utterance
(Silva-Corvalán 2001; Posio 2011, 2014) as in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10: Predicted preferences of overt subject pronouns in JA according to lexical class of
verb
Lexical class of verb Prediction(s) Reference(s)
Frequent
√
Omari 2011
Non-frequent
×
5.3.2.10 Semantic class of verbs
Semantic class of verb is reportedly found to constrain variant choice in variable expression of
subject pronouns (Omari 2011; see e.g., Silva-Corvalán 2001; Posio 2014 on Spanish). Omari
(2011) finds that epistemic verbs in JA favour overt subject pronouns more than verbs of
perception. I coded verbs as verbs of cognition (5.51), perception (5.52), speech (5.53) and desire
(5.54). Verbs that do not fall into any of these categories (e.g. copula, stative and motion verbs)
are coded as 'Others' (5.55).
5.51)
bti’raf intih
kamaan ashkhaaS
Know
you-2S
too
people
‘You also know new people.’

dgadiidih
new
(JAC/8/14:10)

5.52)
huuh bDaatuh maabiwaafiq
'alei-ha taa yshuuf
He
himself NEG accept
on-her till see-3S
‘He himself doesn’t agree until he sees the bride.’

l-'aruus
the-bride
(JAC/4/15:39)34

5.53)
34

It is important to note that some of these verbs can have more than one meaning in JA, depending on the context.
For example, the verb yshuuf (see), in addition to its normal literal meaning as a perception verb, can be used as a
cognitive verb that expresses the speaker’s attitudes and views towards the proposition of an utterance as in (i)
below. In the latter case, yshuuf (see) was coded as a cognitive verb rather than a perception verb.
i)
ani bashuuf innuh niHki luxah
'arabiyyih
fuSHa
I
see
that
speak language
Arabic
Standard
‘I think that we should speak Standard Arabic.’
(JAC/19/55:37)
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gulit-lu-h
ana maa
baq’ud-ish
Said-to-him I
NEG
sit-NEG
‘I said to him “I can’t sit with you.”
5.54)
kunt
Haab akuun
Was-1SG
like
be
‘I wanted to be a teacher.’
5.55)
kunt ana
Saadiq
ma'
was
I
sincere with
‘I was sincere with people.’

ma’-ak
with-you 2G
(JAC/4/14:33)

m'almih
teacher
(JAC/2/1:22)

innaas
people
(JAC/11/23:59)

It is predicted that cognitive verbs will favour overt subject pronouns more than verbs of
perception, speech and desire as in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11: Predicted preferences of overt subject pronouns in JA according to semantic class of
verb
Semantic class of verb Prediction(s) Reference(s)
Cognitive
√
Omari (2011)
Desiderative
×
Perception
×
Speech
×
5.4 Results
The overall distribution of variants in the data is first presented. This is then followed by a
factor-by-factor analysis and multivariate analysis respectively.
5.4.1 Overall distribution
The results in Table 5.12 provide a breakdown of the pronominal subject variants in the data.
The breakdown shows that JA has null subjects as its norm, constituting two-thirds of the data
(68.5%). Overt subject pronouns represent nearly one-third of the data (31.5%). These results
quantitatively demonstrate that JA is a pro-drop variety, in line with the general classification of
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Arabic as a consistent pro-drop language. The results also show very similar frequency rates to
the ones in Owens et al. (2013), who find that null subjects are the norm in Emirati Arabic (72%)
in comparison with overt subjects (28%).
Table 5.12: Overall distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA
Variant
Overt subject pronoun
Null subject pronoun
Total

Number
762
1660
2422

%
31.5
68.5

The next step is to ask the following question about the use of overt subject pronouns in JA:
What motivates speakers of JA to use the subject pronoun overtly? The effect of each factor
group operationalized in this study is analyzed in detail to check whether or not it affects variable
expression of subject pronouns in JA.
5.4.2 Distributional analysis of social factor groups
The results in Table 5.13 show that age, sex and the urban/rural dichotomy have very marginal
effects on variant choice in JA. Only education is found to constrain variant choice in JA.
Educated speakers favour overt subject pronouns (33%) more than uneducated speakers (19%).
The marginal roles of age, sex and region in JA are in line with the results reported in the
literature on other languages (see Pešková 2013; Cacoullos & Travis 2010; Otheguy et al. 2007
on Spanish). Writing in relation to Spanish, Pešková (2013: 120) finds that "external –social –
factors, which are usually addressed in the variationist studies of the Labovian (sociolinguistic)
tradition, do not seem to play a decisive role in the observed phenomenon." However, the effect
of education on variant choice in JA is an unexpected finding.
Table 5.13: Distributional analysis of the social factors conditioning variable expression of
subject pronouns in JA
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Factor group
Education35
Educated
Uneducated
Total
%
Age
Young
Old
Total
%
Sex
Male
Female
Total
%
Region
Urban
Rural
Total
%

Variants
Overt
Null
Total
N(%)
N
N
%
%
33.3 702 66.7 1404 2106(87)
60
256 316(13)
19
81
762
1660 2422
31.5
68.5
33.4 436 66.6 870 1306(53.9)
29.2 326 70.8 790 1116(46.1)
267
1660 2422
31.5
68.5
29.8 262 70.2 618 880(36.3)
32.4 500 67.6 1042 1542(63.7)
762
1660 2422
31.5
68.5
32.4 363 67.6 757 1120(46.2)
30.6 399 69.4 903 1302(53.8)
762
1660 2422
31.5
68.5

Educated speakers are reported to favour expository discourse rather than narrative discourse
(Tannen 1985). In order to explore whether the observed effect is a product of genre-driven
differences that correlate with different levels of educational attainment a cross product factor
group of education and discourse genre was createdand then cross-tabulated with grammatical
person of subject pronoun as shown in Table 5.14.

35

initial coding for education includes four groups: no education, primary, secondary and post-secondary.
Preliminary distribution shows that the difference is really between uneducated speakers on the one hand and the
other three groups on the other hand. Thus the four groups are collapsed into two groups: uneducated and educated.
The former includes only four speakers (out of thirty). This leads to the big difference in the size of the datasets
being compared for educated and uneducated speakers, (1404) vs. (256) tokens respectively.
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Table 5.14: Cross tabulation of grammatical person of subject pronoun and the cross product
factor group of education and discourse style
Education/discourse style edu/narr 1 edu/non- unedu/nar3 unedu/non
Total
2
4
narr
-narr
Grammatical person
% N
%
N %
N
%
N N
%
First person singular
Overt subject pronoun
36 135 52 258
44
11
38
6
410
45
Null subject pronoun
64 238 48 238
56
14
62
10
500
55
∑
Non-first person singular
Overt
Null
∑
Total
Overt
Null

373

24
76

100
311

496

25
75

411
30
70

235
549

209
617

25

8
92

826
35
65

467
855

6
67

18
82

73
17
83

17
81

20
80

16

910

37
165

352
1160

202

1512

43
175

762
1660

23
77

31
69

∑
784
1322
98
218 2422
1: educated narrative 2: educated non-narrative 3: uneducated narrative 4: uneducated nonnarrative

The results in Table 5.14 above show two important points. First, educated speakers favour overt
first person singular subject pronoun ana (I) in non-narrative discourse (52%) more than null ana
(48%). Interestingly, it is the only case where the constraints hierarchy is reversed. Null subject
pronouns are always favoured more than their overt counterparts except in educated speakers'
non-narrative discourse when the subject pronoun is the first person singular pronoun ana (I).

Further investigation of the patterns and structures in the data reveals that educated speakers use
overt first person singular subject pronoun ana (I) with some frequent verbs more than other
frequent verbs in non-narrative discourse.36 These patterns can be seen in Table 5.15 below. The

36

In order to track the occurrences of 1SG subject pronoun ana (I) in the data, a number of verbs were extracted on
the basis of how frequent they occurred. The nine most frequent verbs were chosen as shown in Table 5.19 to assess
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results show that overt ana (I) is favoured with badduh (want), Haab (like), kaan (was), Haka
(tell, talk), shaaf (see) while null ana (I) is favoured with the frequent verbs qaal (say), raaH
(go), Has (feel) and 'irif (know).
Table 5.15: Distribution of first person singular subject pronoun ana (I) in the non-narrative
discourse of educated speakers
Frequent verb

Overt ana
Null ana Total
%
N %
N
badduh (want)
74
14 26
5
19
Haab (like)
71
45 29
18
63
Kaan (was)
67
12 33
6
18
Haka (tell, talk) 58
23 42
17
40
shaaf (see)
54
13 46
11
24
raaH
(go)
40
2 60
3
5
Has
(feel)
40
8 60
12
20
'irif
(know)
37
13 63
22
35
qaal
(say)
31
4 69
9
13
Total
57
134 43
103 237

The second important conclusion drawn from the results in Table 5.16 is that uneducated
speakers noticeably favour dropping non-first person singular subject pronouns (92%) than
expressing them (8%) in narrative discourse. A close investigation of the frequent verbs shows
that uneducated speakers use only one overt non-first person singular subject pronoun with the
verb kaan (was) and drop these subject pronouns with all other frequent verbs. More specifically,
out of (9) tokens with the verb qaal (say) and (7) tokens with the verb badduh (want), no single
overt non-first person singular subject pronoun is used by uneducated speakers. The case is even
more different with first person singular subject pronoun ana (I). There are certain frequent verbs
that are not used at all by uneducated speakers. These verbs are badduh (want), Haab (like), Has
(feel), 'irif (know), shaaf (see), Haka (tell, talk) and kaan (was). However, these verbs are used
the variable expression of 1SG subject pronoun ana in narrative and non-narrative discourse of educated and
uneducated speakers in JA.
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by educated speakers with both first person singular ana (I) and other grammatical persons in
narrative discourse.
Summarizing, pending more substantial data from uneducated speakers, one possible explanation
for the observed differences between educated and uneducated speakers is that they are artefacts
of hidden lexical effects: certain lexical items appear to be unevenly distributed across different
speaker sub-groups differentiated in terms of educational attainment. In the next section, we turn
to the multivariate analysis of the social factor groups.
5.4.3 Multivariate analysis of social factors
Table 5.16 presents the results of multivariate analysis of social factors contributing to the
probability that an overt subject pronoun will be selected. The results show that only education is
chosen as statistically significant. Educated speakers favour overt subject pronouns (.53) more
than their uneducated counterparts (.34). Age, sex and urban/rural dichotomy are statistically
non-significant.

Table 5.16: Variable rule analysis of the contribution of the social factors to the probability that
the overt subject pronoun will be selected
Corrected mean
.31
Log likelihood
-1494.087
Significance
0.055
Total number
Level of education
Educated
Uneducated
Range
Speaker’s sex
Female
Male

2422
Factor weight %
N
.53
33 702/2106
.34
19 60/316
19
[.52]
[.47]

32 500/1542
30 262/880
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Speaker’s geographical region
Urban
[.51]
Rural
[.49]

32 363/1120
31 399/1302

Speaker's age
Young
Old

33 436/1306
29 326/1116

[.50]
[.50]

5.4.4 Distributional analysis of linguistic factors37
5.4.4.1 Switch reference
The results in Table 5.17 show that switch reference is a key predictor of overt/null subject
pronouns in JA. Overt subject pronouns are favoured when they are not co-referential with the
subject of the preceding clause (45%). Null subject pronouns are favoured when they are coreferential with the subject of the preceding clause (87%).
Table 5.17: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to switch reference
Factor group
Variants
Overt
Null
Total
N(%)
N
N
Switch reference %
%
Different subject
Same subject
Total
%

44.7 366 55.3 453 819(42.1)
13.4 151 86.6 976 1127(57.9)
517
1429 1946
26.6
73.4

These results are in line with the ones reported in previous studies on modern Arabic varieties
(Owens et al. 2010; Omari 2011), as well as other languages such as Spanish (Travis 2007;
Cacoullos & Travis 2010; Otheguy et al. 2007) and American English (Cacoullos & Travis
2014). Switch reference is reported in all these studies to affect variable expression of subject
37

Fourteen linguistic factor groups were operationalized in the present study. The initial statistical analysis showed
that some of these factor groups did not have any effect in constraining variable expression of subject pronouns in
JA. As a result, these factor groups were not included in the distributional and multivariate analyses. These factor
groups include 'presence of object', 'type of clause', 'animacy of subject pronoun' and 'complexity of verb'.
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pronouns with different subjects favouring overt subject pronouns and same subjects favouring
null subject pronouns.

5.4.4.2 Morpholexical class of subject in previous clause
The results in Table 5.18 show that morpholexical class of previous subject affects whether or
not the following subject is expressed in JA. Subject pronouns in the previous clause favor overt
subject pronouns in the target clause (37%) more than do nominal (26%), pronominal (24%) and
null (23%) subjects. Additionally, when the subject of previous clause is not expressed, the
subject of the following clause is preferably null (77%).
Table 5.18: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to morpholexical class of
subject in the preceding clause
Factor group
Variants
Overt
Null
Total
N(%)
N
N
Morpholexical class of subject %
%
Pronoun
36.6 132 63.4 229 361(18.6)
Noun
25.7 157 74.3 453 610(31.3)
Pronominal
24.2 39
75.8 122 161(8.3)
Null
23.2 189 76.8 625 814(41.8)
Total
517
1429 1946
%
26.6
73.4

These results show evidence of a priming effect in that overt subject pronouns in previous clause
lead to overt subject pronouns in the following clause and null subject pronouns lead to null
subject pronouns. The results are in line with the ones reported for other languages (see Cameron
1994 on Spanish). Scherre & Naro (1991) refer to this phenomenon as 'birds of feather effect'
where speakers tend to "recycle patterns used or heard in previous discourse" (Anderwald &
Szmrecsansyi 2008: 407).
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5.4.4.3 Grammatical person of subject pronoun
The results in Table 5.19 show that grammatical person is a key determinant in constraining
variable expression of subject pronouns in JA. First person subject pronouns (45% and 39%) are
found to favour overt subject pronouns more than second (22.9%, 33.3% and 25.9%) and third
(19.1% and 19.6%) person pronouns. The same conclusion is reached by Omari (2011).
Table 5.19: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to the grammatical
person of subject pronoun
Factor group
Variants
Overt
Null
Total
N(%)
N
N
Grammatical person of subject %
%
First person singular
45.1 410 54.9 500 910(37.6)
First person plural
38.9 93 61.1 146 239(9.9)
Second person singular
22.9 27 77.1 91 118(4.9)
Second person plural
4
8
12(0.5)
33.3
66.7
Second person-impersonal
25.4 32 74.6 94 126(5.2)
Third person singular
19.1 132 80.9 558 690(28.5)
Third person plural
19.6 64 80.4 263 327(13.5)
Total
762
1660 2422
%
31.5
68.5

The pattern which shows that singular subject pronouns favour overt subject pronouns more than
plural subject pronouns is only supported in the case of first person pronouns (45.1% and 38.9%
respectively). In second and third person pronouns, the pattern is reversed. Plural subject
pronouns are found to slightly favour overt subject pronouns more than singular pronouns.
It is worth mentioning that first person singular pronoun (45.1%) favours overt subject pronouns
more than second person singular pronoun (22.9%). This result duplicates the one reached by
Owens et al. (2010: 53), who find that "1SG in its turn is marked by a much higher degree of
occurrences than 2SG. This contrast is worth considering briefly, as speech situation, often
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identified as a factor which inextricably binds the speaker and the addressee in a uniform manner
(Chafe 1974: 123), turns out to be asymmetrical as far as overt expression of subject goes. The
non-use of a subject for the addressee dovetails with the use of second person as a generic
category which [....] favours null subject." Our data show that second person singular (77%)and
impersonal (75%) pronouns behave similarly in favouring null subject pronouns in JA.
In a broader sense, the results in Table 5.19 above show that first person singular pronoun ana (I)
is marked by a higher degree of overt subjects than in other grammatical persons. Consequently,
1SG is compared with the rest of other persons to assess its behaviour in JA as far as overt/null
subjects are concerned. The results in Table 5.20 show that first person singular pronoun ana (I)
is found to noticeably favour overt subject pronoun (45%) more than other grammatical persons
(23%). This is in line with the pattern found in other modern varieties of Arabic (Owens et al.
2010; Omari 2011; Schulte-Nafeh 2005).
Table 5.20: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to grammatical person of
subject pronoun (1SG vs. non-1SG)
Factor group
Variants
Overt
Null
Total
N(%)
N
N
Grammatical person of subject pronoun %
%
First person singular
Others
Total
%

45.1 410 54.9 500 910(37.6)
23.3 352 76.7 1160 1512(62.4)
762
1660 2422
31.5
68.5

Schulte-Nafeh (2005: 197) finds that "one of the obligatory positions for an overt 1st person
subject pronoun in Egyptian Arabic is with the verb azun 'I think'." To assess the extent to which
this variability is lexically determined in JA, frequent verbs will be investigated searching for
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any frequent combinations of specific subject pronouns (particularly 1SG) and certain verbs.
This will be done via exploring lexical content of verbs.
5.4.4.4 Lexical class of verb
Inspection of the frequency of individual verbs in the data reveals that there are some verbs that
are more frequent than others in our data. A verb that occurs more than forty times (<5% of the
whole data) is considered a frequent verb. Table 5.21 below presents the most frequent verbs in
the data.
Table 5.21: The most frequent verbs in the data
Frequent verbs
N (%)
qaal
(say)
126 (15.2)
kaan (was)
122 (14.8)
Haka (talk)
117 (14.1)
badduh (want) 106(12.8)
Haab (like)
91(11)
'irif
(know) 89 (10.8)
Shaaf (see)
71 (8.6)
raaH (go)
61 (7.4)
Has
(feel)
44 (5.3)
Total
827

These verbs form one-thirdof the whole data (827/2422), while the remaining two-third of the
data is made up of infrequently occurring verbs. Verbs of speech qaal (say) and Haka (tell, talk)
and copula kaan (was) are the most frequent verbs, followed by desiderative (e.g. Haab 'like'),
cognitive (e.g. 'irif 'know') and perception (e.g. shaaf 'see') verbs. Table 5.22 presents the
distribution of overt/null subject pronouns for each frequent verb. The results show that null
subject pronouns (67%) are the norm in these verbs, confirming the general pattern in the whole
data (68.5%). However, interestingly, the verb Haab (like) behaves differently by being the only
frequent verb favouring overt subject pronouns (63%).
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Table 5.22: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns for each frequent verb in the data
Frequent verb
Overt
Null
Total
% N % N
N(%)
badduh (want)
33 35 67 71 106(12.8)
Haab (like)
63 57 37 34
91(11)
Kaan (was)
36 44 64 78 122(14.8)
Haka (tell, talk) 35 41 65 76 117(14.1)
shaaf (see)
37 26 63 45
71(8.6)
raaH
(go)
26 16 74 45
61(7.4)
Has
(feel)
23 10 77 34
44(5.3)
'irif
(know)
28 25 72 64 89(10.8)
Qaal
(say)
14 18 86 108 126(15.2)
Total
33 272 67 555
827

Another surprising result is that speech verbs qaal and Haka behave differently. Haka favours
overt subject pronouns (35%) more than qaal (14%). The latter favours null subject pronouns
more than all other frequent verbs. High rates of overt subject pronouns with the verb Haab
(like), coupled with the different behaviours of speech verbs, could be due to the semantic
content of the verb and/or the type of subject pronoun used in the utterance. We further expand
the discussion on type of subject pronoun here and leave the semantic content of verb to the next
sub-section.
Recall that overt 1SG pronoun ana (I) is found to be higher than other overt subject pronouns in
the whole data as shown in Tables 5.21-22 above. It is worth checking at this point how 1SG
pronoun ana (I) behaves with frequent verbs. Table 5.23 presents the occurrences of both overt
and null 1SG ana (I) for each frequent verb, compared to the occurrences of both overt and null
non-1SG subject pronouns for frequent verbs. Interestingly, the results show that overt and null
1SG ana constitute nearly half of subject pronouns for the frequent verbs (46%). The verb Haab
(like) highly favours 1SG ana as its subject (82%), followed by Has 'feel', (57%) and shaaf 'see'
(55%). The overall preference of ana (I) as a subject, as well as the high rates of ana (I) with
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specific verbs, lead to an initial observation indicating that there are lexical combinations of
1SGana (I) and specific verbs in the data.
Table 5.23: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns for 1SG ana (I) and non-1SG pronouns
Frequent verb
1SG pronoun Non-1SG Total
%
N
%
N
badduh (want)
33
35
67
71 106
Haab (like)
82
75
18
16
91
Kaan (was)
37
45
63
77 122
Haka (tell, talk) 46
54
54
63 117
shaaf (see)
55
39
45
32
71
raaH
(go)
38
23
62
38
61
Has
(feel)
57
25
43
16
44
'irif
(know)
49
44
51
45
89
Qaal
(say)
31
39
69
87 126
Total
46
379 54
448 827

At this point, it is necessary to assess the roles of overt and null 1SG ana (I) separately. Table
5.24 presents the distribution of overt and null 1SG ana (I) for each frequent verb. Within this
high rate of overt 1SG pronoun, there are two main patterns observed. Verbs that favour overt
1SG ana (I) and other verbs that favour null 1SG. The former group includes Haab (69%),
badduh (63%) and kaan (53%) while the latter includes qaal (87%), Has (68%), 'irif (64%),
raaH (61%) and Haka (54%). The verb shaaf (see) exerts around neutral preference (49%).
These results confirm that there are some specific verbs that frequently occur with overt 1SG
pronoun ana (I).
Table 5.24: Distribution of the occurrences of overt and null 1SG ana with frequent verbs
Frequent verb
Overt ana Null ana Total
% N
% N
badduh (want)
63 22
37 13
35
Haab (like)
69 52
31 23
75
Kaan (was)
53 24
47 21
45
Haka (tell, talk) 46 25
54 29
54
shaaf (see)
49 19
51 20
39
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raaH
Has
'irif
Qaal
Total

(go)
(feel)
(know)
(say)

39
9
32
8
36 16
13
5
47 180

61
68
64
87
53

14
17
28
34
199

23
25
44
39
379

To provide another piece of evidence, it is useful to compare overt 1SG ana (I) with overt non1SG ana (I) subject pronouns. This comparison enables us to find how much overt 1SG ana (I)
constitutes of subject pronouns with frequent verbs. The results in Table 5.25 confirm that overt
ana (I) is favoured more than overt non-ana (I) with all frequent verbs except the verb qaal (say)
as shown in Figure 5.1 below.
Table 5.25: Distribution of overt 1SG pronoun ana and non-1SG subject pronouns in the data
Frequent verb
Overt ana Overt non-ana Total
% N
%
N
N
badduh (want)
63 22
37
13
35
Haab (like)
91 52
9
5
57
Kaan (was)
55 24
45
20
44
Haka (tell, talk) 61 25
39
16
41
shaaf (see)
73 19
27
7
26
raaH (go)
56
9
44
7
16
Has
(feel)
80
8
20
2
10
'irif
(know)
64 16
36
9
25
qaal
(say)
28
5
72
13
18
Total
66 180
34
92
272

Figure 5.1: Preference of overt ana among the frequent verbs in the data
Favouring ............................................................................................................ Disfavouring
Haab > Has > shaaf > 'irif > badduh > Haka > raaH > kaan > qaal
like
feel
see
know want
tell
go
was
say
Summarizing, the results in Tables 5.22-25 above show that there is a strong correlation between
1SG ana (I) and specific verbs in JA. This correlation shows that there are lexical effects, in the
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form of local structures, that constrain variable expression of subject pronouns in JA. For
example, high frequency of the structure ana + Haab/baHib (I like) provides an explanation for
the general behaviour of the verb Haab (like) in favouring overt subject pronouns in JA.
Moreover, the higher frequency of overt 1SG ana in the case of Haka (tell, speak), in addition to
the lower frequency of ana (I) with qaal (say), shows why these two speech verbs have opposite
effects on variable expression of subject pronouns in JA. High frequency of local structures
containing 1SG ana (I) and a frequent verb in JA could indicate that these structures are
undergoing grammaticalization. For example, Deutscher (2011: 646) points out that “the extreme
frequency of reported speech constructions in discourse, coupled with their formulaic nature,
makes them a prototypical locus for grammaticalization." To check the validity of such claim, it
would be instructive to study the semantic content of the frequent verbs that co-occur with 1SG
ana (I) to assess whether or not these verbs have developed new functions in discourse.
5.4.4.5 Semantic class of verb
The results in Table 5.26 show that verb semantics affects variable realization of subject
pronouns in JA. Desiderative verbs favor overt subject pronouns (44%) followed by cognitive
verbs (35%), which in turn favour overt subject pronouns more than perception (31%) and
speech (26%) verbs. It is also noticed that other types of verbs such as stative, motion and copula
verbs favor overt subject pronouns (30%) less than desiderative, cognitive and perception verbs
(but more than speech verbs).
Table 5.26: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to semantic class of verb
Factor group
Variants
Overt
Null
Total
N(%)
N
N
Semantic class of verb %
%
Desiderative
43.6 109 56.3 141 250(10.3)
Cognitive
34.7 100 65.3 188 288(11.9)
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Perception
Others
Speech
Total
%

93(3.8)
31.2 29
68.8 64
29.9 453 70.1 1062 1515(62.6)
25.7 71
74.3 205 276(11.4)
762
1660 2422
31.5
68.5

Due to the lexical effect elicited in the preceding sub-section, it is instructive to investigate how
semantic class of verb correlates with the type of subject. Table 5.27 cross-tabulates semantic
class of verb and grammatical person of subject pronouns. The results show that desiderative
verbs are the only group that favours overt 1SG ana (63%) while all other verbs favour null
subject pronouns in all grammatical persons (including 1SG and non-1SG).
Table 5.27: Cross tabulation of semantic class of verb and grammatical person of subject
pronoun
Semantic class of verb
Desire
Cognition Perception
Speech
Others
Grammatical person
First person singular
Overt subject pronoun
Null subject pronoun

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

63
37

88
51

43
57

67
89

38
62

20
32

33
67

33
66

44
56

∑
Non-first person singular
Overt
Null
∑
Total
Overt
Null
∑

139

19
81

21
90

156

25
75

111
44
56

109
141
250

33
99

52

22
78

132
35
65

100
188
288

9
32

99

21
79

41
31
69

29
64
93

38
139

24
76

177
26
74

71
205
276

30
70

Total
N

%

202
262

410
500

45
55

464

910

251
800

352
1160

1051

1512

453
1062

762
1660

1515

2422

The results further show that desiderative verbs favour null non-1SG subject pronouns with other
verbs. We then can legally infer that 1SG ana and desiderative verbs could possibly have hidden
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23
77

31
69

patterns in common. To uncover these patterns, semantic class of verb is cross-tabulated with
grammatical person of subject pronouns another time as shown in Table 5.28 below; only
frequent verbs are included this time as we are looking for frequent structures.
Table 5.28: Cross tabulation of semantic class of verb and grammatical person of subject
pronoun in frequent verbs
Semantic class of verb
Desire
Cognition Perception
Speech
Others
Grammatical person

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

First person singular
Overt subject pronoun
Null subject pronoun

67
33

74
36

44
56

37
47

28
72

7
18

32
68

29
63

49
51

∑
Non-first person singular
Overt
Null
∑
Total
Overt
Null
∑

110

20
80

18
70

84

15
85

88
46
54

92
106
198

11
63

25

32
68

74
30
70

48
110

7
15

92

19
81

22
30
70
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14
33
47

29
121

24
76

150
24
76

58
184
242

33
67

Total
N

%

33
35

180
199

47
53

68

379

27
87

92
356

114

448

60
122

272
555

182

827

The results duplicate the ones reported for the whole data in Table 5.27. Most importantly,
desiderative verbs are the only verbs that favour overt 1SG (67%) while all other verbs favour
null subject pronouns (including both 1SG and non-1SG).
The results converge in showing that desiderative verbs behave differently from all other verbs
by favouring overt 1SG ana. Recall that with regard to the lexical class of verb, it was found that
there are some frequent combinations that include ana + specific verbs. The most surprising
results are the ones related to the verb Haab (like). Table 5.22 shows that this verb is the only
verb among the frequent verbs that favours overt subject pronouns (63%) in all grammatical
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21
79

33
67

persons (both 1SG and non-1SG). Moreover, the results in Table 5.25 show that the verb Haab
(like) extremely favours overt 1SG ana (91%). These results justify the exclusion of the verb
Haab (like) from the analysis as it patterns differently from other desiderative verbs. Table 5.29
presents the distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to semantic class of verb
after excluding the verb Haab (like).
Table 5.29: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to semantic class of verb
Factor group

Variants
Overt
Null
N
N
Semantic class of verb %
%
Cognitive
34.7 100 65.3 188
Desiderative
32.7 52
67.3 107
Perception
31.2 29
68.8 64
Others
29.9 453 70.1 1062
Speech
25.7 71
74.3 205
Total
705
1626
%
30.2
69.8

Total
N(%)
288(12.4)
159(6.8)
93(4)
1515(64.9)
276(11.8)
2331

The apparent effect of semantic class conceals, in the case of desiderative verbs, the lexical
effect exerted by the verb Haab (like). The results now show that desiderative verbs are no
longer the group that favours overt subject pronouns more than other verbs. Generally, all verbs,
except speech verbs, behave similarly in favouring overt subject pronouns. Most importantly,
cognitive verbs are now the group that favours overt subject pronouns in JA (35%) more than
desiderative verbs (33%). The frequently occurring structure ana Haab/baHib (I like) in JA is a
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corpus-based example that explicitly demonstrates how local (frequent) structures can influence
pattern(s) in speech data.38
The results in Table 5.29 above are in line with Omari (2011), who finds that epistemic verbs
favour overt subjects in JA. The present study then shows that whether all types of subjects are
included (Omari 2011) or only subject pronouns are included (the present study), cognitive verbs
are found to favour overt subject pronouns more than other verbs in JA.
Within a wider cross-linguistic scope, the same pattern is reported in variationist studies on
variable expression of subject pronouns (Otheguy et al. 2007; Cacoullos & Travis 2010 for
Spanish and Cacoullos & Travis 2014 for American English). Cognitive verbs are shown to
favour overt subjects in Spanish (Cacoullos & Travis 2010; Posio 2011) due to “focus of
attention” principle (Silva-Corvalán 2001). This principle entails that the subject of cognitive
verbs (rather than the complement) is focused as the speaker expresses his/her own point of
view. This is confirmed by Pešková (2013), who reports that epistemic verbs in Spanish favour
overt subject pronouns more than other verbs. The higher rates of overt subject pronouns in
cognitive verbs may possibly be explained in light of grammaticalization (Posio 2014). It has
been cross-linguistically reported in previous literature (Aikhenvald 2004, 2011; Deutscher
2011; Schiffrin 1987; Rhee 2001) that verbs of perception and cognition mainly grammaticalize
into epistemic markers (see, for example, studies on the grammaticalization of I think as a
parenthetical marker in English [Thompson & Mulac 1991: Kaltenbock 2009]).

38

It is worth mentioning that I had a separate run for the whole data without the verb Haab (like). The results show
that the same patterns hold for all other factor groups. The only difference is the one discussed above about the
change in the constraints hierarchy of the factor group 'semantic class of verb'.
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5.4.4.6 Discourse genre
The results in Table 5.30 below show that overt subject pronouns are slightly favoured in nonnarrative discourse (33%) than in narrative discourse (29%). This suggests that the latter favours
null subject pronouns due to topic continuity in narratives where the subject remains active in
discourse and hence is referred to using null subject pronouns (Owens et al. 2010).
Table 5.30: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to discourse genre
Factor group

Variants
Overt
Null
Total
N(%)
N
N
Discourse style %
%
Narrative
28.6 252 71.4 630 882(36.4)
Non-narrative
33.1 510 66.9 1030 1540(63.6)
Total
762
1660 2422
%
31.5
68.5

These results are in line with Owens et al. (2010) and Omari (2011), who find higher rates of
overt subjects in non-narrative discourse than in personal narratives.
5.4.4.7 Transitivity of the verb
The results in Table 5.31 show that transitivity constrains variable expression of subject
pronouns in JA. Copula and intransitive verbs slightly favour overt subject pronouns (36% and
34% respectively) more than transitive (30%) and transitive verbs without objects (31%).
Table 5.31: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to transitivity of verb
Factor group
Variants
Overt
Null
Total
N(%)
N
N
Transitivity
%
%
Copula
151(6.2)
35.8 54
64.2 97
Intransitive
33.5 280 66.5 555 835(34.5)
Transitive without object 30.6 104 69.4 236 340(14)
Transitive
29.6 324 70.4 772 1096(45.3)
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Total
%

762
31.5

1660 2422
68.5

These results align with the ones reported by Owens et al. (2010) and Omari (2011), who find
that copula and intransitive verbs favour overt subjects more than transitive verbs. Omari (2011)
suggests that the tendency to have an overt subject with copula and intransitive verbs is a result
of 'focus of attention' (see also Posio 2011: 786 on Spanish): "Since focus of attention in these
clauses is directed to the subject than to the complement, the subject tends to be overt" (Omari
2011: 123).
5.4.4.8 Tense
The results in Table 5.32 show that tense plays a role in constraining variable expression of
subject pronouns in JA. Clauses with present tense slightly favour overt subject pronouns (34%)
more than those with past tense (31%). Past tense is used more in narratives while present tense
is used more in non-narratives (e.g. expressing opinion).
Table 5.32: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to verb tense
Factor group
Variants
Overt
Null
Total
N(%)
N
N
Tense
%
%
Past
30.7 284 69.3 642 926(38.2)
Present
33.9 422 66.1 823 1245(51.4)
Future
22.3 56
77.7 195 251(10.4)
Total
762
1660 2422
%
31.5
68.5

It can be noticed also that present (34%) and past (31%) on one the hand favour overt subject
pronouns more than future tense on the other hand (22%). As far as past temporal reference is
concerned, inspection of the data shows that imperfect verbs favour overt subject pronouns
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(35%) more than preterit verbs (30%). The same conclusion is reached by Silva-Corvalán (1994)
and Travis & Cacoullos (2012) for Spanish.
5.4.4.9 Polarity
The results in Table 5.33 show that polarity affects overt/null subject pronouns in JA. Negative
clauses are found to favour overt subject pronouns (39%) more than positive clauses (30%).This
is at variance with Cacoullos & Travis (2013), who find that polarity is not significant in
conditioning variable expression of first person singular subject pronounsI and yo in English and
Spanish.
Table 5.33: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to polarity
Factor group
Variants
Overt
Null
Total
N(%)
N
N
Polarity
%
%
Positive
30.3 636 69.7 1464 2100(86.7)
Negative
39.1 126 60.9 196 322(13.3)
Total
762
1660 2422
%
31.5
68.5

5.4.4.10 Word order in previous clause
Word order in the previous clause is found to affect variable expression of subject pronouns in
JA. The results in Table 5.34 show that equative (zero-copula) clauses increases the probability
of using overt subject pronouns in the following clause (44%). Moreover, it is shown that SV(O)
increases the probability of overt subject pronouns in the following clause (28%) more than
VS(O) clauses (21%).
Table 5.34: Distribution of overt/null subject pronouns in JA according to word order in the
previous clause
Factor group
Variants
Overt
Null
Total
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Word order in previous clause
Equative (zero-copula)
SV(O)
VS(O)
Ambiguous
Total
%

%
44.1
27.6
21
23

N
82
207
43
185
517
26.6

%
55.9
72.4
79
77

N
104
542
162
621
1429
73.4

N(%)
186(9.6)
749(38.5)
205(10.5)
806(41.4)
1946

The results further show that when the subject of the previous clause is null, the following clause
also favours a null subject (23%). The latter result (i.e. null subjects lead to null subjects) is very
important in showing that there is a kind of structural priming among clauses of null subjects.
This pattern repeats the one that we find in the analysis of 'morpholexical class of previous
subject'. The results in both analyses (morpholexical class of previous subject and word order in
previous clause) converge in showing that null subjects lead to null subjects. This pattern
duplicates the one found in Spanish (Cameron 1994; Cacoullos & Travis 2010).
Another important result is that SV(O) word order in previous clause (28%) increases the
preference of overt subject pronouns in the following clause more than VS(O) word order (21%).
The results in Tables 5.33-34 above clearly show that word order plays a role in variable
expression of subject pronouns in JA.
After having analyzed the effects of these linguistic factors distributionally (factor by factor), the
next step is to analyze their effects statistically.
5.4.5 Multivariate analysis of linguistic variables
Due to the large number of factor groups operationalized in the present study for exploratory
purposes as well as the overlap between some of these factor groups, there are several
interactions that must be resolved before any viable statistical analysis can be conducted
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(Paolillo 2002). Following the standard tradition in variationist studies, a number of different
Goldvarb runs were performed, taking into consideration not to include interacting factor groups
in the same statistical model.39
Table 5.35 presents the results of variable rule analysis of the contribution of linguistic factors to
the probability that overt subject pronoun will be selected. The results show that all factor groups
are chosen as statistically significant in their contribution to the choice of overt subject pronouns
in JA.
Table 5.35: Variable rule analysis of the contribution of the linguistic factors to the probability
that the overt subject pronoun will be selected
Corrected mean
.233
Log likelihood
-1268.155
Significance
.042
Total number
Switch reference
Different subject
Same subject
Range
Grammatical person
First person singular
Others
Range
Word order/previous clause
Equative (zero copula)
SV(O)
Ambiguous
VS(O)
Range
Morpholex. prev. Clause
Pronoun
Noun
Pronominal
Null
Range

2422
Factor weight % N
.72
45 366/819
.33
13 151/1127
39
.64
.41
23

45 410/910
23 352/1512

.63
.52
.48
.41
22

44
28
23
21

82/186
207/749
185/806
43/205

.62
.49
.47
.46
16

37
26
24
23

132/361
157/610
39/161
189/814

39

The factor groups 'semantic class of verb' and 'grammatical person of subject pronoun' interact and cannot be
included in the same run. The same is true for the factor groups of 'word order in the preceding clause' and
'morpholexical class of the previous subject.'
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Transitivity
Copula
Intransitive
Transitive
Range
Tense
Present
Past
Future
Range
Semantic class of verb
Cognitive
Desiderative40
Perception
Speech
Range
Discourse genre
Non-narrative
Narrative
Range
Polarity
Negative
Positive
Range

.59
.55
.46
13

36 54/151
34 280/835
30 428/1436

.52
.50
.40
12

34 422/1245
31 284/926
22 56/251

.54
.53
.50
.44
10

35
33
31
26

.53
.45
8

33 510/1540
29 252/882

.56
.49
7

39 126/322
30 636/2100

100/288
52/159
29/93
71/276

As indicated by the range values, the factor group that makes the strongest contribution to the
selection of overt subject pronoun in JA is switch reference. When the subject of the preceding
clause is different from that in the target clause, overt subject pronoun is noticeably favoured
(.72). If the subject of the target clause is co-referent with the preceding subject, then overt
subject pronoun is disfavoured (.33). This is in line with the pattern found in all variationist
studies on variable subject expression in Arabic (Owens et al. 2010, 2013; Omari 2011) and in
other languages (Otheguy et al. 2007; Cacoullos & Travis 2010, 2014). Owens et al. (2010) find
the same pattern in three varieties of Gulf Arabic (Emirati, Kuwaiti and Hijazi). The same
conclusion is reached by Owens et al. (2013) for Emirati Arabic and Omari (2011) for JA. The

40

These are the factor weights calculated after removing the desiderative verb Haab (like) from the analysis.
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present study confirms that switch reference in the case of subject (personal) pronouns follows
the general pattern when all types of subjects (NP, pronominals, definite and indefinite
pronouns) are included.
Other significant factor groups with lesser effects on the choice of overt subject pronouns are
grammatical person and number of subject pronoun and word order in previous clause. In
grammatical person and number of subject pronoun, first person singular pronoun ana (I) favours
overt subject pronoun (.64) while other grammatical persons disfavour it (.41). The distributional
analysis shows that there is a lexical effect in the variable conditioning of subject pronouns in
JA, with some frequent verbs favouring overt subject pronouns (e.g., Haab 'like') and other verbs
favouring null subject pronouns (e.g., qaal 'say'). It is further shown that in the case of overt
subject pronouns some of these verbs (desiderative verbs: badduh 'want' and Haab 'like') favour
1SG pronoun ana.
Word order in the previous clause is also statistically significant in the choice of overt subject
pronouns in JA. Equative clauses (.63) favour overt subject pronouns. SV(O) has a very weak
favouring effect (.52) Ambiguous (i.e. clauses with null subjects) and VS(O) clauses disfavour
overt subject pronouns (.48 and .41 respectively). Interestingly, this result shows an effect of
word order in the previous clause on the expression of subject pronoun in the following clause in
JA with SV(O) favouring and VS(O) disfavouring overt subject pronouns. To the best of my
knowledge, this effect has not been reported for modern varieties of Arabic.
Morpholexical class of subject in the previous clause, transitivity, tense and semantic class of
verb have weaker effects on the choice of overt subject pronouns in JA. In morpholexical class
of previous subject, pronouns favour overt subject pronouns (.62). Nouns, exerting a neutral
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effect (.49), disfavour them. When the previous subject is pronominal (.47) or null (.46), an overt
subject pronounin the following clause is disfavoured. The most important result is the clear
distinction between the behaviour of subject pronouns and null subjects in the preceding clause.
Subject pronouns in the preceding clause favour overt subject pronouns in the target clause (.62)
while null subjects in the preceding clause disfavour overt subject pronouns in the target clause
(.46). This recurring pattern confirms the ones reported for other languages. For example,
Cameron (1994: 40), finds that in Spanish "pronouns lead to pronouns and nulls lead to nulls."
Additionally, Cacoullos & Travis (2010, 2014) argue that there is a priming effect in the
expression of 1SG pronoun in Spanish and American English with previous 1SG subject
pronoun favouring an overt 1SG subject pronoun in the following clause and null 1SG subject
pronoun favouring a null subject pronoun in the following clause.
Transitivity and tense are found to have similar effects on the choice of overt subject pronouns in
JA. In the former factor group, copula (.59) and intransitive (.55) verbs favour overt subject
pronouns while transitive verbs disfavour them (.46). This is in line with Omari (2011) and
Owens et al. (2010). In the latter factor group, present tense is found to slightly favour overt
subject pronouns (.52). Past tense, exerting a neutral effect (.50), favours overt subject pronouns
while future tense disfavours them (.40). As the constraints hierarchies within this factor group
show, the distinction is really between present and past tense on one the hand and future tense on
the other hand.
In semantic class of verb, cognitive verbs are found to weakly favour overt subject pronouns
(.54) more than desiderative verbs (.53). Perception verbs exert a neutral effect (.50) while
speech verbs disfavour overt subject pronouns (.44). The preference of overt subject pronouns
with cognitive verbs in JA is in line with Omari (2011), who finds that epistemic verbs favour
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overt subjects more than perception verbs. The same conclusion is reached by Cacoullos &
Travis (2010, 2014), who find high rates of overt first person singular subject pronoun in English
and Spanish with cognitive verbs (I think and yo creo).
Discourse genre and polarity are found to be the weakest factor groups that constrain variable
expression of subject pronouns in JA. Within discourse genre, non-narrative discourse favours
overt subject pronouns (.53) while narrative discourse disfavours them (.45). This result follows
the general subject continuity pattern. Subject continuity in narrative discourse is the motivation
for dropping subject pronouns as long as they remain active in discourse (Owens et al. 2010).
Polarity is the weakest factor group that constrains variable expression of subject pronouns in
JA. Negative clauses favour overt subject pronouns (.56) while positive clauses, hovering around
a neutral effect, disfavour them (.49).

5.5 Discussion
Observing that the subject in Arabic has been a major preoccupation in Arabic linguistics (Aoun
& Li 1993; Fassi Fehri 1993; Abdo 1983; Bakir 1980; Mohammad 2000; Omari 2011), this
chapter aimed at investigating variable expression of subject pronouns in a contemporary spoken
variety of Arabic drawing on natural language data.
Detailed quantitative analysis of pro-drop variation in JA turned up a number of compelling
findings. We are now in the position to review the contribution of these findings. The
distributional results show that null subject pronouns are the norm in JA. This result is aligned
with the ones reported for other modern varieties of Arabic (Schulte-Nafeh 2005 for Egyptian
Arabic; Omari 2011 for JA; Owens et al. 2010, 2013 for Kuwaiti, Emirati and Hijazi Arabic).
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A crucial finding to emerge from the current investigation is that variable expression of subject
pronouns in JA is conditioned by an array of linguistic constraints, corroborating Owens' et al.
(2010) claim that there are multiple constraints on variable subject expression in modern
varieties of Arabic. This result provides an empirical counter evidence to previous proposals (Eid
1983) that suggest that overt subject pronouns are only used to focus the subject or to
disambiguate a possible confusion in discourse. The linguistic constraints that are found to affect
variant choice in contemporary JA include transitivity, discourse genre, polarity, transitivity,
tense, semantic class of verb, switch reference, grammatical person and number of subject and
word order in previous clause. The last three factor groups are found to be the key predictors of
variable subject expression in these modern varieties of Arabic. The same pattern is uncovered in
the previous research of other languages such as Spanish (Otheguy & Zentella 2012; Travis
2007; Cacoullos & Travis 2010). These recurring results suggest that there could be universal
cross-linguistic effects of switch reference and grammatical person and number of subject in
constraining variable subject expression.
Additionally, the present study contributes to pro-drop investigation by testing the effects of
some novel linguistic constraints (lexical class of subject, polarity, word order in the preceding
clause and morpholexical class of the preceding subject) on variable expression of subject
pronouns in contemporary Arabic. These factor groups have not been operationalized in
investigating pro-drop variation in Arabic so far. Interestingly, as demonstrated throughout this
chapter, these factor groups are all found to be statistically significant in conditioning variant
choice in JA. One crucial finding is that there is a priming effect of morpholexical class of the
previous subject on variable expression of subject pronouns in JA. An overt subject pronoun in
the previous clause favours overt subject pronoun in the target clause while null subject in the
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previous clause favours null subject in the target clause. This priming pattern is in line with the
ones reported for other languages (see Cameron 1994; Cacoullos & Travis 2014 on Spanish).
Another crucial finding is that word order is found to be a relevant discourse parameter in
constraining variable expression of subject pronouns in JA. Word order in the previous clause is
shown to affect variable expression of subject pronouns in JA. SV(O) word order in the previous
clause favours overt subject pronouns in the following clause more than VS(O) word order.
These results constitute novel findings that have not been previously reported with regard to the
effects of word order on pro-drop variation in contemporary Arabic.
Moreover, the present study takes the initiative in testing the effects of some social factor groups
that have never been operationalized in pro-drop variation in contemporary Arabic. Statistical
analysis of social factors shows that age, sex and urbanity do not have any significant effects on
variant choice in JA. Similar effects have been uncovered in the literature of other languages
(Otheguy et al. 2007). Yet, and interestingly, education happens to have statistically significant
effect in conditioning variant choice in JA. Closer inspection of the data shows that there is
hidden lexical effect that is possibly responsible for the high rates of overt subjects in specific
structures in JA. More precisely, a local structure that combines overt 1SG subject pronoun ana
(I) and the desiderative verb Haab (like) is found to be almost categorical (91%). Such
combination shows that subject expression or omission in JA could be structure-specific and
locally contingent, corroborating the results reported for other languages (e.g. Spanish yo creo 'I
think', Posio 2014). This result underscores the importance of exploring local structural effects in
studies that examine variable subject expression.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
Drawing on the framework of variationist sociolinguistics (Labov 1972), I conducted an
accountable analysis of word order variation, as well as pro-drop variation in a corpus of
vernacular JA. One of the primary motivations for this investigation stems from the recognition
that there are few community-based sociolinguistic studies of non-phonological variation in
spoken Arabic. Acknowledging that much previous work on Arabic syntax has been based on
written sources and diverse methodologies, the investigation described in this thesis sought to
privilege the study of syntactic variation in everyday spoken Jordanian Arabic using an
accountable methodological approach.
We are now in position to return to our research objectives established at the outset of the study
in order to review the contribution of our results to elucidating these objectives.
6.1 Word order
Distributional and multivariate analyses confirm that word order variation is subject to multiple
constraints (Holes 1995). A first important finding concerns the quantitative preponderance of
SV(O) word order in vernacular JA, which competes with less frequent VS(O). Likewise, a
major finding too is that minority word order options such as VOS, OVS, OSV and SOV, whose
status in spoken Arabic has been the topic of many conflicting and contradictory reports (Brustad
2000; Dahlgren 1998), are extremely rare in the data. Moreover, statistical analysis of the
linguistic factors conditioning the observed variability reveals that transitive verbs with objects
and definite subject pronouns are key predictors of SV(O) word order choice, as determined by
the relative magnitude of their respective effects. In transitive clauses, objects, “the typical new
element, will align on the opposite side of the subject” (Owens et al. 2009: 44). Likewise,
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definite subjects, normally having given referents, precede new information (Hewitt 2006;
Owens et al. 2009).
Particularly compelling is the social embedding of the variation. Distributional analysis of
younger (18-40) speakers and older (40+) speakers offers provisional indications that alternation
between SV(O) and VS(O) word orders could be implicated in ongoing change. This inference is
additionally bolstered by sex-differentiation in the data (Labov 1990), with women leading in the
use of SV(O), as well as an urban-rural split, with urban-origin speakers using SV(O) word order
more frequently than their rural-origin counterparts. While comparing the linguistic conditioning
of younger and older speakers reveals that the underlying grammars of younger and older
speakers are conditioned by the same linguistic constraints, the distributional results show that
(highly educated) younger speakers of JA favour SV(O) in foregrounded narratives. This
suggests that SV(O) is increasing within narrative sequences, a specific environment
conventionally associated with VS(O) word order (see Owens et al. 2009 for Kuwaiti, Emirati
and Hijazi Arabic; Holes 2010 for Bahraini Arabic; Dahlgren 1998 for Syrian, Lebanese,
Jordanian, Iraqi and Egyptian Arabic).
However, it is important to stress that while all the social factors, as well as narrative
foregrounding, factored into this investigation point in the direction of change in progress from
VS(O) to SV(O), any suggestion of change needs to be corroborated by real-time evidence. Realtime studies of word order variation and change are an important line of research to be pursued
in future studies.
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6.2 Pro-drop
The results reported in the present study show that variable expression of subject pronouns in JA
is constrained by a number of linguistic factors, with switch reference, grammatical person and
number of subject pronoun and word order in previous clause being the key predictors of overt
subject pronouns. Moreover, the results show that social factors, except education, do not have
statistically significant effects in conditioning variable expression of subject pronouns in JA.
Closer inspection of the data shows other important findings. It was found that high rates of overt
subject pronouns in specific constructions was lexically determined. More precisely, a local
structure that combines overt 1SG subject pronoun ana (I) and the desiderative verb baHib (like)
is found to be almost categorical.
Another important result is that word order is a relevant discourse and syntactic parameter in
constraining the realization of overt and null subject pronouns in JA. Word order in the previous
clause is found to affect variable expression of subject pronouns in JA. SV(O) word order in the
previous clause favours overt subject pronoun in the following clause more than VS(O) word
order.
Situating the results of pro-drop variable within a wider cross-varietal perspective, the results
reported in the present study provide provisional evidence that supports the claims of Owens et
al. (2010, 2013) and Omari (2011), who argue that variable subject expression in modern
varieties of Arabic is constrained by a number of linguistic factors. The results, considered in the
aggregate, provide empirical counter evidence to previous proposals (Eid 1983) that suggest that
overt subject pronouns are used as 'anti-ambiguity' devices to introduce an unexpected
interpretation of a message (Eid 1983: 288).
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Comparison of JA with other vernacular varieties of Arabic additionally suggests that JA (Omari
2011), Kuwaiti, Emirati, Hijazi Arabic (Owens et al. 2010, 2013) and Egyptian Arabic (SchulteNafeh 2005) have null subjects as their norm. However, due to the paucity of variationist studies
on variable expression of subject pronouns in other vernacular varieties of Arabic, no claims
about the nature and degree of variation can be stated at this point. Studies of variable subject
realization in different varieties of spoken Arabic constitute an important area for future crossvarietal research.
Summarizing, the results of this study foreground the utility of empirically accountable analyses
of spontaneous speech in elucidating key issues relating to word order variation and pro-drop
variation in modern varieties of spoken Arabic. Accountable analyses of recurrent patterns of
variation offer an important evidence-based perspective on the dominance of SV(O) word order
and null subject pronouns in JA.
I now turn to integrating the results within a wider cross-linguistic perspective by comparing the
patterns of syntactic variation found in JA with those reported for other languages such as
English and Spanish.
6.3 Cross-varietal and cross-linguistic comparisons
By drawing on the infrastructure of variationist sociolinguistics and combining this framework
with insights from syntactic theory, this study has provided a description of two syntactic
variables in a contemporary variety of spoken Arabic. "The integration of variation in syntactic
theory could contribute to our understanding of the range of possible intra-dialectal and interdialectal variation in various structures" (Green 2007: 44). For instance, at the intra-dialectal
level, the local structure combining 1SG pronoun ana (I) and the desiderative verb baHib (like)
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in JA demonstrates how local structures in a language can affect variable expression of subject
pronouns (Posio 2014).
Syntactic variation in Arabic can also increase our understanding of universal patterns of
syntactic variation among languages. Miller (2007: 1) argues that "investigating non-Western
urban settings might help to identify both universal trends and more specific local issues." For
example, SV(O) is found to be the most frequent word order in JA, deviating from VS(O) word
order in MSA. This lends support to the typological transition from VSO to SVO discussed by
Greenberg (1966). Furthermore, the results show that switch reference is the strongest predictor
of overt subject pronouns in JA, which in turn align with patterns reported for many other
languages. Additionally, the results demonstrate that pronouns lead to pronouns and null subjects
lead to null subjects in JA. These patterns, coupled with the similar trends reported for other
languages such as Spanish and English (Cacoullos & Travis 2010; Cameron & Flores-Ferran
2004), offer cross-linguistic evidence for the universality of patterns of syntactic variation found
among genetically unrelated languages (e.g., JA and Spanish varieties).
6.4 Limitations of the study and directions for future research
The present investigation has revealed a number of important results in the patterns of
grammatical variation in vernacular JA. However, as these results are based on 30 speakers of JA
living in the Irbid metropolitan area, it would be premature to generalize these results to other
varieties of Jordanian Arabic or other national varieties without additional research. The next
step is to investigate the patterns of variation in word order and subject pronouns in other urban
centers in Jordan such as Amman, Mafraq, Zarqa and Aqaba. Such research will enable us to
assess the patterns of variation, as well as the possible emergence of new prestige-related spoken
varieties due to dialect contact, in other speech communities within Jordan. After that, it would
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be instructive to investigate these patterns in other vernacular varieties of Arabic such as Syrian,
Iraqi, Yemeni, Sudanese, Libyan, Moroccan, and Algerian. Such studies will provide a departure
point for investigating other aspects of grammatical structures of spoken Arabic as “word order
is often used as a basis from which to predict other structural features” (Sprenger & Mathur
2012: 122). Future expression, complemenizer deletion, agreement and negation patterns are
some aspects of grammatical structures of spoken Arabic that could be fruitfully investigated
within the framework of variationist sociolinguistics.
In sum, a hallmark of the investigations in this thesis has been the premium attached to statistical
evaluation of recurrent patterns in community-based vernaculars using an empirically
accountable framework. The results generated by this approach have revealed new findings not
previously available from the intuited, elicited or written material on which much previous work
on Arabic has been based. This suggests that the usage-based approach at the heart of this thesis
is an indispensable adjunct to any future investigations targeting syntactic variation in
contemporary vernacular Arabic varieties. One of the key advantages of such an approach is its
capacity to reveal gaps between the "analyst's conception of the data and the data themselves"
(Ernestus & Baayen 2011: 374). Perhaps the clearest demonstration of this point resides in the
results for word order, where the so-called flexibility of Arabic constituent order that is widely
espoused in literature, is reduced to competition between two options only in everyday spoken
JA: SV(O) and VS(O). Therefore, examination of actual speech data using a sociolinguistic
framework can refine, modify and even correct many impressionistic claims in the literature
about the variable structure of Arabic. Only such accountable analyses of syntactic variation
using actual speech data, rather than the analyist’s own perception of the data, can determine
what is really happening in everyday speech.
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APPENDIX
JORDANIAN ARABIC CORPUS
WORD ORDER
CODING PROTOCOL
Variants
SV
SVO
VS
VSO
VOS
SOV
OVS
OSV

Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

FG 1 Education
No education
Intermediate
Post-secondary

Code
N
I
P

FG 2 Speaker’s Sex
Male
Female

Code
M
F

FG 3 Speaker’s Age
Old (over 40)
Young (under 40)

Code
O
Y

FG 4 Geographical Code
background
Rural
R
Urban
U

FG 5
Morpholexical
Class of subject
Noun
Pronoun

Code

N
P
182

Pronominal

R

FG 6 Definiteness
of subject
Definite noun
indefinite noun
Definite pronoun
Indefinite pronoun

Code

FG 7 Transitivity
Intransitive
Transitive
Transitive without
object

Code
I
T
N

FG 8 Polarity
Negative
Positive

D
I
P
N

Code
N
P

FG 9 Animacy of
subject
Human
Inanimate

Code
H
I

FG 10 Type of clause
Main clause
Embedded clause

Code
M
E

FG 11 Complexity of
the verb phrase
Simple
Complex

Code

FG 12 Stativity of
the verb
Stative
Dynamic

Code

S
C

S
D
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FG 13 Adjacency of
subject and verb
Adjacent
Not adjacent

Code

FG 14 Grammatical
person of subject
First person singular
Second person
singular
Third person
singular-PRONOUN
Third person
singularINDEFINITE
PRONOUN
Third person
singular-FULL NP
First person plural
Second person plural
Third person pluralPRONOUN
Third person pluralINDEFINITE
PRONOUN

Code

FG 15 Information
structure of subject
New
Given

FG 16 Subject
weight
Light
Heavy

A
N

1
2
3
E

N
4
5
6
I

Code
N
G

Code
L
H
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JORDANIAN ARABIC CORPUS
PRO-DROP
CODING PROTOCOL

Variants
Covert subject
pronoun
Overt subject
pronoun

Code
N

FG 1
Education
No education
Intermediate
Post-secondary

Code

FG 2
Speaker’s Sex
Male
Female

Code

FG 3
Speaker’s Age
Old (over 40)
Young (under
40)

Code

FG 4
Geographical
background
Rural
Urban

Code

O

N
I
P

M
F

O
Y

R
U
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FG 5
Person/number
of subject
pronoun
First person
singular
Second person
singularpersonal
Second person
singularimpersonal
Third person
singular
First person
plural
Second person
plural
Third person
plural

Code

FG 6
Animacy of subject
pronoun
Human
Inanimate

1
2

N

3
4
5
6

Code

H
I

FG 7Coreference
Same subject
Different subject

Code
S
D

FG 8
Discourse style
Narrative
Non-narrative

Code
R
N

R: “a story, long or short, about what happened...it is not an account of how things used to be, a
question or a simple answer to a question, or a description of a situation or a condition” (Otheguy
& Zentella 2012: 251)
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N: Response to a comment or a response for a question or a request for information

FG9Morpholexical
Class of the
preceding subject
Noun
Pronoun
Pronominal
Null

FG 10
Word order of
the previous
clause
SV
VS
Null
Other

Code

N
P
R
L

Code

S
V
N
E

S: Includes SV, SVO and SOV
V: Includes VS, VSO and VOS
N: Subject is covert
E: Equative (zero-copula) clauses and existentials

FG 11
Transitivity of
the verb
Intransitive
Transitive
Transitive
without object

Code

I
T
N
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FG 12
Code
Complexity of
the verb phrase
Simple
S
Complex
C
FG 13
Semantic class
of verb
Speech verbs
Cognitive/mental
state verbs
Perception verbs
Desiderative
verbs
Other

Code

S
C
P
D
T

O: motion, copula and any verb that cannot be classified as one of the other categories (Travis &
Cacoullos 2012)

FG 14
Lexical content
of verb
Lexical verb

FG 15
Tense of the
verb
Past
Past
progressive
Past perfect
Present
Present
progressive
Present perfect
Future
Future
progressive

Code

The present form
of the verb in the
target clause
Code

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
188

Future perfect

9

FG 16
Polarity
Negative
Positive

Code

FG 17
Type of clause
Main clause
Subordinate
clause
Coordinate
clause
Embedded
clause

Code

N
P

M
S
C
E

M: Main single clause or main clause of a multi-clause sentence
S: Relative clauses, adverbial clauses of all types
C: Any second clauses after w (and)
E: Clauses that occur within other clauses
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Sociolinguistic interview report
Name
Length of residence in
Irbid
Place and date of birth
Sex
Age
Level of education

No education

primary

secondary

post-secondary

Knowledge of other
languages (including
proficiency in English)
Employment-job title
Geographical background

urban

rural

Conversational modules
These are the questions asked to participants during the sociolinguistic interviews: (These
questions depend on Abdel-Jawad (1981). Questions are modified to be suitable for asking about
Irbid. I also added more questions.)
Work and background information
-Do you have a job now? What do you do? Since when? Do other family members work? Who?
What do they do?
- When were you born? Where? What about your father and mother?
-How long have you been living in Irbid? Where did you come from? Why did you move to
Irbid? Have you been living in the same place since you moved? Where did you live before?
-What do you think of housing in Irbid? Cheap or expensive particularly after the arrival of
thousands of Syrian refugees to Irbid?
- What languages other than Arabic do you speak?
-Do you travel a lot? Where? What is the best place that you have ever visited? Where will you
go if you have the chance?
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-Who are your family members? Who is the closest to you? Who do you talk to when you are in
trouble?
-What was your first job? What did you do then?
-What did your parents want you to be? What would you like your children to be in the future?
-Do you think that women should work outside the house? Why (not)?
School
-Do you go to school now? Did you go to school before? How long?
-How did you go to school? Can you describe your school? Small? Big? Old?
-What do you think of your teachers? How did they use to treat you and other students? Do you
still remember a story that happened between you and one of your teachers?
-Do (Did) you have a group in school? What do (did) you do together?
-What about cheating in exams? Did you try it? Did it work or not? Do you still remember any
story about this?
-What was the best thing that you ever saw a student doing to a teacher or a teacher doing to a
student?
-What was the worst thing that you ever saw a student doing to a teacher or a teacher doing to a
student?
- Did you ever get blamed for doing something you did not do? Tell me about it.
Peer group (for younger speakers)
-Is there a bunch of friends you hang around with? Do you see them daily? What do you do?
-Who is the leader of the group? The strongest? The smartest? The closest to you?
-Do you play any games around here? What?Is (was) there a game that you used to playoften?
-What are the most frequent games around here?
- Have you ever joined a team (football, basket)?
-What are your hobbies? What do you do in your free time? What will you do if you have time to
spend with your friends? Where will you go? Why?
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Marriage
-When did you see your wife/husband for the first time? How did you meet him/her?
-How did you propose?
-Did you have engagement and/or wedding parties?
-What do you think of marrying a relative?
-Did you live in the family house or in a separte house?
-Are marriage habbits changing? How?
- What would you like to change yourself?
-There are more difficulties and complications of marriage. What are they?
-How will you choose your wife/husband?
Dreams, fear, and danger of death
-Did you ever have a dream that really scared you? That came true? What happened?
-Some people wake up and shout, walk in their dreams. Are you among them? Do you know
one? What does he/she do?
-Do you remember your dreams?
-Have you ever known what it was to be really afraid? What happened? How did you feel
afterwards?
-What scares you the most?
-Have you ever been in a situation where you were in serious danger of being killed, where you
said to yourself “This is it”? What happened?
-Are you lucky? With what?
- Have you ever been in s situation when you felt your life was threatened? When? Tell me what
happened.

Semi-formal topics
-What are some of the problems we face in the Arab World today?
-What solutions could you suggest? What will you do if you are in an authority position?
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-How is education today differenent from the past?
-Some believe that Classical Arabic sould be replaced by the colloquial? Do you agree? Why
(not)?
-What is the dialect you like most?Why?
-Can you tell if someone is from Irbid by the way he/she talks? How can you tell?
-Could you tell if someone is from the north, the middle, or the south of Jordan from the way
he/she speaks? How can you tell?
- Do you notice whether young people speak differently from older people? How?
- When you were growing up, did your parents/relatives ever correct the way you spoke? What
did you say that they did not like?
-Have you ever tried to change anything about the way you talk?
-When and with whom do you usualy try to modify your speech?
-What will you do if someone you know well tries to modify his/her speech while talking to you?
-Do men/women become more conscious of thier speech when they talk to each other?
-What habbits, values, and traditions will you change in the society if you are given the chance?
Other topics
-What do you think of the last snow storm (Alexa)? What happened? Wherewere you when the
storm started? What did you do to survive? What happened to other people in the city?
-What will you do if there is a similar snow storm in the near future? What things will you
do/avoid this time?
-How do you compare this snow storm to the one in 1990/1991? Do you think that people’s
solidarity helped during the storm? How?
-What do you think of transportations in Irbid? What are some of the problems facing you in this
regard? What is your favourite means of transportation? What will you change/add if you are
reposible for transportaion in Jordan and in Irbid in particular?
-What do you think of inflation in Jordan and in Irbid in particular? What are the reasons behind
this inflation? What solutions could you suggest to decrease the effects of inflation on people?
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